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Clemson and Virginia meet on
Homecoming today in Death Valley. The
Tigers have been nothing short of sensation-
al in Homecoming games over the years,
especially since 1970. The Tigers have lost
just one Homecoming game since 1970, in
1989 to Georgia Tech, 30-14.
Clemson has a 53-17-3 overall record on
Homecoming dating to 1922 when Centre
College defeated Clemson, 21-0. The Tigers
are 23-1-2 on Homecoming since 1970. The
ties came in 1976 to Duke (18-18) and to
Virginia (20-20) in 1991.
Clemson has actually been outstanding in
Homecoming games home and away in
recent years. Over the last three years
Clemson ruined an opponent's Homecoming
Game three times, at Duke in 1996, and at
Maryland and at Georgia Tech in 1995.
Last year Clemson defeated Georgia Tech
28-25 on Clemson's Homecoming. Tech was
ranked 22nd in the nation coming into the
October 19 game. Virginia has not been
Clemson's Homecoming opponent since
1991, and the game ended in a 20-20 tie.
Prior to that, Virginia was Clemson's
Homecoming opponent in 1989, a 34-20
Clemson victory.
This will be the ninth time that Virginia has
been the opponent for a Clemson
Homecoming. The Tigers are 7-0-1 in the
previous Homecoming games with the
Cavaliers. Clemson is 3-0 when Clemson is
Virginia's Homecoming opponent in
Charlottesville. So, Clemson is 10-0-1 in
Homecoming games involving the two
schools.
Series tied in tlie 1990s
Clemson holds a commanding 32-3-1
lead in the series with Virginia, but the series
stands at 3-3-1 in the decade of the 1990s.
The Cavaliers gained their first victory in the
series in 1990, by a 20-7 score in
Charlottesville. Clemson had won 29 straight
games in the series dating back to 1955.
Ironically Clemson's first win in the series in
1955 was also by a 20-7 score.
The game 42 years ago was the first
meeting in the history of the series even
though both teams were charter members of
Southern Conference (1921) and the
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association
before that.
Clemson has beaten a top 20 Virginia
team three of the last five seasons. In 1992
Clemson won at #10 Virginia, 29-28, and in
1993 the Tigers defeated the #18 Cavs, 23-
14. Clemson won last year at 15th ranked
Virginia, 24-16 in perhaps the biggest win of
the Tigers 1996 season.
The Clemson victory in 1992 was a land-
mark tnumph for Clemson, as the Tigers
overcame a 28-0 deficit to win, 29-28. A 32-
yard field goal with 52 seconds left by Nelson
Welch gave Clemson the victory Louis
Solomon, then a freshman, came off the
bench to quarterback the Tigers to 29 points
over the last 32 minutes of the game. It is the
greatest comeback in Clemson history in
terms of overcoming a deficit at any juncture
of a game. In fact it is the second best come-
back in ACC history, the best involving a
game between two ACC teams.
Last year it was the rushing of Kelton
Dunnican and Raymond Priester that keyed
the Clemson victory Dunnican had a career
high 123 yards in just 13 attempts, while
Priester led a sound ground attack against Virginia in Clemson's win in Charlottesville
last year. At times it took four Cavaliers to bring him down. (Photo by Pete Emerson)
Priester had 122 in 20 carries. Five different
Clemson players, Anthony Simmons,
Raymond White, Mond Wilson, Anlwan
Edwards and Andy Ford, had at least 10 tack-
les to lead the Clemson defense. The group's
play was a prime reason Tiki Barber had just
82 yards in 25 carries, breaking his string of
consecutive 100-yard games at nine.
Greene and Home Set More Records
While a solid ground game has been a
common denominator in Clemson victories
over Virginia the last 20 years, the Tigers
enter this game on a record pace in terms of
passing yardage. Clemson has already
thrown for 1211 yards this season, 242.2
yards per game and far ahead of the
Clemson record for the course of a season,
175.5 yards per game in 1969.
The leaders of this passing fancy are
senior quarterback Nealon Greene and wide
receiver Tony Home. Both set single game
Clemson records and single season records
last week. Greene is on the precipice of set-
ting two more career marks.
Greene completed 18-28 passes for 241
yards and four touchdowns against UTEP last
week, tying the Clemson single game record
for touchdown passes. You have to go back
50 years to find the last time a Clemson quar-
terback threw four touchdown passes in a sin-
gle game. Bobby Gage did it against Auburn
in 1947 in a 34-18 Clemson victory at Death
Valley
Home tied the Clemson single game
record for touchdown receptions with scoring
receptions of 15, three and 32 yards. You
have to go back to another Auburn game
(1953) the find the last time a Tiger caught
three touchdown passes in a single game.
Dreher Gaskin accomplished that in a 45-19
loss to Auburn at Death Valley in that 1953
season, the first year of the ACC.
Greene had 241 yards passing against
UTEP, the fourth time in five games that he
has exceeded the 200-yard mark. That is
already a Clemson record for 200-yard pass-
ing games in a season by an individual.
Home had his fourth 100-yard receiving
game of the season against UTEP. That also
set a Clemson single season mark. Home,
Charlie Waters (1969) and Perry Tuttle (1981)
were the only previous players to have three
100-yard games in a season. Home also
had 225 yards in all-purpose running against
UTEP and became just the third player in
Clemson history to have two 200-yard all-pur-
pose running games in the same season.
Jackie Calvert did it in 1950 and Terrence
Flagler had a pair of 200-yard all-purpose
games in 1986.
Home remains in the top 20 in the nation
in four different categories. He is sixth in the
nation in receptions per game (7.8), fourth in
kickoff return average (29.6), ninth in all-pur-
pose yardage (181.2) and 16th in reception
2
yards per game (100.8). He is now 36th in
punt returns (10.3) after his 106-yard perfor-
mance last week against UTEP.
The native of Rockingham, NC had 119
yards receiving on eight catches and seven
punt returns for 106 yards against UTEP.
That is the first time in Clemson history a
player has had at least 100 yards receiving
and 100 yards in punt returns in the same
game. Against Florida State this year he
became the first player in Clemson history to
record at least 100 receiving yards and 100
kickoff return yards in the same game.
Greene could break three Career Records
Nealon Greene could set three Clemson
career records in today's game. He could set
two with just one completion. The senior from
Yonkers, NY needs just two passing yards to
break Rodney Williams career passing
yardage record. Williams had 4647 for his
four year career and Greene has 4646 enter-
ing today'sgame.
Greene also needs just one touchdown
pass to break Mike Eppley's career touch-
down pass mark. Eppley had 28 between
1980-84 and Greene's nine TD passes this
year give him 28 for his career. Finally,
Greene now has seven 200-yard passing
games for his career and needs just one to
break Tommy Kendrick's career record of
seven.
Earlier this year Greene became
Clemson's career leader in completions and
now has 367. Down the road for Greene is
the career total offense record. He has 1277
for the season, 255.4 yards per game and
needs just 592 to break Steve Fuller's record.
At this rate, he could break that mark at Wake
Forest on November 1
.
Simmons Now Fourth in Career Tackles
After a slow start due to a hip-pointer
injury, Ail-American Anthony Simmons has
rounded into form and has been Clemson's
top tackier in each of the last three weeks
with double figure tackle totals. He had 14
tackles in just 49 snaps against UTEP and
now has 41 tackles the last three games com-
bined. He has been Clemson's
leading tackier in four of the
five games this year, 23
games in his 29-game
Clemson career. He has 23
double figure tackle games in
his 29 contests as a Tiger.
The consensus presea-
son All-American now has at
least one tackle for loss in 10
straight games and leads the
team in tackles for loss this
year with nine. For his career
he has 35 tackles for loss in 29
games, tne only linebacker in
Clemson history to average
Clemson's Homecoming
Tradition dates to 1922.
The Tigers are 23-1-2 on
Homecoming the last 26
years.
over a tackle for loss per game.
Simmons already ranks in 10th place in
Clemson history in career tackles for loss and
needs just two to go ahead of Jim Stuckey
and Wayne Simmons on the all-time Clemson
history. Both of those Tiger greats played four
seasons. Simmons is now fourth in
Clemson history in career tackles with 384
and needs just six to pass Ed McDaniel
into third spot. Again, McDaniel played in
four seasons. After today's game, all that will
be in front of Simmons are Jeff Davis (469)
and Bubba Brown (515).
Virginia Update
Virginia enters today's game with a 2-2
record, a pair of wins over non-ranked teams
and a pair of losses to top 10 teams. The
Cavaliers are a team that plays outstanding
defense and has ridden the arm of quarter-
back Aaron Brooks and the running of backs
Thomas Jones and Antwoine Womack.
Jones and Womack are trying to pick up
the slack created by the graduation of Tiki
Barber, Virginia's top all-around back in histo-
ry. Jones has 267 yards in four games and a
touchdown, while Womack has 200 yards
rushing and a 5.7 average.
Brooks has completed 60 percent of his
passes for 161 yards per game. The native
of Newport News, VA, who was recruited by
Clemson, was an off and on starter a year
ago, but he played just a few plays against the
Tigers. He threw just one pass. He did have
some outstanding games at the end of the
season and has been the starter all of 1997.
Brooks has two reliable receivers in Terrence
Wilkins and Germane Crowell. Wilkins has
17 catches for 181 yards, while Crowell has
14 for 21 1 and two scores.
Virginia ranks 13th in the nation in rush-
ing defense. Wall Rainer, a returning starter
from 1996, leads the club in tackles wih 50.
He is picking up the slack left by the gradua-
tion for first-round draft choices James Farrior
and Jamie Sharper.
Anthony Poindexter is the leader of the
secondary and is a prime reason the Cavs
are ranked in the top 25 in the nation in total
defense. Poindexter has 34 tackles this sea-
son and is regarded as one of the top defen-
sive backs in the nation. He joined Clemson's
Anthony Simmons on the Playboy All-
America team for 1997. He was a second-
team All-American by the Sporting News a
year ago. As a freshman in 1995, he had 1
1
solo tackles against Clemson. his career high
in that category. Last year he had three inter-
ceptions and a blocked punt against NC
State.
Welsh Trying to Tie Howard's Record
Virginia Head Coach George Welsh can
tie former Clemson head coach Frank
Howard for the all-time ACC record for league
wins with a victory over the Tigers in Death
Valley today. Welsh got his 65th ACC win
when he defeated Wake Forest last week in
Charlottesville, 21-13. Howard had 66 ACC
wins as Clemson's head coach. Howard was
Clemson's head coach between 1940-69, but
only 17 of those years, 1953-69, were as an
ACC coach. The league was not formed until
that 1953 season.
Welsh has been a model of consistency
since he went to Virginia in 1982. He took
over a program that had just one winning
season between 1969-81 and now has a
string of 10 straight winning seasons. He has
coached Virginia to nine bowl games, more
than any other ACC coach in history. Virginia
is the only ACC school to win at least seven
games for 10 consecutive seasons while a
member of the ACC.
It would be ironic for Welsh to tie the
record against Clemson because Howard
never lost to Virginia (1 1-0).
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by Brett Berg
Some people are optimists and some
are pessimists. Raymond White, starting
middle guard on this year's Clemson
defense, is a little of both. White looks at
the negatives, but always sees the posi-
tives in everything he does.
This country boy from Clinton, MS,
bears an eternal smile that adorns his
face. White, who graduated from Clemson
this past August with a degree in business
management, can be seen around campus
bearing his pearly whites to everybody.
From fellow students, to professors, to
teammates, to coaches, Raymond could
be the endorser for any toothpaste compa-
ny.
White's optimistic outlook on life has
been passed down from his parents, Joe
and Mary White. Growing up in
Mississippi, White had many opportuni-
ties to experience the country and enjoy
nature. There wasn't always the stress
associated with deadlines and traffic jams.
The most stress White remembers
growing up was during hunting and fishing
trips. One such fishing trip with his father
and cousin is memorable. "One night we
went camping all night long at the reser-
voir back home," says White. "We caught
absolutely nothing. We stayed there all
night and didn't catch a thing. That was the
worst. The only thing that we did catch was
a couple of stumps."
This is one thing that White misses
since he's been at Clemson - fishing with
his dad. " My dad and I are pretty tight,"
says White. "We'd go fishing all the time.
As soon as he'd get off work, we'd go fish-
ing or hunting. I miss hanging out with my
dad."
Coming out of Clinton High School,
where he was named the Defensive
Player-of-the-Year and the Sportsman-of-
the-Year, White narrowed his field down to
Clemson and Mississippi. So, how did this
player who is so close to his family leave
Mississippi for Clemson, SC?
It is simple answer, 'The Hill.' The first
time White ran down the hill was on a
recruiting visit. The hill experience made
White a Clemson fan. "They had the sound
effects going on and I knew this was the
place," says White.
This leads to White's most memorable
experience since being at Clemson - the
day his parents dropped him off and head-
ed back home without their son. This was
a time when White would cross over into
manhood, and gain independence. White
says he was scared. "It was the Fall of my
first year (1993) and once they dropped
me oft, I knew there was no turning back."
White had to get used to college life
and the corresponding responsibility. In
addition to the daily riggers of football,
there was doing wash, getting dinner and
cleaning up after himself. Growing up in
Mississippi, his mom was a housewife who
cooked, cleaned, and took care of
Raymond. There were phone calls back
home to ask mom why some of his white
shirts were now pink.
"Over the years, you really don't notice
the changes, but right about now, I can see
them," says White. "When I first came
here, I always wanted to go home and I'd
go home at every chance I'd get. I love my
parents and miss them, but now it's time to
live my own life."
After red-shirting his freshman year,
White was ready to make an impact. He
was ready to play, ready to hit someone
coming out of the backfield. He has had
an outstanding career at Clemson, many
memorable games. It is interesting to note
that his most memorable was his first
game, in 1994 against Furman.
"
I didn't make a single tackle," says
White. "That was the worst game I ever
played. I stayed on the ground most of the
time and I was cut on every play. It was
awful."
White has come a long way since that
Furman game, however. He said he has
grown both mentally and physically. When
he arrived at Clemson, White weighed 240
pounds, now he weighs close to
272. He used to watch in awe at
guys like Brentson Buckner,
Warren Forney, and Lamarick
Simpson. Now White can hold his
own, particularly in the strength
area. Last year he was a first-
team Strength All-American.
Mentally, White has become
more confident in his abilities. "As
the years go by, you get more
confidence in what you're doing,"
says White. "You start to play with
confidence and when you play
with confidence, you play a lot
better."
White did not see much recog-
nition last year, partly due to the
fact that he played in the shadow
of Trevor Pryce, a first-round draft
pick of the Denver Broncos.
White had 20 more tackles than
Pryce in 1996 and led the defen-
sive line with 94. His total was
the most by a Clemson defensive
lineman since Rob Bodine had
108 in an All-America season in
1991.
So far this season White is keeping
pace with last season's accomplishments.
He was fourth on the team in tackles
through the UTEP game with 27. He had
seven stops against N.C. State in 60 plays
and eight stops in only 47 plays against
Georgia Tech.
White credits Coach Les Herrin with
helping him develop as a player. "Coach
Herrin can make you pull out ability that
you didn't know you had," says White. "He
makes you work very hard. He won't let
you settle for anything less than the best
you can do."
While White lists his most memorable
moments as a fishing trip that failed to bag
a fish, a football game that failed to pro-
duce a tackle, and the day his parents
dropped him off at Clemson, leaving him
on his own, he is an optimistic person.
His humility is omnipresent, you can see it
in his smile.
What he has done is learn from disap-
pointing moments in his life and turn them
into learning situations and thus a positive.
Can you remember the last game he failed
to make a tackle? Chances are he hasn't
been shut out at a fishing hole very often in
recent years either.
Chances are he won't be caught short
in anything he attempts years after his foot-
ball career is over.
Raymond
a lineman
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In the words of country music leg-
end Hank Williams, Jr., Clemson'sTony
Plantin is just, "carrying on an old fam-
ily tradition."
Tony Mathews, Plantin's father,
was a fullback for the Tigers in 1973-
74. He rushed for 769 yards in his
career, including 567 for Clemson's 7-4
team of 1974. He had a career high
104 yards rushing in a win over Wake
Forest and had 10 carries for 94 yards
in a victory over South Carolina in his
final game in 1974. After college,
Mathews was all set for a tryout with
the New York Jets and a possible pro-
fessional career. Unfortunately, that
dream ended when he was the victim
of an accident while working in a
Pendleton factory.
Today, Mathews is getting a second
chance, by following the play of his
son, a starter on the Clemson defen-
sive line. "I'm sort of reliving his
dream," Plantin says.
Plantin has given Mathews plenty to
be excited about over the last four
years. Now in his fourth year as a con-
sistent contributor to the Clemson
defense, Plantin holds the Clemson
single game record for quarterback
pressures in a game with seven
against Duke in 1995. This year he
ranks among the Clemson leaders in
tackles for loss and leads the team in
quarterback pressures.
His outstanding performance in
stopping the run is a prime reason
Clemson ranked ninth in the country in
rushing defense four weeks into the
season. He had four tackles when
Clemson held Florida State to 31 yards
rushing earlier this year, the fewest
rushing yards by the Seminoles in the
decade of the 1990s.
It has been a long journey for
Plantin, but the hard work is paying off
in his senior year, continuing to bring a
smile to his father's face. Plantin has
developed from a young freshman /
who had doubts about himself,
and has become a mature man
who understands the impor-
tance of friendship and teammates. Off
the field, he approaches life in a day-to-
day manner, and he doesn't dwell on
the past. "I appreciate the past for what
it has taught me, but you can't change
it."
Just how much has Plantin grown is
best described by his defensive line
coach, Les Herrin. "He has become a
very mature man and player," said
Herrin, who has been an assistant
coach at Clemson since 1981. "Tony
has changed his attitude and work
habits, and his hard work over the past
four years has really paid off."
Plantin's asset to the team off the
field is his experience and willingness
to help the younger players. He is the
type of person who puts others before
himself, and he is always trying to aid
in the learning process for all the play-
ers. "Tony has grown into an intelligent
leader of this football team, through his
work eithic and his desire to become
the best he can be," says Herrin.
Plantin isn't the silent leader type,
however. "He is very vocal and expres-
sive when it comes to pushing his
teammates and himself to do better,"
states Herrin. "He is a very good com-
municator on this team and you need
that from your seniors. " He can always
be found providing constructive criti-
cism to teammates, especially those
on his defensive unit.
The 1997 season marks the first
season that Plantin has served
Plantin's fattier gained over 700 yards as
a running back for the Tigers in 1973-74.
as a starter and with it carries more
responsbilities. But, he has come
through with big plays, none bigger
than the fumble he caused in the NC
State game this year. His sack jarred
the ball loose from NC State quarter-
back Jamie Barnette, resulting in a
momentum turning 74-yard fumble
return for a touchdown by Tiger team-
mate Rahim Abdullah. He had a
career high three tackles for loss for 17
yards and had five total tackles in the
19-17 victory in Raleigh.
These personal accomplishments
are gratifying, but Plantin is a player
who establishes his on the field per-
sonal goals around the concept of
team oriented goals. "I know that my
personal goals will be more difficult to
achieve if our team goals are not satis-
fied first."
Besides his constant team oriented
attitude, being a football player has
improved his all-around quality of life.
Football has enabled Plantin to meet
many people whom he respects and, it
has also provided him with the oppor-
tunity to establish friendships that he
expects to last forever.
However, Plantin knows that, as a
senior, it is his duty to keep the morale
up and not let the younger players
become flustered or intimidated. "We
seniors need to step up at all times, not
only as individuals, but as a unit," says
Plantin.
These last four years, Plantin has
placed himself in a position to
become successful at whatever he
wants to do. He has developed an
/
appreciation for the game that
many never do. "Clemson has
shaped many successful people,
nd that is the prime reason I came
here. I could have gone to a lot of other
schools, but I knew this was the place
to come if I wanted to be prepared for
ife after football.
We aren't sure if Tony Plantin will
take advantage of that NFL oppor-
tunity the was denied his father, but
we are sure that Tony Plantin will
continue to make his father proud,
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rn& ha& bean a president of a major Ui
Since becoming Clemson Universi-
ty's 13th president on May 22, 1995,
Constantine W. "Deno" Curris has begun
to build a vision for the future based on
identifying and enhancing those quali-
ties that make the university distinctive.
In working to create a strong founda-
tion to support Clemson's goal of be-
coming a national university, Curris has
redirected resources to critical areas,
set the recruitment of top students and
faculty as well as an increase in
research funding as high priorities, and
established a select commission of
alumni and friends to offer advice and
counsel.
The Curris File
Born: November 13, 1940
Spouse: Jo Hern Curris
Children: Robert Alexander, Elena
Diane
Education:
B.A. in Political Science (magna cum
laude) University of Kentucky, 1962
M.A. in Political Science, University
of Illinois, 1965
Ed.D. in Higher Education, Universi-
ty of Kentucky, 1 967
Employment Resume:
President and Professor of Public
Policy, University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, Iowa 1983-1995
President, Murray State University,
Murray, Kentucky, 1973-1983
Vice President and Dean of the Fac-
ulty, West Virginia Institute of
Technology, Montgomery, WV, 1 971 -
73
Dean of Student Personnel Pro-
grams, Marshall University, Hunting-
ton, WV 1969-71
Director of Academic Programs,
West Virginia Board of Education,
Charleston, WV 1968-69
Vice President and Dean of the Fac-
ulty, Midway (KY) College, 1965-68
Assistant Coordinator, University of
Kentucky Centennial Celebration,
1964-65
Curris' , first challenge
upon coming to Clemson
was filling key administrative
vacancies and building a
sense of teamwork and co-
operation among deans and
executive officers—a task
which is largely completed.
In addition, he has estab-
lished a goal of recruiting
more young professors to
counter a graying of the
Clemson faculty.
Another immediate pri-
ority was increasing Clem-
son's involvement with state
leaders and working with
other institutions to reverse
declining state funding
trends. The efforts helped
secure an increase in gener-
al state funding for higher
education as well as a capi-
tal bond bill designed prima-
rily for the state's colleges
and universities.
Curris has also focused
more attention on the univer-
sity's information technology
infrastructure, which had of-
ten been neglected during years of bud-
get cuts during the early 90's. Using $2
million of savings from restructuring,
Curris funded a plan to extend the infor-
mation technology network campus-
wide, providing network access to all
faculty and bringing 2,000 dormitory
rooms online. It was merely the first step
in a long-range plan to attain and main-
tain technological currency in the class-
room.
Another of Curris' early accomplish-
ments has been upgrading many basic
student and administrative services,
such as admissions recruiting, plant
maintenance and class registration sys-
tems.
Curris also believes in seeking input
from experts outside the university. The
Commission on the Future of Clemson
University was created by the Board of
Trustees on Curris' recommendation to
build on earlier planning and self-study
efforts. In May, more than 300 alumni
and friends—leaders in industry and the
professions—came to campus for the
Commission's first meeting, to hear re-
ports on the university's goals and offer
perspective and insight to help the uni-
versity plan for the 21st century.
Building strong foundations is a test-
ed strategy that Curris used while presi-
dent of both Murray State University
—
where he oversaw extensive campus
renovations and improvements—and at
the University of Northern Iowa—where
he led a move to raise admissions stan-
dards and strengthen academic pro-
grams.
A native of Lexington, Kentucky,
Curris received a bachelor's degree in
political science from the University of
Kentucky, a master's in political science
and public administration from the Uni-
versity of Illinois, and a doctorate in high-
er education from the University of Ken-
tucky.
Curris is also a national leader in
higher education. He is a past Chair-
man of the Board of Directors of the
American Association of State Colleges
and Universities and was a featured par-
ticipant in a 1997 national videotelecon-
ference on "The New Public University:
How Do We Compete in a Changing En-
vironment?" Curris is also one of 25
presidents currently serving on the
national Kellogg Commission on the
Future of Land-Grant Universities.
When his schedule permits, Curris
enjoys gardening, fishing, and reading.
He is married to Jo Hern Curris, a tax
attorney and author, and they have a
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Head Coach Tammcj (desf
Tiger mentor has coached in &eoen Booif Games for C/emson
Improvement has been the watchword of
the Clemson football program since Tommy
West became the head coach in December of
1993. Within each of his first three seasons
his teams have shown significant improve-
ment and gained strength as the season pro-
gressed.
His Clemson resume as a head coach
includes three bowl appearances, a top 25
ranking in every season, eight road wins and
five wins over AP Top 25 teams. His teams
have risen in the ACC standings each year, to
a number-two finish in 1996. If his 1997
team can appear in a bowl it would be the first
time since 1989-91 era that Clemson has
appeared in a bowl game three straight years.
Each of his first three seasons has seen
the Tigers make a late season run. In 1994,
with the youngest offense in Clemson history,
one that started seven freshmen at times, the
Tigers won three of their last four games,
including a victory at 12th ranked North
Carolina.
The run of success at the end of the
1995 season had the Tigers in the top 25 of
every poll. Clemson won its last five regular
season games, including four wins by at least
17 points. West's Tigers were picked fifth in
the ACC preseason poll that year, but, thanks
to the third best offense in Clemson history
and a defense that ranked 10th in the
nation against scoring, Clemson fin-
ished third in the ACC standings with a
6-2 record, its best league finish since
the Tigers won the ACC title in 1991.
The 1995 campaign was one in
which Clemson excelled in every area.
The Tigers ranked fourth in the country
in rushing, yet also led the ACC in
yards per pass attempt. Defensively,
Clemson rated in the top 20 in the
nation In rushing defense, passing effi-
ciency defense and turnover margin. In
terms of special teams, Clemson was
the only school in the nation to have an
individual ranked in the top 25 in punt-
ing, placekicking, punt returns and kick-
off returns.
The 1996 season saw Clemson win
five of its last six regular season
games, including a victory at 15th
ranked Virginia, just the third road win
over a ranked team In the decade of the
1990s for the Tigers. For the second
straight year Clemson won the ACC
rushing title and reached a top 25 rank-
ing. Again, Clemson won 75 percent
of its ACC games, this time finishing
tied for second in the league standings
with North Carolina. The Tigers were
extended a bid to the Peach Bowl to
face LSU.
Clemson's improvement on the field
is matched with its improvement in the
classroom during the West era. Last
year 20 Clemson football players made
the ACC academic honor roll, the high-
est on record. In fact, each of the three
highest totals in that area in Clemson
history have taken place under West and the
team's cumulative GPA entering 1997 was a
20-year high.
West took over the head coaching posi-
tion on November 29, 1993. Less than a
month later he already had a bowl victory on
his ledger, a 14-13 triumph over Kentucky in
the Peach Bowl, Clemson's sixth bowl win in
an eight year period. With his debut in the
Peach Bowl, West became the sixth coach in
NCAA history to make his debut with a pro-
gram in a bowl game. However, he was just
the second coach in history to make his debut
in a bowl game without previously coaching
his new team as an assistant coach earlier in
the season.
West was a mainstay of a Clemson
coaching staff that led the Tigers to a 69-20-
4 record and six Associated Press Top 20 fin-
ishes between 1982-89. During West's first
tour of duty with the Tigers as an outside line-
backer coach, Clemson played in five bowl
games (winning four) and claimed four ACC
Championships, including three in a row from
1986-88.
Clemson had a 44-10-1 record against
ACC competition during his era on the Tiger
staff, an 81 percent winning mark.
Additionally, five of those Clemson teams
ranked in the top 15 in the nation in rushing
The West Family meets at the Memorial Stadium
Landmark, Howard's Rock.
defense and scoring defense, and three
ranked in the top 12 in the nation in total
defense.
Clemson's 1989 defense ranked fifth in
the nation in total defense, rushing defense
and scoring defense and West's outside line-
backers had a lot to do with that success. His
top four outside linebackers that year all
played in the NFL in 1994. The list of former
West players in the NFL includes Levon
Kirkland and Wayne Simmons, both of whom
have played in the Super Bowl within the last
two years.
West began his coaching career as a
graduate assistant at Tennessee (his alma
mater) in 1977. He coached one year of high
school football at While County High in
Sparta, TN in 1978, then became an assis-
tant at tVlississippi in 1979. For the 1980 and
1981 seasons he served as an assistant
coach at Appalachian State.
After his career at Clemson (1982-89),
West became the running backs coach at
Tennessee. During that 1990 season
Tennessee won the Southeastern
Conference and captured the Sugar Bowl
with a win over Virginia. The Volunteers
scored a school record 442 points that year
and averaged over 410 yards a game in total
offense, 205.7 rushing and 205.4 passing.
He served as Co-Defensive Coordinator
at South Carolina in 1991 and 1992.
In 1993 West took over a UT-
Chattanooga team that had won just two
games in 1992. He doubled that total in
1993 and guided the Mocs to one of the
landmark wins in school history, a 33-31
win over #1 ranked Marshall. He con-
cluded the regular season with a 45-42
victory over Furman. Ironically, his first
regular season game as Clemson
coach was a victory over Furman.
West earned three letters in his
four-year career at Tennessee (1972-
75). The Vols played in three bowl
games and were ranked in a final Top 20
in three seasons. He was the co-cap-
tain of Tennessee's 1975 football team
and played in the Blue-Gray All-Star
game that same year.
He began his college career as a
running back, but saw most of his play-
ing time as a tight end. He caught 37
passes for 575 yards in his career with
the Vols, including 16 passes for 233
yards as a senior. He earned a bache-
lor's degree from Tennessee in 1976
and was drafted by the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers that same year. West
played two years (1974-75) of baseball
at Tennessee and had a career batting
average of .305. He hit .367 in 1975
and was named All-SEC Eastern
Division.
Born Thomas Cleveland West on
July 31
,
1954, he is married to the for-
mer Lindsay Watkins of Forest City, NC.
The couple has one son Turner.
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Les Herrin
Assistant Head Coach/Defensive Line
When Les Herrin discusses Clemson's greatest players of recent
memory people listen with a keen ear. Now in his 13th year with the
program, Herrin has tutored some of Clemson's greatest players. It all
started in 1981 when he coached the linebackers on Clemson's
National Championship team. One of his prized pupils was Jeff Davis,
first-team All-American and ACC Player-of-the-Year.
In 1982 Johnny Rembert was a starting linebacker under Herrin
and he became an All-American, then a Pro Bowl player (1989) with
the New England Patriots. Three-time pro bowl defensive tackle
Chester McGlockton, regarded as one of the top defensive players in
the NFL today, was coached by Herrin between 1989-91.
Brentson Buckner, a 1996 Super Bowl participant with the
Pittsburgh Steelers, who is now with the Cincinnati Bengals, also
played for Herrin during that era. Last year, Trevor Pryce led the
Tigers in tackles for loss and sacks and was a first-round pick of the
Denver Broncos.
In his previous 12 years with Clemson he has coached in seven bowl games, been a part of six top 20
seasons and four ACC titles. Clemson has had at least one all-conference player coached by Herrin in 1
1
of the 12 years he has been with the program.
The Les Herrin File
At Clemson: In his fourth season as assistant
head coach, 8th as the Tiger defensive line
coach, and 13th season overall.
Previous Coaching Experience: High School •
Assistant at R/S Central High in Rutherfordton,
NC (1972-74); assistant at Lexington Senior High
In Lexington, NC (1975-76); athletic director and
head coach at Central Davidson High School in
Lexington, NC (1975-79); College - Defensive
coordinator at Appalachian State (1980-81); line-
backer coach at Clemson (1981-84); linebacker
coach at East Carolina (1985-87); outside line-
backer coach at North Carolina (1 988); defensive
line coach at Clemson (1989-94); assistant head
coach/tackles and tight ends coach (1 995); assis-
tant head coach/defensive line (1996-present).
Education: Waycross High School in Waycross,
GA (1965); B.A. degree in Education from
Western Carolina (1971); Master's degree in
Health and Physical Education from Western
Carolina (1972).
College Playing Experience: Lettered four
years in football at Western Carolina.
Personal: Born February 18, 1948. ..He and his




Steve Ensminger is in his 10th season as a coordinator at the
Division I level, his first at Clemson. Offenses he has been in charge
of have performed at high levels of success. Teams that have gained
over 450 yards per game of total offense, and ranked among the
nation's best in scoring have been prominent on the list of accom-
plishments of Ensminger coached offenses.
Overall, Ensminger brings 16 years of coaching experience to
Clemson. This does not include his years as an outstanding player at
LSU. He played in three bowl games for the LSU Tigers and when he
graduated in 1979 he was second in LSU history in passing yardage,
just behind Bert Jones and ahead of the legendary Y.A. Tuttle.
The native of Baton Rouge, LA was a four-year letterman at LSU
and he still holds LSU passing records for touchdowns in a game (four)
and longest touchdown pass play (82 yards). He was named the LSU
team MVP in 1979.
Ensminger spent the previous three seasons at Texas A&M. Last
year the Aggies averaged 404 yards per game, featuring a balanced attack that gained 230 yards rushing
and 174 passing on a per game basis. Texas A&M averaged 29 points per game against a schedule that
included five Top 25 opponents.
Between 1 991-93 Ensminger tutored Eric Zeier and the Georgia Bulldogs. Ensminger's coaching was a
prime reason Zeier set 61 school passing records. The Bulldogs ranked ninth in the nation in total offense
in 1992 with 450.4 yards per game and finished 10th in the country in scoring with 32 points per contest.
The Steve Ensminger File
At Clemson: In his first year as offensive coor-
dinator and quarterback coach.
Previous Coaching Experience: College - wide
receivers at Nicholls State (1981-83); quarter-
backs and wide receivers at McNeese State
(1984-87); Offensive Coordinator/quarterbacks at
Louisiana Tech (1988-90); passing game coordi-
nator/quarterbacks at Georgia (1991-93);
Offensive Coordinator/quarterbacks at Texas
A&M (1994-96); Offensive Coordinator/quarter-
backs at Clemson (1997-present).
Education: Graduated from Baton Rouge
Central High School in 1976. Earned a B.S. in
Physical Education from Louisiana State in 1979.
College Playing Experience: Lettered four
years at LSU.
Personal Data: Born on September 15, 1958.
Married to former Amy Marie Gonzales. Tine cou-
ple has two daughters, Krystalin and Brittany
Rose, and a son, Steve.
Reggie Herring
Defensive Coordinator/Inside Linebackers
Reggie Herring is in his first year as defensive coordintor, but his
fourth season with the program. He has projected a mental and phys-
ical toughness to his linebackers and that toughness should enhance
the entire Tiger defense in 1997.
Among the players who have benefitted by his coaching is Anthony
Simmons, already one of the most decorated players in Clemson his-
tory He set a single season record for tackles last year with 178 and
is listed as the Rising Star of College Football according to Street &
Smith Magazine for 1997.
Herring is another example of an outstanding former player who
has gone on to become an outstanding coach. A teammate of Rick
Stockstill at Florida State, Herring left his own mark with the Seminole
program as a player.
Herring was captain of the 1980 Orange Bowl team and earned
AP All-America honors in 1980. The Seminoles played in the Orange
Bowl and ranked in the top 10 in the nation his junior and senior sea-
sons, and he was recently inducted into the Florida State Hall of Fame. He was a three-year starter at
Florida State and the Seminoles played in three bowls during his four-year career. Florida State also had
three double-figure victory seasons during his career.
Like many of Clemson's assistant coaches in 1997, Herring has a diverse expehence history. He has
been a part of successful programs at Oklahoma State, Auburn, TCU and now Clemson. He was defensive
coordinator at TCU prior to coming to Clemson.
Herring has not made vacation plans over the Christmas holidays for quite some time. He has been a
part of college football as a player and coach since 1977. In those 20 seasons he has been to 15 bowl
games, 12 as a coach and three as a player. He has already coached in three bowl games with Clemson.
The Reggie Herring File
At Clemson: In his fourth season as inside line-
backers coach, his first as defensive coordinator.
Previous Coaching Experience: College -
Linebacker coach at Oklahoma State (1981-85);
linebacker coach at Auburn (1986-91); defensive
coordinator and linebacker coach at Texas
Christian (1992-93); inside linebacker coach at
Clemson (Dec. 1993-present).
Education: B.S. in Criminology from Florida
State (1981).
College Playing Experience: Three-year
starter at linebacker for Florida State.
Personal Data: Born on July 3, 1959. ..married




Running Backs/Special Teams/Recruiting Coordinator
Records in every area have been set since Richard Bisaccia
became running backs coach of the Clemson Tigers in 1994.
Raymond Priester is the only active player in college football who holds
his schools rushing record on a game, season and career basis.
The Tigers have led the ACC in rushing each of the last two sea-
sons and they have done it with strong rushing and a lack of fumbling.
Clemson has lost just eight fumbles by running backs the last three
seasons, including an all-time NCAA record low two lost fumbles in
1994.
Bisaccia, a Yonkers, NY native, learned how to hold onto the foot-
ball as a four-year starter and team captain at Yankton College.
Bisaccia was a free agent with the Philadelphia Stars of the USFL after
his college career.
While the 1983 Spring season saw the end of his playing career,
the 1983 Fall was the beginning of his coaching career. He was
named the offensive coordinator at Wayne State in Nebraska his first year out of college and he has been in
college coaching ever since.
Unlike many Division I full-time assistant coaches, Bisaccia has not made a lot of moves. He spent five
seasons at Wayne State, then six seasons at South Carolina and is now in his fourth full season at Clemson.
Bisaccia probably wears more hats than any other Clemson coach. In addition to his time with the run-
ning backs, he is also the special teams coach and the recruiting coordinator. Clemson has had a con-
sensus top 20 recruiting class each of the last two seasons. Clemson's freshmen defensive backs for 1997
were ranked best in the nation by SuperPrep.
The Richard Bisaccia File
At Clemson: In his fourth season as the Tigers'
running backs coach and special teams coach.
Previous Coaching Experince: College -
Offensive coordinator at Wayne State (NE)
(1983-87); graduate assistant for wide receivers
at South Carolina (1988); volunteer assistant for
defensive ends at South Carolina (1989-90); tight
ends coach at South Carolina (1991); running
backs and special teams coach at South Carolina
(1992-93); running backs and special teams
coach at Clemson (Dec. 1993-present).
Education: New Fairfield High School in New
Fairfield, CT; Earned a degree in health and
physical education from Yankton College (1983).
College Playing Experience: Four-year starter
and team captain at Yankton College (1980-83).
Personal Data: Born June 3, 1960 He and his
wife Jeanne have four children: daughters,




David Bibee takes over the coaching reigns of one of the leg-
endary positions of Clemson football, the outside linebackers. This
position has seen many all-star Tigers in recent years, players who
have gone on to stellar careers in the NFL. Bibee's resume shows that
he is up to the challenge and many of his current players could go on
to join Clemson players of yesteryear in the NFL.
Bibee is in his 18th season as a college football coach. His expe-
rience in college athletics actually dates to 1973 when he started his
college career as a player at Tennessee. He graduated from that
school in 1977 and was a teammate of current Tiger Head Coach
Tommy West for two seasons.
Bibee started his college coaching career in Volunteer land in 1 977
as a graduate assistant, then became the junior varsity coach at
IVIississippi in 1978. From there he had stints at North Alabama,
(Vliddle Tennessee State, Austin Peay, Appalachian State, South
Carolina and Tennessee Tech.
Bibee has been involved in all aspects of coaching, from recruiting to administration to on the field coach-
ing. He has spent most of his career as a defensive coach, including 10 years as an assistant head coach.
He spent six years coaching for Appalachian State, ironically, Clemson's opponent in his first game as a
Tiger coach. The IVIountaineers won two Southern Conference titles and twice led the nation in turnover mar-
gin during his career as a recruiting coordinator and secondary coach.
David Bibee File
At Clemson: In his first season as outside line-
backers coach.
Previous Coaching Experience: College-
Graduate assistant at Tennessee (1977); Co-
Head coach of junior varsity squad at IVlississippi
(1978); Secondary coach and recruiting coordi-
nator at North Alabama (1979); Secondary
coach and recruiting coordinator at Middle
Tennessee State (1980); Secondary coach and
recruiting coordinator at Austin Peay (1981-82);
Assistant head coach, secondary coach, and
recruiting coordinator at Appalachian State
(1983-88); Assistant head coach and secondary
coach at South Carolina (1989-93); Secondary
coach and recruiting coordinator at Tennessee
Tech (1996); Outside Linebackers coach at
Clemson (1997).
Education: Graduated from Bristol's Tennessee
High in 1972. Earned a B.S. in Health Education
from Tennessee in 1977.
Charlie Harbison
Defensive Backs
Charlie Harbison has been at Clemson for only two seasons,but
three of his proteges already are on National Football League rosters.
Brian Dawkins, who ranked among the top pass intercepters in the
nation for Clemson in 1995, was an NFL All-Rookie selection with the
Philadelphia Eagles in 1996. Leomont Evans was a member of the
Washington Redskins in 1996 after an AII-ACC season in 1995, while
Dexter IVIcCleon was a second-round pick of the St. Louis Rams in
1996 and will see considerable action with that team in 1997.
Those three players were key reasons Clemson had 22 intercep-
tions in 1995, one of the top figures in Clemson history and one of the
top 15 totals in the nation.
Harbison has more experience at the professional level than any
other current Tiger mentor. Harbison was a starter at strong safety
with the New Orleans and Boston Breakers of the USFL in 1983-84
and also signed a free agent contract with the Buffalo Bills in 1982,
1985 and 1986.
Harbison also coached on the pro level with the Raleigh-Durham Skyhawks of the World League of
American Football, with the Charlotte Barons of the IVILFS and with the Charlotte Rage of the AFL. He has
coached wide receivers, linebackers, and defensive backs in his career, but has by far his most experience
as a secondary coach.
In addition to his Division I experience, Harbison also has had significant success at the NAIA level. His
Gardner-Webb team of 1992 had a 12-2 record and played in the NAIA Championship game.
The Charlie Harbison File
At Clemson: In his third year as secondary
coach at Clemson.
Previous Coaching Experience: College -
Defensive back coach at Gardner-Webb (1984);
wide receiver coach at Gardner-Webb (1992-93);
defensive back coach at UTEP (1994); defensive
back coach at Clemson (1995-present);
Professional—linebacker coach for Charlotte
Barons (1990); defensive back/special teams
coach for the Raleigh-Durham Skyhawks (1991);
defensive back coach for Carolina Cougars
(1992); defensive back/wide receiver coach for
Charlotte Rage (1993-94).
Education: Received bachelors degree in busi-
ness administration from Gardner-Webb.
College Playing Experience—Professional-
Boston Breakers (1983), New Orleans Breakers
(1984), Buffalo Bills (preseason 1985-86).
Personal Data: Born October 27, 1959. He has
two sons, Charlie and Stedman.
fS
John Latina
Offensive Centers and Guards
Many preseason magazines have ranked Clemson's offensive line
among the best in the nation and this ranking is testimony to the out-
standing job John Latina has done since he first came to Clemson in
1994. Some might have ranked Clemson's line fifth from the bottom
when he came to Clemson.
Since then, Clemson has led the ACC in rushing in 1995 and
1996, That includes the 1995 team that finished fourth in the country
in rushing. The line produced four first or second team AII-ACC play-
ers a year ago and now features all-stars Jim Bundren and Glenn
Rountree, two converted defensive players who were tutored in the
basics of the game by Latina three years ago.
Latina has been an offensive coach for a Division I program every
year since 1979. He is in his third season coaching the centers and
guards, a drastic change from coaching the entire offensive line when
he first came to Clemson.
The Virginia Tech graduate, who once played against Clemson as an offensive guard (1978), has worked
at Virginia Tech, Pittsburgh, Temple and Kansas State. He has already coached in a bowl game with four
different schools, Virginia Tech, Pittsburgh, Kansas State and Clemson.
During his career he has worked with Dan Marino, who led the Panthers to a 9-3 ledger and the Cotton
Bowl in 1982. Paul Palmer, one of the top rushers in NCAA history with Temple, was also a member of
Latina's offense in the 1980s.
The John Latina File
At Clemson: In his third season as guards and
centers coach, his fourth season at Clemson.
Previous Coaching Experience: College -
Assistant coach at Virginia Tech (1979-81); assis-
tant coach at Pittsburgh (1982); offensive line
coach at Temple (1983-88); running game coordi-
nator at Kansas State (1989-93); offensive line
coach at Clemson (Dec. 1993-1994); offensive
guards and centers (1 995-present).
Education: Received a bachelor's degree from
Virginia Tech (1 979),
College Playing Experience: Four-year letter
winner at Virginia Tech as an offensive guard
(1975-78).
Personal Data: Born September 18, 1957.. .he




Mac McWhorter is an assistant coach who has been able to take
his experiences learned as a player and relate them to his pupils.
McWhorter was an All-SEC guard at Georgia in the 1970s and now is
producing AII-ACC offensive linemen as a coach. Senior Jim Bundren
and senior Lament Hall, both made AII-ACC teams last year and are
preseason Ail-Americans heading into this year.
McWhorter came to Clemson from Georgia, where he spent five
years (1991-96) as an offensive line coach. The Georgia native had
a successful stint in Athens, where he worked with Ail-American Eric
Zeier from 1991-94, and a "tough-nose" running game in '95. He
helped Georgia set numerous team records in many different cate-
gories in those five years. The Dogs led the SEC in rushing and pass-
ing during his career with the Bulldogs.
Coach McWhorter played football at Georgia in the early '70s as
an offensive lineman; so he is no stranger to the surroundings of suc-
cessful Division I football. He has played and coached in many big bowl games, including the Gator, Peach,
Hall of Fame, Citrus, and Sun Bowls.
McWhorter was an AP All-Southeastern Conference selection as a guard in 1973. He was also an hon-
orable mention Ail-American and was named captain of the Bulldogs. Georgia played in two bowl games
during his career.
McWhorter has been a college coach each of the last 17 years and 12 of those years he worked with
either Georgia or Georgia Tech. He also coached two years at ACC rival Duke (1990-91). Altogether,
McWhorter has coached in seven bowl games.
The Mac McWhorter File
At Clemson: In his second as offensive tackles
and tight ends coach.
Previous Coaching Experience: High School
offensive line at Duiulh High School (1974-75);
offensive coach/offensive line at Douglas County
Comprehensive High School (1975-76); offensive
coordinator at Douglas County Comprehensive
High School (1976-79); Head Coach at Villa Rica
High School (1979-80). College - assistant
coach/offensive line at Georgia Tech (1980-87);
assistant head coach/offensive line at Alabama
(1987-88); assistant coach/offensive line at
Alabama (1988); Head Coach at West Georgia
College (1988-90); assistant coach/offensive line
at Duke (1990-91); assistant coach/offensive line
and tight ends at Georgia (1991-95); offensive
tackles/tight ends at Clemson (1996-present).
Education: Received a bachelor's degree from
Georgia (1974).
College Playing Experience: Earned four let-
ters at Georgia as an offensive lineman. Captain
of 1973 Georgia Team.
Personal Data: Born June 17, 1950. ..he and his
wife, Rebecca have two daughters: Kasay and
Katie; and a son: Mac.
Rick Stockstill
Wide Receivers
Rick Stockstill has been around successful programs and record
setting offenses his entire coaching career. In his first year as quar-
terback coach at Clemson (1989), the Tigers set a school record for
completion percentage (60%). The Tigers led the Atlantic Coast
Conference in total offense for the 1991 season, and Clemson gained
the second most yards in school history in the process.
In 1995 Clemson had its third most productive offense in history
scoring over 300 points and gaining over 4500 yards of total offense.
The 1996 season saw one of the top improvements in Clemson histo-
ry over the course of the season on the offensive side of the ball.
Stockstill also tutored productive offenses at Central Florida and
Bethune-Cookman in his early years as a football coach. As a player,
he was the starting quarterback for Florida State. He guided the
Seminoles to a pair of Orange Bowl appearances, a pair of top 10
rankings, and was the team captain in 1981.
It is no surprise that Stockstill has moved up the coaching ladder
so swiftly because he is the product of an athletic family. His father has considerable experience as the head
coach at Fernandina Beach High School in Florida. His brother, Jeff, was a starting wide receiver for the
Tigers in 1982, a reserve on the National Championship team of 1981.
Stockstill is in his ninth year with the Clemson program and the Tigers have been to bowl games in six of
the previous eight seasons. He joins Les Herrin and Whitey Jordan as the only assistant coaches in
Clemson history to serve under three different head coaches.
The Rick Stockstill File
At Clemson: In his third season as wide
receivers coach and is in his ninth season with
the Tigers.
Previous Coaching Experience: College -
Offensive coordinator and quarterback coach at
Bethune-Cookman College (1983-84); assistant
head coach and wide receiver coach at the
University of Central Florida (1985-88); quarter-
back coach at Clemson (1989-1993); passing
game coordinator at Clemson (1992-93); co-
offensive coordinator and wide receiver coach
(Dec. 1993-1994); wide receivers (1 995-present).
Education: Fernandina Beach High School in
Fernandina Beach, FL (1977); B.S. degree in
Physical Education from Florida State (1982).
College Playing Experience: Earned three let-
ters in football from Florida State. Captain of 1981
Florida State team.
Personal Data: Born December 23, 1959. ..he
and his wife Sara were married on July 7, 1990,
and they have two children; Brent, and Emily.
re
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Assistant coach who will work with
offense and tight ends.
(1988-90); special teams coordinator and linebackers coach at
Bandys High School (1991); defensive and special teams coor-
dinator at Bandys High School (1992-93); receivers coach at
North Carolina A&T State University (1994); outside linebackers
coach at North Carolina A&T State University (1995).
Playing Experience: College - Played for Catawba College for
two and one half years before suffering a knee injury. High
School - played for Coach Bruce Bolick at East Lincoln High
School... earned all-conference honors in both football and
track.
Education: Received a bachelor's degree from Catawba
College in Business Administration/Physical Education in 1990.
He is currently pursuing a master's degree in physical education
administration and student affairs.
Personal Data: Born August 30, 1967 in Lincolnton, NC.
Johnson is single.
Assistant at University of Georgia (1990-92); Varsity football
assistant and Varsity boys track assistant at Hart County High
School (1992-96); Varsity wrestling head coach (1995-96).
Playing Experience: College - played for Oklahoma State... let-
tered three years... academic All-Big Eight tight end three
years... participated in Gator Bowl, Sun Bowl, and Holiday Bowl.
High School - played for Bristow High School in Bristow,
Oklahoma where he lettered four years in football, basketball,
and track... earned All-State in football and was awarded the
Hall of Fame Scholar Athlete Award.
Education: Received a bachelor's degree from Oklahoma
State in Secondary Education in 1990. He received his master's
from the University of Georgia in Education Administration in
1993. He is currently pursuing an educational specialist degree
in education administration.
Personal Data: Born August 26, 1966 in Bristow, Oklahoma.




The Clemson Tiger Football Camps are non-contact instructional camps. There are two
camps to choose from at Clemson University. The Tiger Cub Camp is for young men in
grades 4-8. The Tiger Camp is for young men in grades 9-12. Coach West and the entire
coaching staff are camp instructors along with select high school coaches. For more infor-
mation on how you can be a participant in a Clemson Tiger Football Camp call or write:




Cub Camp - June 14-17, 1998
Tiger Camp - June 17-20, 1998







Cfem&on '& Head Coaches haoe had a camhinad 7 1 Tap 2S seasons
Trevor Adair
Men's Soccer
Lock Haven State '82
26-13-3 at Clemson, 2 years
60-37-8 overall, 6 years
*Guided Clemson to a top five finish
and the second round of the NCAA
Tournament in his first year with the
program.
*First season also included a pair of
wins over top 10 teams on the road
(North Carolina and Santa Clara) and
three top 25 wins overall.
*Has taken a team to the Sweet 16 of
the NCAA Tournament and a final top 20 ranking two of last three
years.
"Coached Brown to the NCAA Tournament Final Eight in 1994.
The Bruins also won the Ivy League and recorded a victory over #1
ranked Boston University that season. In 1993 his Brown team
defeated second-ranked Virginia.




56-34 at Clemson, 3 years
184-120 overall, 10 years
*Has taken Clemson to postseason
play in each of his three years at
Clemson, two NCAAs and one NIT. He
guided Clemson to its first Sweet 16 fin-
ish since 1990 when the Tigers defeat-
ed Miami (OH) and Tulsa in 1997.
'Clemson finished eighth in the final
USA Today poll in 1997, its highest
ranking ever and the 1996-97 Tigers
were ranked in every poll, a first in Clemson history.
*Tigers were ranked second in the nation on January 20, 1997,
Clemson's highest ranking ever.
'Clemson set a record for wins away from home in 1996-97 with
11, including an overtime victory over third-ranked and defending
National Champion Kentucky.
'Defeated all eight ACC teams in 1995-96, just the fifth time in
history Clemson has done that.
Wayne Coffman, Women's
Track and Cross Country
Clemson '81
15 years at Clemson
18 Top 25 Seasons
'Played on an ACC Champion and
has coached four ACC championship
teams.
'Five-time ACC Coach-of-the-Year,
including 1996 in indoor track. Also a
three-time district Coach-of-the-Year.
'Has coached 16 indoor track Ail-
Americans and 27 outdoor Ail-
Americans to go with nine cross coun-
try Ail-Americans. Overall, has coached 86 ACC Champions.
'Cross Country has 11 top 20 finishes in his 15 years as head
coach. Overall, has had 18 top 25 finishes in the ttiree programs
combined.
'In 1985-86 the program finished in the top 25 in all three sports,
a first in Clemson women's track history
'Cross country team finished third nationally in 1990, highest




208-102 at Clemson, 10 years
352-142 overall, 17 years
'Clemson's winningest women's
basketball coach in history with 208
victories.
*ACC Coach-of-the-Year in 1997, the
third time he has won that award.
'First basketball coach to guide
Clemson to an ACC Championship,
his Tigers won ACC Tournament at
Rock Hill in 1996. Included in the string
of wins was a third straight triumph over a top 10 Virginia team.
'Has taken Clemson to the NCAA Tournament in nine of his 10
years and to postseason play in all 10 years.
'Clemson has won at least 20 games in eight of his 10 years as
head coach and he has averaged 21 wins per season. Eight of
those 10 years Clemson has been ranked in the final top 25, includ-




First year at Clemson
198-37 overall, 9 years
'Coached 36 women's All-
Americans and 17 men's Ail-
Americans at Auburn University at
Montgomery.
'Guided Auburn-Montgomery
women to the NAIA National
Championship match each of the last
seven years and had eight consecutive
top 10 teams.
'Had a 135-24 record as women's coach (.850) and 63-13 mark
as men's coach (.829).
'Named National Coach of the Year at the NAIA level four times,
including three times as coach of the men's program.
'Played professionally in Wimbledon, the US Open and the
Australian Open.
'In 1995 and 1996 her men's teams at Auburn-Montgomery won
the NAIA National Championship, the first female coach in history to




95-41 at Clemson, 4 years
188-72 overall, 7 years
'Has coached Clemson to the NCAA
tournament in two of her four seasons
with the Tigers, the only NCAA
Tournament appearances in Clemson
history.
'Clemson has won 70 percent of its
matches in three of her four seasons
and finished second in the ACC in
three of her four seasons.
'Named ACC Coach-of-the-Year in 1994, first Clemson volley-
ball coach so honored.
'Won 17 straight regular season tournaments at one stretch in
her Clemson career.
'Has had an AII-ACC player every year she has coached at
Clemson.
*Player-of-the-Year in the Gateway Conference as a collegiate
player at Illinois State.
20
Chuck Kriese, Men's Tennis
Tennessee Tech, 72
471-261 at Clemson, 22 years
'Winningest men's tennis coach in
Clemson and ACC history. His 471
career wins rank in the top 10 all-time.
"Has coached Clemson to 16 NCAA
Tournament appearances in his 22
years as head coach. That includes
six Final Eight Finishes and 1 1 Final
^ '"^ H 16 finishes.
"^'"^v^^^ 'Clemson has 13 top 20 national fin-
ing ishes since 1979 under Kriese, includ-
ing a #19 finish in 1997.
'Tigers have won 10 ACC regular season championships and 10
conference championships under Kriese. Nine times Clemson has
won the ACC Tournament under Kriese, including 1997.
*A total of 18 Tigers have won 30 All-America certificates and
seven Tigers have won individual national awards in Kriese's career.
Among his more prominent players have been Jay Berger, Rick




203-72 at Clemson, 4 years
580-359 overall, 18 years
'Took Clemson to at least 50 wins, a
top 10 final ranking and the NCAA
Tournament each of his first three
years as Clemson Head Coach.
'Has had Tigers in the College World
Sehes in 1995 and 1996.
'Has averaged 50 wins a year for his
career at Clemson and had the Tigers
in the NCAA tournament and the final
Top 25 every season.
'His Tigers have 53 wins over Top 25 teams in his first four years,
including three wins over the number-one team.
'Guided Clemson to its first ever Final Four finish at the College
World Series and the number-four final ranking tied for the highest
finish ever.
'ACC Coach-of-the-Year in 1994 and 1995, just the third coach
in any sport in ACC history to be named ACC Coach-of-the-Year in
each of his first two years with a program.
'Won ACC Tournament Championship in 1994 and ACC regular
season title in 1994 and 1995.
'Three of his players, Kris Benson, Matt LeCroy and Billy Koch,




44-18-2 at Clemson, 3 years
'Has guided Clemson to the NCAA
Tournament in each of her first three
years at Clemson, each of the first
three years of the program.
'Clemson is only program in
women's soccer to advance to the
NCAA Tournament in each of its first
three years.
'Program has finished in the top 20
in each season, #13 in 1994 and #15
in 1995, #18 in 1996.
'Took Clemson to the finals of the 1996 ACC Tournament.
'Team had a school record four wins over top 25 teams in 1996.
'Leone was member of United States World Cup Championship
team in 1991.
Bruce Marchionda
Men's & Women's Swimming
Westminster College '79
Men 20-10 at Clemson, 3 years
Women 20-10 at Clemson, 3 years
'Coached Clemson to the 1997 ACC
Women's Championship, Clemson's
first ACC title in swimming in the
decade of the 1990s. The Lady Tigers
defeated six-time defending champion
North Carolina in its own pool to pull off
||^ the victory.
Ja I 'Marchionda was named ACC Coach
of the Year in Women's Swimming in 1997. The Lady Tigers were
ranked 23rd in the final regular season poll.
'Clemson had a combined record of 15-6 in the men's and
women's program in 1995-96, its best combined mark in eight years.
Record included wins in men's and women's competition over South
Carolina for the first time since 1989-90.
'Lady Tigers were ranked as high as 24th in the nation during the




14 years at Clemson
1 1 Top 20 Seasons
'Guided Clemson to a #3 NCAA
Tournament finish in 1997, tied for the
highest ranking in Clemson history.
'Coached NCAA Champion Charles
Warren, Clemson's first NCAA golf
champion.
'Has coached Clemson to 14 straight
appearances in the NCAA National
Tournament, a record for any Clemson
coach in any sport.
'One of just two active coaches in the country who has taken a
team to the NCAA golf national tournament 14 straight years.
'Clemson has finished in the top 20 in the nation 11 of his 14 sea-
sons, including three top four finishes (1989, 1993 and 1997).
'Clemson has won three NCAA Regional Championships, four
ACC titles and 33 tournaments overall in his 14 years at Clemson.
Only coach in NCAA history to win three consecutive regional cham-
pionships.
'Has coached 26 All-America selections in his 14 years at
Clemson, including first-team All-Americans Richard Coughlan and
Charles Warren in 1997.
'ACC Coach of the Year in 1996 and 1997, he also won the award
in 1987.
Bob Pollock
Men's Track & Cross Country
The Citadel '71
Nine years at Clemson
12 Top 20 Teams
'Has won 12 ACC Championships in
his Clemson career, more than any
other coach in Clemson history.
'A 12-time ACC Coach of the Year
selection, also the most in Clemson his-
tory.
'Tigers won ACC Indoor and Outdoor
Track championships in 1997 and
ranked in the top 25 nationally in both.
'One of just three coaches in ACC history to win ACC Coach of
the Year honors in each of his first two years with a program.
'Coached the Tigers to a #17 final ranking in outdoor track in
1997, his 12th top 20 team in cross country, indoor or outdoor track.
'Clemson's outdoor track team has now finished in the top 20
seven straight years and the indoor team has been In the top 20 four
of the last six years.
'Guided Clemson to ACC Championship in cross country, indoor
track and outdoor track in his first year at Clemson, 1988-89.
'Clemson has had 97 All-America certificates in indoor, outdoor
track and cross country in his career.
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WHAT TO DO IF EMERGENCIES ARISE:
Please step back and give the organized EMS personnel room to work.
Well-intentioned attempts to help by untrained persons interfere with the
efficiency of the EMS system.
Most emergencies occurring at the stadium result from pre-existing
medical conditions. Bring your medical identification card or wear medical
identification jewelry.
INSECT STINGS:
Common at outdoor events. Treat immediately with ice and seek med-
ical advice. If allergic, carry a kit from your physician with you.
HOW TO RECOGNIZE A HEART ATTACK:
The symptoms of a heart attack vary, but the usual warning signs are:
1. Uncomfortable pressure, fullness, squeezing or pain in the center of
your chest lasting for two minutes or more.
2. Pain spreading to the shoulders, neck, jaw, arms, or back.
3. Dizziness, fainting, sweating, nausea, and/or shortness of breath.
EXPECT A DENIAL
Frequently heart attack victims deny they are having a heart attack. The
event is frightening or they don't want the embarrassment of a false alarm.
Therefore, they delay getting help by ignoring their symptoms or rationaliz-
ing, "It's just indigestion."
New therapies have been developed that can minimize heart damage
and save lives if treatment begins with in the first few hours of symptom
onset. "Time is muscle." Get help or get to a hospital immediately.








• Complimentary Hot Breakfast Buffet
• Conveniently Located to Clemson University
Special Clemson Rate $49
(864) 271-0060





• Testing & balancing of HVAC Systems




• Certified by National Environmental
Balancing BnreaLi
Our testing and balancing will in.sLire tht HVAC
,sy,stL-nis meet design, comtoit and health
reiiLiirements as well as sa\e energy, reduce fuel
.md electrical co.st.s and w ill sa\ e time and money in
maintenance.
Palmetto Air & Water Balance, inc.
PO Box 5782 Greenville. SC 29606-5782
Phone/Fax (864) 877-6832
BB&T
¥m can tellwe wantyourbusiness.
^0 Omcial faotbaffSignals 1997
Teams mast attempt 2'point conuersions af^er touchdooins scored af^er the first auertime.




Discretionary or injury lime-
oul (follow by lapping
hands on chest) TV/Radio time-oul
Touchdown
Field goal








No play, no score
Toss option delayed
Legal touching of forward
pass or scrimmage kick
Inadvertent whistle
(Face Press Box)









Illegal shift - 2 hands
















toward toe for kicking)
32









on pass Personal foul
Blocking below waist
Illegal block Chop block
ffolding/obstructing
tifegal use of hands/arms
43
fflegal block in the back
Illegal use of




Note: Signal numbers 25 and 26 are for future expansion,
(NF) National Federation of State Higin School Associations signal
45
Grasping face mask or
helmet opening Tripping Player disqualification
25
It means: "beat the pants
off your competition"
in 14 different languages.
There's a competitive advantage staring you right in the
face. It's called UPS Worldwide Express Plus™ and it's
the only service that guarantees delivery to 150 cities
throughout Europe by 8:30 a.m.* That's hours faster, to
more cities, than any other delivery company. And by
choosing UPS, your packages are fully tracked and
cleared through customs electronically so they make it to
your customer's desk first thing in the morning. To clean
your competition's clock all across Europe, call
1-800-PICK-UPS or visit us at www.ups.com.
MOVING at the SPEED of BUSINESS."
*8:30 a.m. delivery on Ihe second business day. Call UPS for details.
#%
Stadium Information
Umbreffas. are forhidden in&icfe C/emson Memoriaf Stadium
lOP DICK CATCi
SEASON TICKET HOLDERS/OTHER VISI-
TORS: Season ticket holders and other visi-
tors to the stadium are requested to enter
Gates 1 , 5, 9, 1 1 , or 13. Persons with top
deck tickets must enter the stadium via the
ramps which are located behind the North and
South stands. Ramp entrances are adjacent
to Gates 1 and 13 on the South side and
Gates 5 and 9 on the North side.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have
been provided at Gates 1, 5 and 13 for the
handicapped.
WILL-CALL: Will-call tickets can be picked
up at the ticket office at Gate 9.
PASS-OUT HAND STAMPS: Pass-out hand
stamps will be available at Gate 1 , 5, 7, 9, 1 1
,
13 and the top decks. Any person leaving the
stadium other than with a team pass must
have his or her hands stamped, as well as ad-
mittance stub, to be readmitted to the sta-
dium.
Gates 4, 6 and 8 are closed prior to the
games and are opened for exit purposes only.
EMERGENCIES:
First Aid stations are located at the following
places: South side—Under Section J; North
Side—Under Section T; North Top Deck
—
Under Section K; South Top Deck—Under
Section E.
Trained nurses are on hand during each
game. Should a doctor be needed, ask any
usher, who knows the seat location of doc-
tors. Ambulances are located at Gates 1, 5,
8, and 13.
TELEPHONE: Pay telephones are located at
the stadium ticket offices at Gates 1, 5, 9, 13,
top decks.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public
address system is intended primarily for spec-
tators' information concerning the game.
Please do not request the use of the public
address system to make social contacts.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and men's restrooms
are located between the stands and can be
reached by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or
found, please report it to the Gate 1 or Gate
10 information booths.
CONCEESION STAND: Concession stands
are located beneath all stands and can be
reached from any portal.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls are
received in the Security Booth. The emer-
gency number is (864) 656-2999.
PROHIBITED ITEMS: The Following items
are prohibited in Memorial Stadium: umbrel-
las, folding chairs, chaise lounges, food and
beverage containers of any type, alcoholic
beverages, thermos jugs, and ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is pro-
hibited at an athletic contest in Glemson
Memorial Stadium.
THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ATH-
LETIC DEPARTMENT REQUESTS
"NO SMOKING " IN THE SEATING
AREAS OF MEMORIAL STADIUM.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONSID-




When you're calling the plays for an important
conference, trade show, banquet or meeting, you
need a center who understands your signals and
is ready to respond. That's why meeting planners
all across the country make their calls to Palmetto
Expo Center. With more than 420,000 square feet
of meeting and exhibit space, 8,000 square feet of
pre-function and registration area, a 3,500-
square-foot outdoor courtyard, and 2,500 well-lit
parking spaces on site. Palmetto Expo Center is
set to tackle events of practically any size and
scope. It's a snap to stage and service virtually
every aspect of your event because our lineup
includes a fully equipped catering kitchen,
banquet seating and service for up to 2,500 '
.v.,0 people, sophisticated light and sound systems,
and a staff that's trained to make the handoff
3 smoothly with no fumbles or penalties.
Textile Hall Corporation, owner of Palmetto Expo Center, is
the proud donor of the Textile Bowl Trophy, presented each
year to the winner of the Clemson-North Carolina State
game in honor of the textije graduates of these two fine
universities.
Box 5823 Exposition Ave. Greenville, '29606 864.2
When you 're making your game plan,
put the all-pro center on your team.
PALMETTOEXPO CENTER





Catch all your favorite coaches shows every week and
be sure not to miss ACC Live every Sunday at 10 p.m. (ET).
Tommy West Show '97 Thursday 4:30 p.m.
C/emson Sports Neto^ork
toCfe Cfem&on Sports Netdiark
...
AbbevillG WUno-rM yb. / 1—1 O ffo\/i 1 1^ndl loV Miy V Vnoo 1 ivi C70.0
Andrews WWKT-FM 98.3 HartsvillG vvnoL/-AIVI 1 4oU
Aiken \A/A i\/^AyiWAJY-FM 102.7 nenaersonvMie \A/^/lVl F^/lvvivi T i-rivi
Allendale \A/D A\A/ ^ 99.1 niiion neaa \A/HR7 F^/lV V riD^ r ivi QQ 7
Anderson \A/Ayi\/I C"A/IWMYI-FM H OO C102.5 r\ingsTree \A/\A/k'Tvv vv(\ i-rivi QQ Qyo.o
Asheville, NO WMYI-FIVI 1 02.5 LaKe uiiy VV VVrlN-rlVI 1 UU. 1
Bamburg \A/D A\A/ HWDAW-rlVl 99.1 Lancaster WRMI A^/lVV rin l-MIVI 1 o^u
Barnwell WBAW-FM r\r\ H99.1 Laurens VVOno-riVI yb. /
Batesburg \ A/O 1 D A ^ /IWdLH-AM 1 4JO Lexingion \A/I YPVVLAV>^-nVI yo.o
Beaufort \A/LJD~7 ^A /IWHBZ-FM 99.7 Loris VVnINlN-rlVI Q/l R
Bennettsville WHbU-rM 98.5 ivicuormicK vvL/no-rlvi yb. /
Bishopville
\ A / 1/ LIT ^A yiWKHT-FM 93.7 Marion \A/D7P F^/^VVDZ.r-rlVI 1 uu.o
Camden \ A/^ A ft /I A ft /IWUAIvl-AIVI 1 590 Manning WWk'T FN/1VV VV r\ 1 - r IVI Oftyo.o
Camden \A/n>l ID ITft nWrUD-rM 94.3 iviyriie oeacn \A/PMM FK/IVVnNlN-rlVI Q/l c:y4.o
Charleston I A //^K IT A A >1WQNT-AM 1450 Newberry \A/i vr^ cft/ivvLAL/-rlVI QQ Cyo.o
unariotte, NU \A/CM"7 Aft/IWrNZ-AM bl U Klor+h IV/lx/rtlQ Roor^hiNUrui iviyriit^ Dtjaori \A/PMM FK/IVV ni ni N 1 IVI OA Ry^.o
Cheraw D d A ft /IWUHL-AIVI 1 4i;0 wrangeuurg \A/ir^l FN/1vvioL-rivi 1 no Q1 u^.y
Chester lAIA^I dft>lWAGI-FM H AIT O1 05.3 riCKens \A/OPP FN/1VVUUr-rlVI \ U4.y
Clemson WUUr-FIVI 1 04.9 niageiana VvnpZ.-rlVI QQ 7yy. /
Columbia \A/I dftAWLXC-rlVI 9o.5 Pz-ioL,- MillnOCK nlll \A/PI-II AN/IVVnrll-AIVI 1 04U
Conway WnNN-rM 94.5 oaiuaa \A/PPQ FN/1VvUno-rlVI Qp; 7yb. /
Darlington WWbU-rlvl 98.1 oavannan, \A/I-IR7 FN/1VVrlDZ.-rlVl QQ 7yy. /
Dillion
\A/D"7d dft/1WiDZr-rM 1 00.5 oeneca \A/riP>(^ FN/1VvUiU(j-rlVI Qf^ '5yb.o
Easley WMYI-FM 102.5 Simpsonville WFIS-AM 1600
Florence WWFN-FM 100.1 Spartanburg WMYI-FM 102.5
Fountain Inn WFIS-AM 1600 Sumter
\ A f 1 X 1 i"T" r~ ^ iiWKHT-FM 93.7
Gainesville, GA WDUN-AM 550 Union WAGI-FM 105.3
Gaffney WAGI-FM 105.3 Walhalla WGOG-FM 96.3
Georgetown WRNN-FM 94.5 Walterboro WHBZ-FM 99.7
Greenville WMYI-FM 102.5 Winnsboro WAGI-FM 105.3
Greenwood WCRS-FM 96.7 York WBZK-AM 980
Hampton WBHC-FM 103.1
||H (inhere To (datch CItim&on foofhall '97..
Greenville WYFF-4 Sunday 11:30 am
Florence WPDE-15 Sunday 11:00 am
Columbia WOLO-25 Sunday 12:00 noon
Charleston WCIV-4 Sunday 12:00 noon
Augusta WAGT-26 Sunday 10:30 am
Fox Sports South Thursday 4:30 pm
Home Team Sports Thursday 3:30 pm
Sunshine Network Tuesday 4:00 pm
Time Warner Cable Wednesday 10:00 pm
(Raleigh, #24, Durham, #23) Friday 10:00 pm
Saturday 12:00 noon
Time Warner Cable Wednesday 9:30 pm
(Chapel Hill, #4) Friday 12:00 noon
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Transportation Services
Are you looking for cost-effective, creative ways of handling
your company's transportation requirements? We can help.
Ryder offers the most complete line of transportation
services:
Integrated Logistics
Customized Full Service Leasing
Contract Maintenance
Ryder/Citicorp vehicle and equipment financing
Daily, weekly and long-term rental
Used Vehicle Sales
For all your truck rental needs,
call one of these convenient
location:
Ryder Transportation Services
























The Best Quality, Style, Selection
And Service In The Carolinas
For Over 30 Years
Choose from one of the largest selections of diamonds and fine
jewelry in the Carolinas. Quality, Style, Selection, Service ... all
at the guaranteed lowest prices in the Carolinas.
We're working hard to be Your Jeweler.




ability to be a leader.
That's what brought
Sanders Bros., Inc. to
the front. And that's
what will keep us there.
Sanders Bros,, Inc.
INDUSTRIAL CONTRACTORS SERVING INDUSTRY SINCE 1955






















fracf f/oooer is in hi& 39th year saperuising Cfemson's
Fred Hoover






THE NAME TO KNOW
tmm
• Full line of copiers from
Desktop to High Volume.
Engineering, Digital, and
Full Color Products
• Oce High Speed Copiers










ACME BUSINESS PRODUCTS and CLEMSON...A WINNING COMBINATION!
Proudly Meeting The Needs OfThe Clemson Press Box
For Information On Our Complete Line Of Ricoh Copiers. Facsimile and Digital Products, contact:









Check local television listings for the
station, game and time in your area.
FOOTBALL
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:
... .... -Ifilfenson^UIEI PilOI
INSURANCE / FINANCIAL SERVICES









ampion&hip& in the f^cadamic Year f996-9 7.
George Bennett

















































































All \ear Dates Available
ClemsonA&M Ring Also Available
Order your Clemson University Ring on football
Saturdays at the Clemson University Bookstore.
V
For a brochure on styles and prices please
contact Clemson University Bookstore,




































































































































This, (jaar's recipient has had ceuntfess familij members seroe Clemson Uiith di&finctian.
by Meredith Merritt
Everyone who knows a Clemson
mother knows that she is someone spe-
cial at home and in her community, and
has many ties to the University. Today's
Mother-of-the-Year recipient is certainly
no exception. Mrs. Carolyn Orahood
Hendrix exemplifies all the characteris-
tics that Tiger Brotherhood holds in high
esteem and is thus honored today by
that organization.
Although neither Mrs. Hendrix nor her
husband attended Clemson, they have
raised three generations of Clemson
graduates.To count, she has had one
brother, two sons, three granddaugh-
ters and a daughter-in-law all graduate
from Clemson, along with a grandson
who is currently a student.
Mrs. Hendrix was born in
Sandersville, GA. After graduating from
Sandersville High School, she attend-
ed Georgia College at Milledgeville,
GA., where she earned a bachelor of
science degree in education.
In 1937 she married L.J. (Bill)
Hendrix, who was born in Lexington,
SC and graduated from Newberry
College. Both Mr. and Mrs. Hendrix
worked in the education field- he was
an administrator and she as an ele-
mentary school teacher. After 28
and1/2 years she finished her teaching
career in Chesterfield, SC.
Mr. Hendrix, who has been a
Clemson fan all his life, saw to it that
his wife be part of the Clemson tradi-
tion. He also was instrumental in her
brother, Emory Orahood, attending
Clemson. Mr. Orahood graduated in
1 943 with a bachelor of science degree
in electrical engineering. He was a
recipient of Clemson's Distinguished
Service award and was the chairman of
the first President's Advisory Council.
The Clemson tradition continued
when both of her son's attended college
here. Bill Hendrix, who is a partner in
the investment corporation, Clayton,
Dubilier, Rice in New York, graduated
from Clemson in 1963. While at
Clemson he served as Student Body
President and is a member of Tiger
Botherhood. He has also served on the
University Foundation Board, National
Alumni Council, and was an IPTAY
Representative.
Bill Hendrix is a life trustee member
and is a past recipient of the
Distinguished Service Award, the same
award bestowed on his uncle. Three of
his four children have received their
degrees from Clemson, and his son is
currently a student. Daughters Jill
Hendrix Buckenmeyer, class of '92; Joy
Hendrix, class of '93; and Holly Hendrix,
class of '95 all obtained their diplomas
from Clemson. Son Jim Hendrix current-
ly serves as Clemson's student body
Carolyn O. Hendrix is the 1997 Tiger
Brotherhood Mother-of-the-Year.
president. He and his father are the only
father-son duo to serve as Clemson
Student Body President.
Guy Hendrix, class of '77, is the
branch manager of Motion Industries in
Tampa, Florida. He is a past president of
the the Spartanburg County Clemson
Club and is an IPTAY representative. He
also received the Super Tiger Award. His
wife, Lisa, is a 1979 graduate of
Clemson. Both of their children,
Emory,14, and Mary Kathleen, 10, have
been Tiger Club Cub members since the
program was founded.
After seeing her first Clemson football
game in 1937, Mrs. Hendrix knew that
there was something special about
Clemson. Since retiring, she and her
husband have travelled to every home
football game and all football bowl
games, as well as ACC basketball tour-
naments. Mrs. Hendrix's warm hospital-
ity, great cooking and friendly conversa-
tion are always a vital part of the tailgat-
ing experience at all home football
games.
When she is not attending sporting
events, Mrs. Hendrix resides on Lake
Murray in Lexington, SC. She is active
in the Methodist church and is in
charge of the Sunday school bulletin
board. She also serves as a judge for
national daylily shows and gardens,
enjoys flowers, reading and playing
bridge.
Before moving to Lexington, Mrs.
Hendrix was a resident of Chesterfield,
SC. In 1986, she was named the
Chesterfield Citizen of the Year. She
also served as the President of the
Chesterfield Garden Club, the
Chesterfield County Daylily Society
and the Chesterfield United Methodist
Women.
Her love for daylilies is quite exten-
sive, in fact she has over 400 different
varieties of them in her garden. A
friend. Bill Munson, of Wimberlyway
Gardens in Gainesville, FL., named a
floral hybrid after her. The "Carolyn
Hendrix" daylily was named and regis-
tered in her honor.
But, perhaps one of her most favorite
awards is being named Tiger
Brotherhood Mother of the Year. When
asked how she felt after receiving news
of the award she stated, "surprised,
thrilled, excited that's how I feel about
winning this award."
Mrs. Hendrix is certainly the personi-
fication of a Clemson mother. Her warm
smile and friendly manner have been an
inspiration to not only her Clemson-ori-
ented family but to countless others. A
friend of the family wrote, "If you knew
you wanted to go to Clemson before you
were born, and you could pick your
mother, you would pick Mrs. Hendrix."
i
Strength Training





1981 Jeff Davis, LB
Jeff Bryant, DT
Lee Nanney, OT
1983 William Perry, MG
1984 Kenny Flowers, TB
1985 JimRiggs, TE
1986 Ty Granger, OT
1987 Danny Pearman, TE
1988 Donnell Woolford, DB
1989 Vince Taylor, LB
1990 Levon Kirkland, OLB
1991 Mike Brown, C
1992 Brentson Buckner, DT
1993 Stacy Seegars, OG
1994 Nelson Welch, PK
1995 Brian Dawkins, SS
1996 Raymond White, MG
Lifter-of-the-Year
1985 Kenny Flowers, TB
John Phillips, OG
1986 Ty Granger, OT
1987 Mark Drag, MG
1988 JeffBak, C
1989 Levon Kirkland, OLB
1990 Arthur Bussie, DT
Curtis Whitley, C
1991 Ashley Sheppard, OLB
1 992 Warren Forney, DT
1993 Ed Glenn, TE
Stephen Wynn, TE
1994 Ed Glenn, TE
1995 Patrick Sapp, OLB








'em&on & necii oiomen a tennis coach has a championship
by Emily Rabon
On August 1 , 1 997, Clemson welcomed
a new member to its athletic family, when
Nancy Harris was named Clemson's wom-
ens tennis coach. It had been 15 years
since Clemson had named a new head
coach in women's tennis because Andy
Johnston, now assistant athletic director
with the Clemson football program, had
established one of the top programs in the
nation.
Harris takes over a program that has a
long and impressive history. In 1983,
Clemson won all nine Atlantic Coast
Conference flights, a feat that has never
been accomplished before or since. Such
great names as multiple Wimbledon
Doubles Champion Gigi Fernandez and
four-time ACC MVP Susan Hill have
played at Clemson and enhanced the pro-
gram's heritage. Clemson can also boast
six NCAA team appearances, 16 Top 25
final poll appearances, 17 All-America
honors and 64 AII-ACC selections.
With this impressive list, Clemson
needed to find a coach who could carry on
the tradition. A look at Nancy Harns's
impressive resume tells us that she is just
the person for the job. Clemson has found
a coach who was accomplished as a play-
er at the college and professional levels,
and has a near unmatched coaching
resume.
Harris participated in three Grand Slam
events as a professional in the 1980s,
including Wimbledon, the U.S. Open and
the Australian Open. She has been a head
coach at Auburn University at Montgomery
for the past nine seasons, including coach-
ing both the men's and women's team for
the past five years. She led the women's
team to the national championship once
and the men's team to the same honor
twice.
Harris received what most would con-
sider a late start at tennis. She picked up
the game at age 16. She played two years
at Alabama, then she left school to turn
pro and learned under the guidance of
Pancho Segura. "Segura felt that for me to
make the transition from college to profes-
sional, I needed to leave school immedi-
ately. He advised me to go professional
and come back at a later date and finish
my academics."
She continued playing professionally for
four and a half years before an injury
forced the end of her career. When this
happened, Harris knew she only had one
option: to return to school and receive her
degree from Alabama.
"I am from a very academic oriented
family, so it was a difficult decision for me
to leave college and go pro. I knew I would
not go back to college until my late 20s,
and at that time I did not know how difficult
that would be."
The next challenge Harris chose to
undertake was coaching on the collegiate
level. Her first job was at Auburn University
at Montgomery. "It was a lot of fun, but at
the same time it was very challenging."
Harris took the challenge head on and had
Harris won a national championship and
had a phenomenal record of 198-37 as a
men's team and women's team coach at
Auburn-IVlontgomery.
great success. She led both teams to
national championships. The Auburn-
Montgomery women's NAIA National
Championship title in 1992 marked the first
time a women' tennis team from the state
of Alabama won a national championship.
She also led the women's team to four
national runner-up finishes (1991, 1993,
1994 and 1997).
Harris also coached the AUM men's
tennis team to two NAIA National
Championships (1995 and 1996). This
made Harris the first female to coach a
men's team to a national championship
anywhere in the nation, and she is cur-
rently the only female coach in the country
who has led both a men's and women's
team to national championships.
Now Harris faces a new challenge at a
new level. She has many goals for the
young Tiger team, which consists of main-
ly sophomores. "There were a lot of
injuries last year and that forced some of
the younger players to step up and play
higher than they should have been playing.
This hurt them mentally and did not build
their confidence.
"One of my goals is to build up their
mental toughness. They also need to
develop a better shot selection. My job is
to educate them and show them how to
better use the court. We also need to learn
how to play longer and grind out the point
if we need to."
Harris was attracted to Clemson for
many reasons. She was especially
impressed with the level of support
Clemson offers the student-athletes.
Clemson established Vickery Hall in 1991
to assist student athletes academically.
Due to their rigorous schedule of traveling
and practice, time can be very limited.
"There is tremendous support for a stu-
dent-athlete, giving them every opportunity
to succeed. I really felt that the student-ath-
lete is going to be taken care of here. A
great example is Vickery Hall. I have never
seen anything like it. It offers the student-
athlete the support they need because of
their busy schedules."
Harris is a coach who gives of her time
freely and is completely devoted to her ath-
letes. This is another reason she was
drawn to Clemson. At Auburn-
Montgomery, she was responsible for the
coaching, academic counseling and
administrative aspects of both tennis
teams.
"I wanted to offer my players more,"
says Harris. "This year I will be able to give
more of my time on the tennis court and
more time to be a coach. A team will play
at a higher level if I can spend more time
with them. Since I have been at Clemson,
I have had more time to be on the court
coaching the athletes."
Harris has had a life filled with activity
and success. "I feel that whatever road you
take in life, what is important is that you
give your best effort and that you do as
good of a job as you can. That is what I
always tried to do, whether as a student or
as an athlete."
To say the least, she has succeeded
throughout her life with this basic tenet.
Clemson's women's tennis program is
headed for more NCAA appearances and
All-America honors under Nancy Harris.
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THE COMMISSION ON THE
FUTURE OF
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
More than 300 alumni and friends from all over the nation gathered at the Madren Center on May 2, 1997, for the
convening ot the Commission on the Future ot Clemson University. The Commission was created hy the Board of
Trustees as a way to elicit recommendations and suggestions from alumni and friends on how to chart a successful course
for the University into the 21st century and position Clemson as one of America's leading universities. All of the
memhers of the Commission are volunteers who pay their own expenses incurred in connection with their work on the
Commission. The chairpersems are as follows:
National Co-chair National Co-chair
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr. '54,
Chairman ot Clemson's Board of Trustees
and of the Executive Committee of
SCANA Corp., Columbia, SC
College of Apiculture, Forestry and Life Sciences
Jerry H. Ballengee, President and COO, Union Camp
Corp., Wayne, NJ
College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities
Ted P. Pappas '57, President, Pappas Associates
Architects Inc., Jacksonville, FL
College of Business and Public Affairs
Arthur M. Spire '45, President, AMS-Tex Enterprises
Inc., Great Neck, NY
College of Engineermg and Science
Milton W. Holcombe '53, Retired VP and Founder,
Electrospace Systems Inc., Dallas, TX
College of Health, Education and Human Development
Carolyn W. Creel '61, President, C.C. & Associates,
Myrtle Beach, SC
Student Life and Services
James E. Bostic, Jr. '69, Senior VP, Environmental,
Government Affairs and Communications, Georgia
Pacific Corp., Atlanta, GA
Intercollegiate Athletics
Philip H. Prince '49, President Emeritus of Clemson
and Retired Senior VP, Human Resources, American
Express Co., Mt. Pleasant, SC
University Research
Dan C. Stanzione '67, President, Bell Labs and
President, Network Systems, Warren, NJ
Jerry E. Dempsey '54,
Chairman and CEO of PPG
Industries Inc., Pittsburgh, PA
Library and Information Technology
Sean C. Rush, General Manager, Global Education
Industry, IBM Corp., Boston, MA
Public Services and Cooperative Extension
Darra W. Cothran '69, Attorney and Partner,
Woodward Cothran & Herndon, Columbia, SC
Underpaduate Education and the Clemson Experience
Jane Robelot '82, Co-anchor, "CBS This Morning,"
New York, NY
Sonny White '65, President, Ciba Specialty
Chemicals Corp., Greensboro, NC
University Advancement
Frank M. Bishop, Jr. '65, Partner, INVESCO Capital
Management, Atlanta, GA
A. Neil! Cameron, Jr., President, Ogilvy & Mather
South, Atlanta, GA
University Management and Finances
William B. Sturgis '57, Retired President, Cryovac
Division of W.R. Grace &. Co., Greenville, SC
Continuing Education and Professional Developynent
Bill Carpenter, Retired Chairman and CEO, Rust
Environment and Infrastructure, Greenville, SC
Clemson's Contributions to South Carolina's Future
Paul E. Blackwell '63, Retired U.S. Army Lieutenant
General, York, SC
CLEMSONUNIVERSITY
THE COMMISSION ON THE FUTURE OF CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
209 Sikes Hall Box 345006 Clemson, SC 29634-5006 864.656.7305 FAX 864.656.1645
fifemon'af Stacfium
In 1991, two very special anniver-
saries in the Clemson football tradition
were observed. Not only did the 1991
season mark the 10th anniversary of
Clemson's National Championship
season, but it also marked the 50th
birthday of the place where the Tigers
won six games that season: Memorial
Stadium.
In the first 55 years of Memorial
Stadium, Clemson has a record of 192-
71-7, including a 34-9-1 ledger over
the last seven seasons. Clemson had a
16-game unbeaten streak at home
between 1 990-92 and has a career win-
ning ratio of 72.4 percent.
The stadium has definitely been
good to the Tigers who call it home, but
the stadium was constructed against
the advice of at least one Clemson
coach. Just before head coach Jess
Neely left for Rice University after the
1939 season, he gave Clemson a mes-
sage. "Don't ever let them talk you into
building a big stadium," he said. "Put
about 10,000 seats behind the
Y.M.C.A. That's all you'll ever need'.
Instead of following Coach Neely's
advice, however, Clemson officials de-
cided to build the new stadium in a val-
ley on the western part of campus.
The place would take some clearing-
there were many trees, but luckily
there were no hedges.
The crews went to work: clearing,
cutting, pouring, and forming. Finally,
on September 19, 1942, Clemson Me-
morial Stadium opened with the Tiger
football team thrashing Presbyterian
College, 32-13. Those 20,000 seats
installed for Opening Day would soon
grow; and grow and grow. This year
Clemson celebrates its 56th year in
this outstanding facility.
When the original part of the stadi-
um was built in the early 40's, much of
the work was done by scholarship ath-
letes, including many football players.
The first staking out of the stadium was
done by two members of the football
team, A.N. Cameron and Hugh Webb.
Webb returned to Clemson years later
to be an architecture professor, and
Cameron went on to become a civil en-
gineer in Louisiana.
The building of the stadium did not
proceed without a few problems. One
day during the clearing of the land, one
young football player proudly
announced that he was not allergic to
poison oak. He then commenced to
attack the poison oak with a swing
blade, throwing the plants to and fro.
The next day, however, the boy was
swollen twice his size and had to be put
in the hospital.
There are many other stories about
the stadium including one stating that
Clemson has won over 70 percent of its games in Memorial Stadium since the facility
opened in 1942.
Frank Howard put a chew of tobacco in
each corner of the stadium as the con-
crete poured.
Howard says that the seeding of
the grass caused a few problems.
"About 40 people and I laid sod on the
field," he says. "After three weeks, on
July 15, we had only gotten halfway
through.
"I told them that it had taken us
three weeks to get that far, and I would
give them three more week's pay for
however long it took. I also told them
we would have 50 gallons of ice cream
when we got through. After that it took
them three days to do the rest of the
field. Then we sat down in the middle
of the field and ate up that whole 50
gallons."
Howard says that on the day of the
first game in the stadium,"the gates
were hung at 1 :00 pm and we played at
2:00 pm." But that would be all of the
construction for a while. Then in 1958,
18,000 sideline seats were added and,
in 1 960, a total of 5,658 West end zone
seats were added in response to in-
creasing attendance. With the large
end zone,"Green Grass" section, this
expansion increased capacity to about
53,000.
Later, upper decks were added to
each side of the stadium as crowds
swelled-the first one in 1978 and the
second in 1983. This increased capac-
ity to over 80,000 which makes it one
of the 10 largest on-campus stadiums
in the country.
The effect spiraling inflation has
had in this century can be dramatically
seen in the differences in stadium con-
struction. The original part of the sta-
dium was built at a cost of $125,000 or
at $6.25 a seat. The newest upper
deck was finished in 1983 at a cost of
$13.5 million, or $866 a seat.
Through the years, Memorial Sta-
dium has become known as "Death
Valley." It was tagged this by the late
Presbyterian coach, Lonnie McMillan.
After bringing his PC. teams to
Clemson for years and getting
whipped, McMillan said the place was
like Death Valley. A few years later the
name stuck.
On November 16, 1974 the playing
surface was named Frank Howard
Field for the legendary coach because
of his long service and dedication to
the University.
Luckily, the stadium wasn't built be-
hind the Y.
Almost Perfect
Eastman Chemical Company has
developed on-time delivery into an art.
98% of the time, we hit our marks right
on cue. And with product quality so
consistent, problems are the rare
exception. Maybe that's why 70% of our
customers rate us their #1 supplier.
But we're not happy with almost
perfect. At Eastman, continuous
improvement is one way we create
value for our customers.
So we keep working at it. That atti-
tude helped us become the first major
chemical company to win the Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality Award. And
we appredated the ovations.
But until every customer receives
every shipment on time every time,
we will keep striving for the perfect
performance.
Let your friends at Eastman demonstrate








Clemson University's commitment to
provide its student-athletes with the very
best of facilities is evident in many ways.
From the soaring upper decks of Memorial
Stadium, to the state-of-the-art strength
training facility, young men and women
from all 18 of Clemson's varsity sports
have the very best in facilities for training
and competition. Vickery Hall is no excep-
tion, as the $3 million structure is as
impressive aesthetically as any of the
other facilities. But the importance of
Vickery Hall to the Clemson University
Athletic Department is not found in the
structure itself, but in the many programs
that the building houses.
Vickery Hall opened in the sphng of
1991 and was the first in the country built
solely for the all-around education of stu-
dent-athletes. The two-story, 27,000
square -foot building is open throughout
the day and into the evening to accommo-
date the extended schedules of student-
athletes.
The mission of the Student-Athlete En-
richment Programs is to monitor, guide,
and encourage student-athletes to fulfill
their long term goal, and to achieve their
academic and career potential.
Vickery Hall focuses on three primary
areas to meet the student-athlete's needs.
Academic Support
Clemson's Student-Athlete Enrichment
Programs have provided one of the best
academic support and advising programs
in the nation.
The proof is in the statistics. A record
number of Clemson student-athletes made
the academic honor roll in 1997. Eight of
Clemson's 13 Sports programs had a high-
er GPA than the student body average in
the 1997 Spring semester. Twenty
Clemson football players were on the ACC
academic honor roll for the 1996-97 aca-
demic year, an all-time record. The Tiger
football team had an all-time record GPA
for the entire year in 1996-97. The Aca-
demic Counselor performs a variety of du-
ties to track academic progress. Their du-
ties include providing assistance in regis-
tration and priority scheduling, contacting
faculty, personally checking classes, re-
cording information, counseling sessions
with student-athletes, providing diagnostic
testing, and directing career aspirations.
One of the most prestigious programs
that has received recognition essential to
the growth of Vickery Hall is the tutorial
program.
The Student-Athlete Enrichment Pro-
gram has been granted a Level 1 certifica-
tion from the College of Reading and
Learning Association, International Tutor
Certification Program. Of the 160 pro-
grams certified by CRLA, the Clemson
Student-Athlete Enrichment Program is
one of three student-athlete programs in
the country to achieve this distinction.
Having tutor certification enables stu-
dent-athletes to be provided the highest
quality of academic assistance possible.
Approximately 80 tutors are hired to pro-
vide academic support in the many subject
areas offered.
The Department of Student-Athlete En-
richment Programs has recognized the
need for students to have access to high-
quality computing equipment and has
made a commitment to provide the stu-
dent-athletes at Clemson with the largest
computer lab in the country. Located on
the first floor of Vickery Hall is the
Department of Student-Athlete Enrichment
Programs' Microcomputer Laboratory. The
lab is open seven days a week, for 16
hours on Monday through Thursday, and
limited time on Saturday and Sunday.
During exam periods the lab hours are
extended.
The lab staff has a full-time computer
Clemson has a staff of 11 full-time employees to work with Tiger student-athletes in
various self-enrichment programs.
manager, and also graduate students,
many of whom are pursuing advanced de-
grees in computer science. Lab staff mem-
bers are available for tutoring of any Com-
puter Science course, as well as the many
management, engineering and business
courses that deal with personal computers.
The Student-Athlete Enrichment Pro-
gram is committed to providing state-of-
the-art computing facilities. New comput-
ers have recently been purchased bringing
the lab to a state of the art facility. Over 40
computers are available for student-ath-
letes.
All computers are fully connected to
the internet allowing for access of comput-
ers throughout the world for research and
communication.
Personal Growth Program
One of the most important programs
that helps student-athletes reach their full
potential and engage successfully in this
college experience is the Personal Growth
and Development Program.
The purpose of this program is to assist
the student-athlete in making a successful
transition into his/her university and athlet-
ic life. These programs will provide the stu-
dent-athlete the opportunity to examine
and explore issues and topics pertaining to
his/her values, personal health and well-
ness, behavior, and goals. The specific
topics will encompass both general transi-
tion issues and specific athletic issues as
well.
Career Assistance Program
The Career Assistance Program pro-
vides student-athletes an opportunity to
fulfill career aspirations by participating in
various career seminars offered by the
staff at Vickery Hall. The philosophy of this
program is to provide student-athletes with
job searching skills and strategies, intern-
ships, practicum experience as well as
summer employment. These programs are
designed to address specific career oppor-
tunities through a program that uses each
year to gain information on the student-
athletes.
By using the resources available to the
University, Alumni Center and the Athletic
Department, Clemson is working to estab-
lish a network of businesses, companies,
and executives who will help assist with
The Summer Employment Assistance Pro-
gram. The program's main goal is to pro-
vide the student-athlete with job experi-
ence and a work history, which student
athletes can apply to their academic disci-
pline.
The Career Assistance Program is co-
ordinated from the academic colleges, the
Placement Center, and through the Athlet-
ic Department contacts. This program is
designed to better prepare the student-ath-
lete for full-time employment and focuses
on resume writing and interview tech-
niques.












The toughest game of all is the game of life. And the ACC grooms
winners on the field and in the classroom. That's why NationsBank
is proud to support the conference.
As an Official Corporate Partner of the ACC, NationsBank sup^'
ports 23 ACC championship events, helps provide scholarships and
assists community projects, such as ACC Operation Outreach.
Through academic and athletic achievement, ACC schools like
Clemson continue to make a positive impact in the communities they
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ommanituS
emson footta// p/aijers make time for commanitcj projects.
Community Service & Outreacli
Clemson football players are involved
in community service work throughout the
academic year. Here is a rundown of
some of the projects the team was in-
volved in last year:
December, 1996—Members of the
team donated from their bowl money,
funds to sponsor children so they
could receive clothing or toys from
the Helping Hands of Clemson.
January, 1997—Members of the
football team gathered at a local
playground to assemble equipment
for the Littlejohn Community Center.
February, 1997—Donated a sum of
money to the Helping Hands of
Clemson as part of career dress day.
March, 1997—"Engines that can
day"— Members of the team traveled
to the Clemson Child Development
Center to read children some of their
favorite books.
April, 1997—"High Five Day" - 40
children from the Headstart program
at Littlejohn Community Center came
to Vickery Hall. The members of the
team played host to the children at
Clemson's Academic Learning Cen-
ter.
Tight End Wesley Ellis works with some elementary school students on the basics of
reading.
The Student-Athlete Enrichment Pro-
gram has begun a faculty/staff mentoring
service in which deans, professors,
adminstrators, and staff professionals
serve as mentors for student-athletes.
Student-athletes are also encouraged to
serve as mentors to kids in the surround-
ing communities. Through the Clemson
Student-Athlete Speakers' Bureau and
such projects as Helping Hands, they
make a positive impact off the playing
field.
Raymond White, David Richardson, and Corey Hulsey lend support to the construction
of a "Habitat for Humanity" project at Clemson last fall.
Raymond Priester was a popular guest at this fifth grade class at Vereenes Elementary
School in Anderson last April.
^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Anthony Simmons was one of the Tigers who took part in "High Five Day, " when the
Tigers played host to 40 children at Vickery Hall.
LIFE Line
LIFE Line is an organization that
serves as a leadership group for the
Clemson football program. The LIFE in
the organization's name stands for
Leaders in Football and Education. The
group is composed of 13 Clemson foot-
ball players and they provide a peer
leadership group for the entire team.
LIFE line's members are committed
to creating a positive team image, well
developed goals and objectives, sound
values and smart decision making. The
group's goals are striving to enhance
academic and athletic excellence, de-
velop personal leadership skills and
promote leadership qualities in other
team members, promote career devel-
opment on the team and encourage
teammates to volunteer in community
projects.
The members of the LIFE Line
group for 1997-98 are Anthony
Simmons, Raymond Priester, Corey
Hulsey, Jason Collins, Glenn Rountree,
Raymond White, Michael Allen, Carl
Baker, Holland Postell, Brandon
Streeter, Nealon Greene, Mark Landry
and Kevin Laird.
The 13 players who lead the group
are involved in monthly retreats, hear
from speakers and presentations, and
sponsor freshmen in an effort to aid
their transition to college academics
and athletics. "Being a good lead-
er involves no mysterious methods nor
profound philosophical approaches,"
said Bill D'Andrea, the Director of
Clemson's Student-Athlete Enrichment
Programs. "It is all quite simple and
reasonable because people want to do
the right thing. Improper behavior gen-
erally springs from poor decisions. If a
player does something wrong, a good
leader simply tells him or shows him
how to do it right."
Last July members of the LIFE Line
presented a paper at the Leadership
Convention for National Dropout Pre-
vention Center at Clemson. The pre-
sentation consisted of information
about the LIFE Line group and how the
project was initiated.
"Our programs are designed to give
each student-athlete every opportunity
to reach his or her academic potential,"
said D'Andrea. "Tying in all three focus
areas, academics, personal growth and
career enhancement, help prepare
them for the time they spend at





Death Valley. The name speaks for itself.
Ifyou want to play in this house, you
better have the reputation to back it up.
TORO's 640 Series Sprinkler has been the
number one choice for athletic sports
fields for more than a decade. That's a
reputation built on MVP performances.
Ifyou want that kind of durability, match
TORO quality products with certified
contractors like Environmental
Landscaping...a winning team that can
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f)nthoncj Simmons
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by James Brunson
A Clemson student appeared on the for-
bidden pages of last month's Playboy maga-
zine. The strange thing is that the student
was neither reprimanded by the Clemson
administration, nor forced to turn in their
sorority pin. The reason that this student's
pictorial was not met by any objection? The
student was not a female, but instead line-
backer Anthony Simmons.
The junior became the first Clemson
Playboy All-American since Terry Kinard in
1982. It is one of the most prestigious All-
America teams because there is just one
team, 22 players selected. The honor includ-
ed a weekend trip to Arizona with the other
honorees for a photo shoot. "The first two
days were fun," said Simmons. "I just met the
other guys and it was like a big party. The
actual photo shoot was on Sunday." The dis-
appointing part of the trip for the Spartanburg
native
—
"There were no Playmates there!"
The fact that Simmons made the pages of
Playboy should come as no surphse to Tiger
fans. In his first two years at Clemson, he
performed amazingly on the field. He was
second in the league in tackles per game as
a freshman and led that category as a sopho-
more. At the start of this year, he was sixth
on Clemson's all-time tackle list with 328,
putting him on pace to break the Clemson
record of 515 held by Bubba Brown. Before
the Virginia game, Simmons has suited up for
29 games as a Tiger, and walked away as the
leading tackier in 23 of them.
Recognition that Simmons has received
because of his on-field achievements can be
described as a bundle of firsts. After his
freshman season, he became the first defen-
sive player to win the UP! National Freshman-
of-the-Year ... not from Clemson, in the histo-
ry of college football. Simmons also has been
an AP All-America selection in each of his
first two years. This achievement marks the
first time that a Clemson player has made
one of the first three teams of the AP All-
America squad in their freshman and sopho-
more seasons.
When asked if he expected all of this suc-
cess to come so early in his college career,
Simmons responded, "Not really. The only
thing that I expected was to be given the
chance to play. I didn't expect to come in and
start. I didn't even expect to come in and
make the travel squad. I just wanted to con-
tribute and do the best I could. They told me
that the opportunity was there and I just took
advantage of it."
He has done such a good job of taking
advantage of it that opposing coaches are
ready for his days in Tigertown to be finished.
In preparing for the Textile Bowl, N.C. State
coach Mike O'Cain praised the junior. "He's
very physical with tremendous speed. You
can't run away from him because he can
catch you. He's also very strong and can take
you on when you go straight at him. He is a
great, great linebacker. He deserves all of the
accolades he's received."
After Florida State escaped Death Valley
with only 31 yards rushing and a narrow
seven-point win. Chief Seminole Bobby
Bowden added kiddingly, "I'm getting a spe-
cial letter out to all the agents in the nation
that spend so much time in Tallahassee, and
see if I can't get them to go up to Clemson,
S.C. and get him to come out early (for the
NFL draft). He's one of the best football play-
ers in the country." Simmons had 12 tackles,
including a pair of tackles for loss against the
Seminoles.
Bowden must still be disappointed with
the fact that Simmons chose the Tigers over
the Seminoles. "It came down to Florida
State and Clemson," says Simmons, "Here I
had the opportunity to come in and play and
be a factor right away, and it is so close to
home. My family can come to the games."
One member of his family that does not
attend the games is his pet bald python. How
does an All-American linebacker wind up with
a pet snake? "Actually, it was a gift. A friend
gave it to me and I just kept it." The snake
actually spends most of its time at his friend's
place, but on occasion Simmons has it in
Clemson, where he keeps
it in an aquarium.
Simmons lives
with Antwan
Edwards in an off
campus
apart-
Simmons Is already in the Top Five in Clemson history in
total tackles.
ment. "I take him (the snake) out and just let
him crawl around the apartment." This forces
one to wonder if Antwan is scared to walk
around his own apartment? "Nahh. He isn't
scared of it. It doesn't bite or anything. He
wouldn't bother you." Python's squeeze their
prey, similar to the way Simmons executes
many of his tackles of enemy running backs.
The Anthony Simmons legend has helped
Clemson on many recruiting fronts. Former
high school teammates aren't shying away
from Clemson. Wide receiver Brian Wofford
and linebacker Harold Means joined
Simmons last year, giving the Tigers a trio of
former Spartanburg High players.
"I think my being here may have had an
effect on them coming, because I played with
those guys, and they knew they would be
given an opportunity to play here. A lot of dif-
ferent places are going to tell you one thing
and then do another. Here, if they tell you
they're going to do this or that, they'll stick to
their word." Means had a career high nine
tackles against UTEP, and Wofford has
become a big part of the Tiger's much
improved passing attack.
The spiced up offense, and an early sea-
son hip-pointer are reasons that Simmons's
total tackle numbers are down slightly from
the record pace of the past two seasons, but
his plays per tackle average is holding steady
at a tackle every 4.3 plays.
"Our offense is pretty much staying on the
field these days (34 minutes per game in
recent weeks). Last year I averaged around
60-65 plays a game, but this year I'm only out
there for about 45-50 plays a game."
Through the first four games last
season, Simmons had 53 tack-
les, compared to 42 through
the first four contests of this
season. His plays per tack-
le average is virtually the
same.
You won't hear any com-
plaints from the less beat-
up linebacker about being
on the field for fewer plays.
"It's a totally different feeling
after the game this year com-
pared to last year. It should
help the defense over the
course of the season and
keep us fresh down the
stretch."
And, a healthy Anthony
Simmons should mean many
more Clemson victories and
many more accolades for this
Butkus Award candidate.
Besides he still wants to look





H# Cfemson f)lphabetica( Roster
# Name Pos Hqt. Wgt. CI. Exp. # Name Pos Hgt. Wgt. CI. Exp.
53 RAHIM ABDULLAH OLB 6-6
Jacksonville, rL/rieicner Hb
230 *S0. 1VL 37 KEVIN LAIRD P 5-10
Brandon, MS/Brandon HS
165 •JR. 2VL
10 MICHAEL ALLEN CB 5-11
Conway, SC/Conway HS
190 JR. 2VL 61 MARK LANDRY OT 6-4
Atlanta, GA/bowegan (NH) Hb
280 SR. 3VL
78 ED ALTMAN C 6-3
Waycross, GAAA/are County HS
296 •SR. 2VL 84 MAL LAWYER WR 6-1
Charleston, bC/Berkeley Hb
180 SO. 1VL
28 ALEXARDLEY DB 5-10
Tallahassee, FLyLincoln HS
165 FR. HS 64 ZANE LEWIS OG 6-2
Memphis, TN/Raleigh-Egypt HS
285 •JR. 2VL
5 JAVIS AUSTIN TB 5-11
L-iemson, ou/uaniei no
195 FR. HS 48 TRAVIS MACKLIN FB 6-1
Pittsburgh, PA/Perry Traditional Academy
240 •JR. 1VL
80 MATT BAILEY WR 6-4
Stone Mountain, GA/Stone Mountain HS
217 FR. HS 17 MARCUS MARTIN OB 6-3
Free Union, VAAWestern Albemarle HS
190 FR. HS
74 BRENT BANASIEWICZ OG 6-3
Monticeiio, ri_/AuciMa unristian Hb
293 'JR. 2VL 67 JOHN MCDERMOTT OT 6-5
wooostocK, (jA/oequoyan no
265 •FR. RS
47 HOWARD BARTLEY OLB 6-2
uecatur, oA/oouinwesT ueKaiD no
191 *JR. 1VL 35 DAMONTE MCKENZIE MG 6-2
1 oL-Q r^iui Cf^/i oL-/=i r^it\( uicLaKe L/iiy, ou/LaKe oiiy no
265 •SO. 1VL
28 DEREK BASILED WR 6-4
Ueertield beacri, i-L7Ueertield beach Hb
207 *SR. SO 72 MATT MCLEOD C 6-0
Olemson, bO/uaniei Hb
263 SR. 1VL
65 ELMER BENCH SN 5-9
Manning, SC/Manning HS
216 SR. 3VL 45 HAROLD MEANS ILB 6-0
bpartanuurg, bu/bpartanuurg Mb
215 SO. 1VL
91 LORENZO BROMELL DT 6-6
Choppee, SC/Georgia Military College
245 SR. 1VL 50 WILL MERRITT OL 6-4
basley, bC/Wren nb
255 FR. HS
94 DONALD BROOMFIELD MG 6-4
Olustee. FL/Baker County HS
280 •JR. 2VL 68 JOEDY MITCHELL OT 6-6
Conyers, GA/Heritage HS
290 •SO. 1VL
93 TERRY BRYANT OLB 6-4
Savannah, GA/Johnson HS
246 •FR. RS 51 RAJ MITCHELL LB 6-1
niugeiana, oL-zjasper L/Ouniy no
219 FR. HS
79 JIM BUNDREN OT 6-3
Wilmington, ub/AI Uupont Hb
297 •SR. 3VL 60 THEO MOUGROS MG 6-2
Tarpon Springs, FLATarpon Springs HS
263 •FR. RS
95 JOVON BUSH MG 6-5
Hardeeville, SC/Jasper County HS
265 •FR. HS 18 SLADE NAGLE OB 6-0
Lake unaries, LA/barDe nb
185 FR. HS
77 MATT BUTLER OT 6-4
Belmont, NC/South Point HS
285 •JR. 2VL 38 MATT PADGETT PK 6-0
Lexington, SC/Lexington HS
210 •SO. 1VL
9 ROBERT CARSWELL DB 6-0
Litrtonia, oA/btone Mountain Hb
205 FR. HS 62 NEELY PAGE OL 6-4
AiKen, bL-zAiKen nb
285 FR. HS
46 JAMhb CHAHrbLL WH 6-U
Columbia, SC/Dutch Fork HS
1 90 C DbH. 2VL 96 "T/^MV Dl AMTIM piT" c AlUNY rLAN 1 IN Ul b-4
rcllUlclUri, OV-*/! cIlUlclUll no
273 CDbn. oVL
99 GARY CHILDRESS DT 6-3
Hermitage, TN/McGavock HS
256 •FR. RS 34 DEXTRA POLITE DB 5-11
Moultrie, GA/Georgia Military College
175 JR. JO
56 OJ, CHILDRESS OLB 6-2
Hermitage, TN/McGavock HS
224 JR. 2VL 70 HOLLAND rOb 1 bLL Ul b-D
Summerville, SC/Summerville HS
300 JR. 2VL
49 JASON COLLINS TE 6-5
Slidell, LA/Norttistiore HS
246 bH. 2VL 27 HAYMUNU rnibb 1 bn lb D-1
Allendale, SC/Allendale-Fairfax HS
230 CDbn. oVL
30 DARREL CRUTCHFIELD DB 6-1
Jacksonville, FURaines HS
173 FR. HS 29 DAVID RICHARDSON PK 6-1
Clemson, SC/Daniel HS
187 •JR. 1VL
20 RUDY CURRIE OLB 6-3
Cleveland, OH/Saint Edwards HS
205 •SR. 2VL 54 KENZI ROSS LB 6-2
Fort Valley, GA/Peach County HS
205 FR. HS
11 WOODROW DANTZLER QB 5-11 200 FR. HS 75 GLENN ROUNTREE OG 6-3 290 *GR. 3VL
Orangeburg, SC/Orangeburg-Wilkinson HS Suffolk, VA/Nansemond-Suffolk HS
52 ADRIAN DINGLE OLB 6-3
Holly Hill, SC/Holly Hill-Roberts HS
260 JR. 2VL 81 MIKE SETH WR 6-0
Sumter, SC/Sumter HS
180 FR. HS
1 ANTWAN EDWARDS SS 6-1 202 JR. 2VL 41 ANTHONY SIMMONS ILB 6-1 225 JR. 2VL
Starkville, MS/Starkville HS Spartanburg, SC/Spartanburg HS
85 WESLEY ELLIS TE 6-4 245 •JR. 1VL 31 CHAD SPECK DB 6-0 185 FR. HS
Pemberton, NJ/Pemberton Township HS Nashville, TN/Christ Presbyterian Academy
33 DAVID EVANS CB 5-8
Abbeville, SC/Abbeville HS
179 SO. SO 14 BRANDON STREETER QB 6-3
Gettysburg, PA/Gettysburg HS
195 •SO. 1VL
21 JASON FLANDERS QB 6-3
Mount Pleasant, SCAA/ando HS
195 FR. HS 63 MARK STRIEWING OG 6-2
Blacksburg, SC/Blacksburg HS
275 •FR. RS
12 DOMARCO FOX FS 6-1
Philadelphia, MS/Neshoba Central HS
183 SO. 1VL 44 JOHN THOMPSON FB 5-10
Jacksonville, FUFIetcher HS
213 JR. 1VL
73 JASON GAMBLE C 6-3
Wichita, KS/Hutchinson (KS) CC
300 •JR. RS 22 DAMONDWARD CB 5-10
Wilson, NC/Beddingfield HS
178 JR. 2VL
23 ROD GARDNER WR 6-4
Jacksonville, FURaines HS
212 *FR. RS 88 TJ. WATKINS TE 6-5
North Augusta, SC/North Augusta HS
230 FR. HS
89 ADRIAN GREENE WR 6-1
Lons, SC/South Columbus HS
206 SR. 1VL 16 JUSTIN WATTS WR 6-1
Florence, SC/South Florence HS
200 SO. 1VL
15 NEALON GREENE OB 5-11
Yonkers, NY/Lincoln HS
191 SR. 3VL 97 RAYMOND WHITE MG 6-3
Clinton, MS/Clinton HS
270 *GR. 3VL
40 CHARLES HAFLEY FS 6-0
Pompano Beach, FLVEly HS
182 FR, HS 19 WAYMON WHITE WR 6-3
Decatur, GA/Decatur HS
198 FR. HS
82 LAMONT HALL TE 6-4
Clover, SC/Clover HS
251 •SR. 3VL 42 MOND WILSON ILB 6-3
Tupelo, MS/Tupelo HS
245 •SR. 3VL
76 JASON HOLLOMAN DT 6-3
Decatur, GA/Lakeside HS
251 •pR. RS 26 TERRY WITHERSPOON FB 6-0
Monroe, NC/Monroe HS
240 SO. bU
7 TONY HORNE WR 5-11
Rockingham, NC/Richmond County HS
185 SR. 3VL 25 BRIAN WOFFORD WR 6-1
Spartanburg, SC/Spartanburg HS
165 SO. 1VL
71 COREY HULSEY OG 6-7
Lula, GA/North Hall HS
335 SO. 1VL 59 KYLE YOUNG C 6-3
Clemson, SC/Daniel HS
260 FR. HS
90 FREDDIE JAMES DT 6-1
Saint Stephens, SC/Saint Stephens HS
250 •FR. RS 8 TRAVIS ZACHERY TB 6-1
Marietta, GA/Marietta HS
185 FR. HS
92 TERRY JOLLY DL 6-2
Fort Valley, GA/Peach County HS
280 FR. HS 6 SAM ZANDERS TB 5-11
Arlington, VA/Washington & Lee HS
210 SO. 1VL
57 CHRIS JONES ILB 6-0
Monroe, GA/Monroe Area HS
221 JR. 2VL
S8
The Brooks Center for the Performing Arts
Lite is too short to miss the good things, and the Brooks Center has them all. Smiles,
tears, laughter and cheers in a series of music, dance and theatre at its best. Here's a
sample ot programming too good to miss:
19 9 7
9/1 1 Quartetto Gelato
9/26 River City Brass Band
9/30-10/5 Summer and Smoke
10/23-26 Festival of African American Literature & the Arts (FAALA V)
10/30 Spoleto U.S.A./Utsey Chamber Music Series
1 1/20 Clemson University Tiger Band Pass-in-Review
12/2 Clemson University Choral Ensembles
12/4 Chanticleer Christmas Show
19 9 8
1/16 Nnenna Freelon, jazz vocalist
2/4-7 The Kennedy Center/American College Theatre Festival
2/12 Parsons Dance Company
2/19-3/1 Clemson Shakespeare Festival Vll
2/19 West.Side Story
3/3 Shanghai Acrobats
3/24 To Kill A Mockingbird
3/31 Moscow Chamber Orchestra
4/21 Clemson University Symphony Orchestra
For a full schedule, call the Brooks Center box office, (864) 656-RSVP (7787),
Mon.-Fri., 1-5 p.m. Programming is subject to change.
Seasons by the Lake
If you're looking for a special dining experience before a Brooks Center perfor-
mance or after a football game, treat your family and friends to Seasons by the Lake.
Located within Clemson University's Madren Conference Center on the shore of Lake
Hartwell, this distinctive restaurant features fresh South Carolina products in a variety
of seasonal selections as pleasing to the eye as to the palate.
Lunch 1 1:30 a.m. -2 p.m., Mon.-Sun.
Sunday Brunch 1 1:30 a.m. -2 p.m.
Dinner 5-9 p.m., Mon.-Thur.
5-10 p.m., Fri.-Sat.
4-10 p.m.. Football Saturdays
For reservations or more information, call (864) 656-7444.
Nra.\iin\
When Clemson Has the Ball
Clemson Offense
LT JIM BUNDREN 79
LG COREY HULSEY 71
C JASON GAMBLE 73
RG GLENN ROUNTREE 75
RT HOLLAND POSTELL 70
TE LAMONTHALL 82
SE BRIAN WOFFORD 25
QB NEALON GREENE 15
TB RAYMOND PRIESTER 27
FB TERRY WITHERSPOON 26
FLK TONY HORNE 7
PK MATT PADGETT 38
Virginia Defense
DE TRAVIS GRIFFITH 95
LT JOHNNY SHIVERS 99
RT ANTONIO DINGLE 89
DE PATRICK KERNEY 58
LB DONNY GREEN 33
LB WALI RAINER 44
LB BYRON THWEATT . .32
S ANTHONY POINDEXTER 3
S STEPHEN PHELAN 49
CB DWAYNE STUKES 5
CB JOE WILLIAMS 23
P FRANK ROTELLA 31
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
1 ANTWAN EDWARDS SS 27 RAYMOND PRIESTER TB 50 WILL MERRITT OL 74 BRENT BANASIEWICZ OG
5 JAVIS AUSTIN TB 28 ALEX ARDLEY CB 50 MICHAEL YOUNG ILB 75 GLENN ROUNTREE OG
6 SAM ZANDERS FB 29 DAVID RICHARDSON PK 51 RAJ MITCHELL LB 76 JASON HOLLOMAN DT
7 TONY HORNE WR 30 DARREL CRUTCHFIELD CB 52 ADRIAN DINGLE OLB 77 MATT BUTLER OT
8 TRAVIS ZACHERY TB 31 CHAD SPECK SS 53 RAHIM ABDULLAH OLB 78 ED ALTMAN C
9 ROBERT CARSWELL FS 33 DAVID EVANS CB 54 KENZI ROSS LB 79 JIM BUNDREN OT
10 MICHAEL ALLEN CB 34 DEXTRA POLITE CB 55 DARCUS RAPLEY LB 80 MATT BAILEY WR
11 WOODROW DANTZLER QB 35 DAMONTE MCKENZIE MG 56 J, CHILDRESS OLB 81 MIKE SETH WR
12 DOMARCO FOX FS 36 MICHAEL BRICE PK 57 CHRIS JONES ILB 82 LAMONT HALL TE
14 BRANDON STREETER QB 37 KEVIN LAIRD P 59 KYLE YOUNG C 84 MAL LAWYER WR
15 NEALON GREENE QB 38 MATT PADGETT PK 60 THEO MOUGROS MG 85 WESLEY ELLIS TE
16 JUSTIN WATTS WR 39 WILL DINKENS RB 61 MARK LANDRY OT 88 TJ. WATKINS TE
17 MARCUS MARTIN WR 40 CHARLES HAFLEY DB 62 NEELY PAGE OL 89 ADRIAN GREENE WR
18 SLADE NAGLE QB 41 ANTHONY SIMMONS ILB 63 MARK STREWING OG 90 FREDDIE JAMES DT
19 WAYMON WHITE WR 42 MOND WILSON ILB 64 ZANE LEWIS OG 91 LORENZO BROMELL DT
20 RUDY CURRIE OLB 43 RYAN ROMANO PK 65 ELMER BENCH SN 92 TERRY JOLLY DL
21 JASON FLANDERS QB 44 JOHN THOMPSON FB 67 JOHN MCDERMOTT OT 93 TERRY BRYANT OLB
22 DAMOND WARD CB 45 HAROLD MEANS ILB 68 JOEDY MITCHELL OT 94 DONALD BROOMFIELD MG
23 ROD GARDNER WR 46 JAMES CHAPPELL WR 70 HOLLAND POSTELL OT 95 JOVON BUSH DL
24 ROBERT GOODSON FS 47 HOWARD BARTLEY OLB 71 COREY HULSEY OG 96 TONY PLANTIN DT
25 BRIAN WOFFORD WR 48 TRAVIS MACKLIN FB 72 MATT MCLEOD C 97 RAYMOND WHITE MG
26 TERRY WITHERSPOON FB 49 JASON COLLINS TE 73 JASON GAMBLE C 99 GARY CHILDRESS DT
When Virgi
Virginia Offense
WR GERMANE CROWELL 17
LT DOUG KARCZEWSKI 79
LG NOEL LaMONTAGNE 77
C IVIATT LINK 75
RG FADY CHAMOUN 57
RT ROBERT HUNT 60
TE CASEY CRAWFORD 86
QB AARON BROOKS 11
FB CHARLES KIRBY 36
TB THOMAS JONES 6
WR BRYAN OWEN 29
PK JOHN ALLEN ROBERTS 2
ia Has the Ball
Clemson Defense
RUSH ADRIAN DINGLE 52
DE TONY PLANTIN 96
MG RAYMOND WHITE 97
DE LORENZO BROMELL 91
BAN RAHIM ABDULLAH 53
ILB MOND WILSON 42
ILB ANTHONY SIMMONS 41
CB DAVID EVANS 33
FS DoMARCO FOX 12
SS ANTWAN EDWARDS 1
CB DAMONDWARD 22
P KEVIN LAIRD 37
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
1 PONDER, JOHNNY DB 23 WILLIAMS, JOE DB 45 MCNEAL, ANDRE LB 75 LINK. MATT C
2 ROBERTS. JOHN ALLEN PK 25 SOUTHERN, ANTHONY RB 46 WILLETT, KIRK LB 77 LAMONTAGNE. NOEL OG
3 POINDEXTER. ANTHONY DB 26 HARRIS, ANTWAN DB 47 RAINER.JAMI'H LB 78 ROUTZAHN. EVAN OG
4 SMALL. JASON DB 27 WILLIAMS, TJ DB 49 PHELAN. STEPHEN DB 79 KARCZEWSKI. DOUG OT
5 STUKES. DWAYNE DB 28 CLARK, SCOOTER WR 50 ST CLAIR. JOHN C 80 HAWKINS. AHMAD WR
6 JONES, THOMAS RB 29 OWEN, BRYAN WR 51 COX. BRYCE LB 81 LUZAR. CHRIS TE
7 WILKINS. TERRENCE WR 30 TAYLOR, DILLON LB 52 LAWSON, JOSH OL 82 ABRAMS. MIKE P
8 WOMACK. ANTWOINE RB 31 ROTELLA, FRANK P 54 GARLAND, DARREN OT 83 CRAWFORD. KENNY WR
9 TAYLOR. SHANNON LB 32 THWEATT, BYRON LB 55 BAWUAH. KOFI DT 84 WESTCOTT. ADAM TE
10 SIMS. EARL LB 33 GREEN, DONNY LB 56 WILLIAMS. JULIUS OG 85 ANDERSON. MAURICE DT
11 BROOKS, AARON QB 34 DUCKETT, JOHN LB 57 CHAMOUN, FADY OG 86 CRAWFORD. CASEY TE
13 THOMPSON, WILL QB 36 KIRBY CHARLES RB 58 KERNEY PATRICK DT 87 BABER, BILLY TE
14 SIMMONS, DEVON DB 37 BURNIM, ADRIAN DB 59 JACKSON, WILL DE 88 COFFEY KEVIN WR
15 RIVERS, DAVID QB 38 FISHER, DUANE DB 60 HUNT ROBERT OT 89 DINGLE, ANTONIO DT
16 ELLIS. DAN QB 39 KARELIS. ANDREAS DE 61 FLEMING, ALEC OL 90 SCOTT. DONALD P
17 CROWELL, GERMANE TE 40 BULLETT, MARCUS RB 64 WOODSON, JARED OT 91 STAMENICH. LJUBOMIR DE
18 ISABELLE, YUBRENAL LB 41 WASHINGTON. PATRICK TE 65 DITTMAN, BRAD OG 94 SANDERS. DARRYL DE
19 JONES, SHAWN WR 42 FOREMAN. TYREE RB 69 HILLERICH, KEVIN OT 95 GRIFFITH TRAVIS DE
20 MAGERS. WHITNER PK 43 MACK, KIRBY RB 70 SEALS, GEORGE C 96 KEITH. DLISTIN DT
21 MACK, KIRBY RB 43 OWENS, GREG PK 71 BARNES. BRAD OG 98 POPE. MONSANTO DE
22 ELEGBE. WALE CB 44 RAINER, WALI' LB 74 JONES. JERMESE OT 99 SHIVERS, JGHNMY DT
SIDELINE APPAREL
00% Cotton Long Sleeve T-Shirt W/Embroidery on
Left Chest Oxford Color Only M-XL $19.50 XXL $21.50
B. - 100% Cotton Coaches Polo Shirt W/Embroidery on Left
Chest M-XL $47.99 XXL $49.99
C. - Team Football Jerseys - New Style - Number Available
#27, #49 ADULT: Med & XL $49.99 XXL $52.99
YOUTH: SM, LG. & XL $45.99
D. - Russell Athletic Crewneck W/Embroidery on Chest
Oxford Only Med-XL $34.99 XXL $38.99
E. - Russell Athletic Crewneck or T-Shirt Crew: Orange,
Oxford Med-XL $24.99 XXL $27.99
TEE: Oxford only Med-XL $1
F. - Russell Athletic Crewneck
$24.99 XXL $27.99
G. - Sideline Heavy Parka Jacket
Back ADULT: Med-XL $109.99 ^
YOUTH: Med-XL $84.99
H. - 1005 Cotton Long Sleeve Navy Only
Med-XL $19.50 XXL $21.50
L - Coaches Sideline Cap Orange Only $16.99
J. - The Game Ball C Cap White Only $13.99
K. -Coaches Sideline Cap White w/Orange Bill $16.50
To request info about other Sideline Apparel call 1-800-474-







ADULT YOUTH COLOR & DESCRIPTION
SHIPPING & HANDLING
WE SHIP BY UPS














S.C. 6% SALES TAXES
TOTAL
VISIT OUR OTHER STORES
McALISTER SQUARE MALL GREENVILLE
WAREHOUSE OUTLET STORE CENTRAL
HOLD THAT TIGAR ' AUTOMOTIVE AIR HOR







MON-SAT 9AM - 6PM
CLOSED SUNDAY
(864) 654-4203
MAKE CHECKS AND MONEY ORDERS
PAYABLE TO KNICKERBOCKER'S
ALLOW 2-3 WEEKS DELIVERY
WE ACCEPT:
M/C nViSA DAMEX
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SIGNATURE:
C/nioersitq ofVirginia
# Name Pos Hgt. Wgt. CL # Name Pos Hgt. Wgt QL
82 ABRAMS, MIKE P
Aiken, SC / Aiken
6-4 222 FR. 75 LINK, MATT C
Tampa, FL / Chamberlain
6-3 287 SR.
85 ANDERSON, MAURICE DT
Blackstone, VA / Nottoway
6-3 285 SO. 81 LUZAR, CHRIS TE
Williamsburg, VA / Lafayette
6-7 222 FR.
87 BASER, BILLY TE
Crozet, VA / Western Albermarle
6-4 244 FR. 21 MACK, KIRBY RB
St. Louis, MO / John Burroughs
6-0 230 FR.
71 BARNES, BRAD OG
Grafton, VA / Tabb
6-7 316 FR. 20 MAGERS, WHITNEY PK
Dallas, Texas / Highland Park
5-5 131 JR.
55 BAWUAH, KOFI DT
Woodbridge, VA / Gar-Field
6-2 275 FR. 45 MCNEAL, ANDRE LB
Miami, FL / Miami Springs
6-1 216 JR.
11 BROOKS, AARON QB
Newport News, VA / Ferguson
6-4 198 JR. 43 MULLIGAN, COLIN RB
St. Louis, MO / John Burroughs
6-2 253 SO.
40 BULLETT, MARCUS RB
Verona, VA / Ft. Defiance
6-1 227 SO. 29 OWEN, BRYAN WR
Camp Hill, PA / Cedar Cliff
6-0 180 SR.
37 BURNIM, ADRIAN DB 6-2 200 JR. 49 PHELAN, STEPHEN DB 5-10 186 SR.
Durfiam, NC / C.E. Jordan Montgomery, AL / Trinity Presbyterian
57 CHAMOUN, FADY OG
Youngstown, Ohio / Canfield
6-4 305 JR. 3 POINDEXTER, ANTHONY DB
Forest, VA / Jefferson Forest
6-1 220 JR.
88 COFFEY KEVIN WR 6-2 197 FR. 1 PONDER, JOHNNY DB 6-1 200 FR.
East Cleveland, Ofiio / Benedictine Jacksonville, FL / Robert E. Lee
51 COX, BRYCE LB
Jacksonville, FL / Robert E. Lee
6-4 211 FR. 98 POPE, MONSANTO DE
Hopewell, VA / Hopewell
6-3 258 FR.
86 CRAWFORD, CASEY WR
Falls Church, VA / Bishop O'Connell
6-6 250 SO. 47 RAINER,JAMI'H LB
Charlotte, NC / West Charlotte
6-1 212 SO.
17 CROWELL, GERMANE WR
Winston-Salem, NC / North Forsyth
6-4 216 SR. 44 RAINER, WALI" LB
Charlotte, NC / West Charlotte
6-2 227 JR.
89 DINGLE, ANTONIO DT
Fayetteville, NC / South View
6-3 302 JR. 15 RIVERS, DAVID QB
Augusta, GA / Lakeside
6-3 220 FR.
65 DITTMAN, BRAD OG 6-3 286 SO 2 ROBERTS, JOHN ALLEN PK 6-0 178 SR.
Foxburg, PA / Allegheny Clarion Valley Mountain Brook, AL / Mountain Brook
34 DUCKETT, JOHN LB 6-1 209 FR. 31 ROTELLA, FRANK P 5-11 193 SR.
Lexington Park, MD / Great Mills Uppper Saddle River, NJ / Northern Highlands
22 ELEGBE, WALE DB
Teaneck, NJ / Teaneck
6-4 224 SO. 78 ROUTZAH, EVAN OG
Middletown, MD / Middletown
6-5 307 FR.
16 ELLIS, DAN QB
Exton, PA / Downingtown
6-2 210 FR. 94 SANDERS, DARRYL DE
Callaway, MD / Leonardtown
6-3 256 FR.
38 rlbrlbn, UUANh tJb
Bel Air, MD / C. Milton Wright
6-2 199 FR. 90 SCOTT, DONALD P
Rockville, MD / St. Albans
6-5 210 SO.
42 FOREMAN, TYREE RB
Brinklow, MD / Sherwood
5-11 205 FR. 70 SEALS, GEORGE C
Martinsville, VA / Magna Vista
6-5 274 SO.
54 GARLAND, DARREN OG
Odessa, FL / Jesuit
6-4 303 JR. 99 SHIVERS, JOHNNY DT
Ft. Lauderdale. FL / Hallandale
6-5 300 JR.
33 GREEN, DONNY LB
Hampton, VA / Hampton
6-2 219 FR. 10 SIMS, EARL LB
Miami, Fl / Miami Killian
6-0 223 FR.
95 GRIFFITH, TRAVIS DE
Staunton, VA / Robert E. Lee
6-3 255 SO. 4 SMALL, JASON DB
San Pedro, CA / Westchester
6-1 195 FR
26 HARRIS, ANTWAN DB
Raleigh, NC / Ravenscroft
5-10 181 SO 25 SOUTHERN, ANTHONY RB
Whifeville, NC / Whiteville
6-0 239 SO.
80 HAWKINS, AHMAD WR
Hampton, VA / Hampton
5-10 193 FR. 50 ST CLAIR, JOHN C
Roanoke, VA / William Fleming
6-5 288 SO.
69 HILLERICH, KEVIN OT
Louisville, KY / DeSales
6-3 288 SO, 5 STUKES, DWAYNE DB
Baltimore, MD / McDonogh
5-11 195 SO.
60 HUNT ROBERT OT
Newport News, VA / Menchville
6-3 288 JR. 30 TAYLOR, DILLON LB
Penn Laird, VA / Spotswood
6-3 234 SO
18 ISABELLE, YUBRENAL LB 6-1 235 FR. 9 TAYLOR, SHANNON DE 6-3 249 SO.
Bluefield, WV / Bluefield Roanoke, VA / Patrick Henry
59 JACKSON, WILL DE 6-5 253 SO. 13 THOMPSON, WILL QB 6-3 220 SO.
Richmond, VA / Huguenot Memphis, TN / Memphis Univ. School
74 JONES, JERMESE OT
Durham, NC / Hillside
6-5 315 FR. 32 THWEATT, BYRON LB
Chesterfield, VA / Matoaca
6-2 230 FR.
19 JONES, SHAWN WR
Virginia Beach, VA / Bayside
6-2 214 SO. 41 WASHINGTON, PATRICK RB
Washington, DC / St. Albans
6-3 234 FR.
6 JONES, THOMAS RB
Big Stone Gap, VA / Powell Valley
5-10 199 SO, 84 WESTCOTT, ADAM TE
The Woodlands, Texas / McCullough
6-6 250 FR.
79 KARCZEWSKI, DOUG OT
Gaithersburg, MD / DeMatha
6-5 288 SR. 7 WILKINS, TERRENCE WR
Alexandria, VA / Bishop O'Connell
5-9 185 JR.
39 KARELIS, ANDREAS DE
Montreal, Quebec / Vanier College
6-2 247 SO. 46 WILLETT, KIRK LB
Tampa, FL / Jesuit
6-3 223 JR.
96 KEITH, DUSTIN DT
Yorktown, VA / Tabb
6-5 263 FR. 23 WILLIAMS, JOE DB
Chesapeake, VA / Indian River
5-11 189 SR.
58 KERNEY PATRICK DE
Newtown, PA / Taft School
6-6 260 JR. 56 WILLIAMS, JULIUS OT
Dayton, Ohio / Chaminade Julienne
6-4 316 SR.
36 KIRBY CHARLES RB 6-1 254 SR. 27 WILLIAMS, T.J. DB 5-10 187 FR.
Fayetteville, NC / South View College Park, GA / Benjamin Banneker
77 LAMONTAGNE, NOEL OG
Coopersburg, PA / Southern Lehigh
6-5 302 SO. 8 WOMACK, ANTWOINE RB
Hampton, VA / Phoebus
5-11 204 FR.
52 LAWSON, JOSH OL


















Aug 30 at Syracuse
(ESPN2; Noon)


































































Oct 4 TEXAS EL PASO at /MARYLAND at Boston College
(CBS, 3 30)
DUKE at Texas Christian WAKE FOREST at VIRGINIA
Oct 11 VIRGINIA FLORIDA STATE at DUKE N,C, STATE West Virginia WAKE FOREST at GEORGIA TECH at CLEMSON at NORTH
CAROLINA
Oct 18 at VIRGINIA GEORGIA TECH at FLORIDA
STATE
at WAKE FOREST at N.C. STATE NORTH
CAROLINA
DUKE MARYLAND





Nov. 1 at WAKE FOREST N C STATE NORTH CAROLINA
(030\ESPN; 8:001





Nov S DUKE at aEinsoN at NO CAROLINA
(ESPN: 7 30)
at VIRGINIA at N,C, STATE FLORIDA STATE
(ESPN; 7.30)
MARYLAND GEORGIA TECH at Rutgers
Nov 15 NORTH
CAROLINA
GEORGIA TICK WAKE FOREST at DUKE at CLEMSON VIRGINIA at N.C. STATE at FLORIDA
STATE




MARYLAND at GEORGIA TTCH DUKE East Carolina
Nov 29 Georgia Virginia Tech
Oideo Staff-
Masai Dalton, Brett Ringer, Will Young, Henry Guess, Austin Nelson and Ryan Cole. Andye McCrorey
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Varsity Cheerleaders (Front Row L to R): Marianne Herr (captain), Carey Molin, Erin Lynch, April Landingrin, Betsy Allen, Mary Margaret
Johnson, and Ashley Blackmon. (Back Row L to R): Tony Feraci, Jay McAdams, Shane Thompson, Scott Rogers, Brent Cockerham,
Thomas Holcombe, Rob Stephenson (captain), coach - Kelli Petty.
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While you're in Clemson, stop by
The South CaroHna Botanical Garden
on Perimeter Road.
You're in for a treat ... 270 acres
of gardens, streams and woodlands, one
of the country's finest daffodil and
camellia collections, nature-based
,r^^y , ^ iSttM sculptures by internationally known
^V?"'*- w artists, historic structures, an extensive
arboretum and a \arifry of specialty
1^^** 3NPs gardens fgr woodland and meadow
wildflowers, butterflies, hostas, J
heirloom vegetables, perennials,"'
wildlife habitats, xeriscape design and
Clemson's Class of '39.
There's always something happen-
ing in The Garden: children's programs,
lectures, nature walks, folk niLisic and
l^annual festivals ... all to celebrate The
w Garden as a place where natjpe and
culture meet.
* In the spring, we'll open the Wren
House, a Southern Living- Showcase
Home with award-winning designs
created by architect Keith Summerour,
landscape designer RyanlCainey and
interior designer Anniiatz. Plan^for
ythe house and landscape jdesig^fill be
featured in ^auihixn.'Liv'm^ img/mne and
will be available for pure ha^f through
the r^aEine^f^Ke'summer.
Tne Garden is op(in''fl^touni
from dawn to dusk at no change. For
more information, call 864 656-:'
I
Smith
Boarcf of Trustees Member was starter on C/emson (98 f National Chanr)pionehip Team.
by Brian Hennessy
"Clemson's comeback kid." That's the
phrase that best describes Bill Smith, the for-
mer Tiger defensive end who overcame
numerous knee injuries to start on the '81
National Championship team. His never say
die attitude has served him well, throughout
his Clemson playing career and now as a
successful businessman and as a member of
the Clemson University Board of Trustees.
Smith, 6-5, and 220 pounds in his playing
days, was a rangy defensive end for the
Tigers in the late 1970s and early 1980s. A
native of nearby Duncan, SC and Byrnes
High School, Smith was a quarterback on the
AAA State Championship team. He was also
the AAA Lineman-of-the-Year his senior sea-
son at Byrnes High. But defense would
become his calling in the college ranks.
Coming out of high school. Smith was
heavily recruited by almost all the Southern
Division I school. "Even though I had many
offers, the small-town approach and the fam-
ily atmosphere attracted me to Clemson,"
Smith says. "Also, since Clemson was so
close to my hometown and had so many
great traditions, it was an easy choice for me
to make."
Once at Clemson, Smith played immedi-
ately as a true-freshman in 1977 on special
teams under then Head Coach Charley Pell.
Due to a rash of injuries in '78, the versatile
athlete was moved to the offensive line. But,
by the end of the season, he had returned to
the defensive line and played in the Gator
Bowl win over Ohio State, Clemson's first
bowl win since 1959.
The following year, he returned to the
Smith (#84) started every game in
Clemson's Dream Season of 1981.
offensive side of the ball as a tight end. But
that season was cut short by an injury to his
left knee and he was red-shirted. That injury
was a blessing in disguise, however, because
it allowed Smith to play on the '81
Championship team.
Smith returned in 1 980 and started for the
Orange and White as a defensive end. But
the '80 season almost never began for Smith.
In the off-season, he had suffered an injury to
his right knee that required his second trip to
the hospital for surgery. But, once again, he
overcame those setbacks.
"I had an injury-plagued career," reflected
Smith. "It's safe to say that the training room
was my second home." Despite the injury
Smith ended the 1980 season by leading the
defensive ends in tackles with 43, a defensive
line contingent that included future 14-year
pro Jeff Bryant. Smith sparked the Tigers'
comeback win at Virginia by returning a
blocked punt 1 1 yards for a touchdown, the
first Tiger to do that in 17 years.
In 1981, he again had a scare in the pre-
season; but it turned out to only be a slight
tear of some cartilage in his leg. Fortunately,
torn cartilage does not affect many players
during a game. So when the season finally
began, all of his problems went away and the
culmination of his hard work finally paid off.
"We were coming off a 6-5 season (1980)
and weren't ranked in any top 20 poll at the
beginning of the season," Smith recalls. "But
we had a strong nucleus of players, including
Perry Tuttle and Jeff Davis. We took one
game at a time and took care of business."
During the '81 season. Smith recalls some
moments that were key to Clemson's rise to
the top and went often-times unnoticed at his
low-key position. "When we beat North
Carolina 10-8, I caused the fumble on the lat-
eral that preserved the win in the only meet-
ing of two top-10 ranked teams in ACC histo-
ry. That was certainly one of the more mem-
orable plays of my career." Smith also was
Clemson's top tackier in the win at South
Carolina and had a pair of sacks in the game.
" That game was very special to me, being
from South Carolina." The victory in
Columbia clinched Clemson's first perfect
regular season since 1948.
The 1982 Orange Bowl was the last game
of Smith's Clemson career and his football
career for that matter. It's safe to say he
saved the best for last. He had a career-high
10 tackles in the game and broke up a pass
in the Tigers' 22-15 victory over Nebraska.
"I didn't quite appreciate what we had
accomplished until a few years later," Smith
says. "It has taken these years in between to
realize what we did as 20 and 21 -year-olds.
When I meet people from around the state
and they see my National Championship ring,
it's a big topic of conversation. I get just as
big a thrill out of the season today as I did 16
years ago."
The success on the field for Smith, now
38, has translated to off-the-field fulfillment.
Smith is happily married to his wife Beth, and
Smith has been very successful in com-
mercial real estate in Columbia.
the couple has two children, Catherine (4)
and Cannon (2). Cannon just happens to be
Bill's middle name.
"I have the greatest family in the world,"
Smith exclaims. "Without a doubt, my wife
and kids are the most important people in my
life. My family is very supportive of me in my
work. They are the motivation for me to get
up and go to work every day."
Today, Smith works in Columbia as a part-
ner in Holmes Smith Developments, a com-
mercial real estate development company
that specializes in office and industrial devel-
opment throughout the Southeast. "My daily
responsibilities include overseeing the devel-
opment process, which includes legal, financ-
ing, construction and lease negotitiations with
Fortune 500 companies.
"I knew I wanted to one day own my own
business, but not necessarily in real estate
development," Smith says. "I tned several dif-
ferent occupations and found that I really
enjoy real estate development, and I have
been in the field for the past 14 years."
Smith, who graduated from Clemson with
a degree in administrative management, is
also a member of the Clemson Board of
Trustees. "It's hard to describe in words what
it means to me," he states. "I decided to run
for the Board because of my love for the uni-
versity. I also thought it was a good way to
give back to Clemson because the University
had done so much for me during my days as
a student-athlete. I was encouraged by some
people who wanted representation on the
board from my generation. I wanted to be a
part of helping Clemson head in the right
direction as we go into the 21st century."
From the numerous injuries that he has
endured, to the responsibilities of being a
Clemson University Trustee member, to his
real estate work. Smith has made a strong
comeback every time. It is evident in the fam-
ily he cherishes and the championship ring
on his finger.
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* 71 11 Have you heard the secret about pristine
land avaihtblc on Lake Hartwcll? A place to celebrate
nature. ..a place for healthy living. ...StiHWater. Featuring 200
acres of forested land. Secluded lakefront Lots. A
Woodland Lake Community' that offers luxury living in
a beautiful natural setting. Nature trails situated
on more than 28 acres of preserved natural area bor-
dering protected Clemson University property...
wildlife in its natural habitat. Enjoy a swim or a tennis
match at the tiei^hborhood recreation center^ set for
construction beginning in the Fall of 1997. Select your
corner of the forest from the main ^tiHWater propert)' or the
exclusive HorseHead Point enclave. Come, enjoy life—be a
...haven on earth.proud part of ^tillWater
5ti1IWaterjl^
'A Woodland LalceC
Ju5t4- minutesfrom Oemson on \_a\ce. Martwell














Credit Cards, You Can
Charge Like A Tiger and
Know That Ifs All for a
Good Cause-Clennson.
When you get your paws on the Clemson
Alumni Association MasterCard and Visa, you'll
get an orange glow all over because you
support Clemson University programs each
time you use the card to make a purchase. And,
with No-Annual Fee, you can afford to show
your support-often.
MBNA America® Bank is the world leader in
Gold cards. So rest assured, with acceptance at
more than 1 2 million places and cash access at
over 200,000 ATMs, you'll never fumble.
Go the extra yard! With MBNA America and





ITY users, please call 1 -800-833-6262
Or apply on-line at: VAvw.webapply.comXclemson.
When calling, please mention priority code QP8P
AIBNK
lie ViSA There are costs associated with the use of this card. You may contact the issuer and administrator of this program, MBNA America Bank, to request specificinformation about the costs by cailing 1-800-847-7378 or writing to PO Box 15020, Wilmington. DE 19850 MasterCard and Visa are federally registered
service marks ot MasterCard International Inc and Visa U.S.A. inc., respectively; each Is used pursuant to license. MBNA America is a federally registered
service mark of MBNA America Bank, N A AD 8-133-97
©1997 MBNA America Bank N A

A) BIT OF ADVICE TO THOSE
STUDENTS WHO HAVE PROVEN
THEMSELVES TO BE INTELLIGENT,
HARD-WORKING LEADERS:
Don't forget to call us in a
few years. It appears you'd
fit in quite well here.
jEAiViROAiAfBAiTAL
SJERViCES
1301 Gervias Street, Suite 300
Columbia, South Carolina 29201
803/933-4200
We Love To Show Our Colors.
Smoky Mountain blues. Crape Myrtle reds.
Southern Pine greens. Vibrant, custom colors you
only get with solution-dyed fibers manufactured
by Martin Color-Fi. Quality polyester fibers or
fine denier Colorfine fibers for home, apparel, or
commercial use. Behind these brilliant fibers:
Martin Color-Fi's partnership with Clemson
University. From its rich textile heritage, we've
gleaned bright minds, bold technology, solid support,
We applaud Clemson's efforts in innovation, and we
love to show our colors. None more so than our
Clemson Tiger orange. 1-800-843-6382. Martin Color-Fi
INCORPORATED
Fibers/Recycling • Yarn • Carpet • Pigments/Additives
World Class Comfort from
the World) Most Efficient
Air Conditioijdiig System
Now the incredible Carolina ComfortSystem by Trane accomplishes even
more. In addition to the exclusive
Comfort-R " feature, which provides superb
comfort plus up to four times more humidity
removal than conventional systems, the Carolina
Comfort System is now available with SEER's
to 18.00!
It's an air conditioning system which com-
bines unmatched comfort, the highest efficiency
around*, and legendary Trane durability.
For those homeowners who expect the best - there
is only one answer - the
revolutionary Carolina
Comfort System. Truly,
nothing else comes close.
* Tested combinations Feb. 97 ARL It's Hard To StOp A Tratie.'
TRANE
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL YOUR NEAREST TRANE DEALER
Cfemson Tracfit/ons
Death Valley
Name synonymous with Clemson Memorial
Stadium. The Stadium was dubbed this affec-
tionate title by the late Lonnie McMillian, a for-
mer coach at Presbyterian. He used to take his
teams to play at Clemson, and they rarely
scored, never mind gained a victory Once he
told the writers he was going to play Clemson up
at Death Valley because his teams always got
killed. It stuck somewhat, but when Frank
Howard start calling it that in the fifties, the term
really caught on. It is now in its 56th year.
Many people think the name is derived from
the fact that there rests a cemetary outside the
fence on the pressbox site of the stadium. But,
although it would make sense, the name was
first coined by Lonnie McMillian.
First Friday Parade
The Clemson football season kicks off each
year with the annual First Friday Parade. The
once a year event takes place on the Friday
afternoon prior to the first home football game.
Floats from various fraternities and sororities
and other campus organizations are represent-
ed in the parade that rolls down main street in
Clemson, The parade culminates at the
Amphitheatre in the middle of campus where the
first Pep Rally of the year takes place.
The Grand Marshall of the Parade is fea-
tured at the Pep Rally Recent Grand Marshall's
have ranged from current PGA professional
Dillard Pruitt, to College Football Hall of Fame
legends Jess Neely and Frank Howard, to noted
television announcers Brent Musburger and Ara
Parseghian.
Homecoming
Clemson holds a classic homecoming every
year. Displays by fraternities and sororities that
are months in the making, are built on Bowman
Field the week prior to the Homecoming
Weekend. It is an event that draws alumni and
friends of Clemson from all over the country.
The Friday evening prior to the game,
Tigerama is held in Death Valley an event that
attacts over 35,000 fans. The Homecoming
Queen and her court are presented in addition to
Homecoming skits, a pep rally and a large and
loud fireworks display
The first homecoming game played at
"Death Valley really lives up to
its image. I was impressed
with this stadium. When you
put 80,000 people in here, it
really feels like they are on top
ofyou. I would hate to be
Georgia Tech or whoever else
comes in here."
Steve Young, San Francisco 49ers
Clemson took place on September 30, 1922
when Clemson met Centre. Clemson has a
53-17-3 record on Homecoming games over the
years, a .743 winning percentage and has
outscored the opposition 1547-955 in those pre-
vious 73 games. The average margin of victory
is 21 to 13. Clemson has been especially suc-
cessful on Homecoming in recent years, posting
a 23-1-2 record since 1970.
Orange Pants
The tradition of the Clemson team wearing
orange pants is new according to tradition stan-
dards. The Tigers first wore the all orange uni-
form for the final game of the 1980 season
against South Carolina. Clemson upset the
14th ranked Gamecocks and Heisman Trophy
winner George Rogers, 27-6. The victory set the
stage for Clemson's National Championship run
of 1981.
Overall, Clemson is 30-7 in Orange pants
since that 1980 game, including a 17-1 record in
games played in the month of November. The
Tigers had an eight-game winning streak in
orange pants snapped in the 1996 Peach Bowl
against LSU. Clemson has nine wins over top 20
opponents when wearing Orange pants, includ-
ing the 22-15 National Championship clinching
win over Nebraska in the 1982 Orange Bowl.
Rock, Howard's
When the Clemson team gathers to Run
Down the Hill the players rub Howard's Rock
Clemson players have been rubbing
Howard's Rock prior to running down
the hill since 1967.
because of the mystical powers it is supposed to
give Clemson players. The rock is mounted on a
pedestal at the top of the hill and was given to
Coach Frank Howard by a friend (S.C. Jones' 19)
who picked it up in Death Valley, CA. The Rock
was first placed on the pedestal at the top of the
hill on September 24, 1966, a game Clemson
won 40-35 over Virginia. The team started rub-
bing the rock for the first game of 1967, a 23-6
win over Wake Forest on September 23, 1967.
Running Down the Hill
One of the most exciting 25 seconds (about
35 seconds when Clemson dresses 120 players
for homecoming) in college football from a color
and pageantry standpoint. After Clemson's last
warmup the team retreats to the home dressing
room located under the West Stands. At about
12:50 ( for normal 1:00 P.M. game), the team
boards two buses and drives around the periph-
ery of the stadium to the east side of the field.
After everyone is properly collected, the cannon
sounds. Tiger Rag is played and Clemson
charges down the hill (exactly 100 feet top to
bottom) and onto the field. It is one of the most
celebrated entrances in sport. The Tigers have
done it for every game since 1942, except for
1970, 1971 and four games of the 1972 season.
In all, the Tigers have run down the hill 255
times heading into 1997.
How in the world did the tradition of running
down the hill start? There is no long involved
explanation, it used to be the quickest way to get
to the field. When the stadium was built in 1942
the football lockerrooms were up the street in
Fike Fieldhouse.
When the players were finished getting
dressed they used to walk out the front door and
walk down the street to 'The Hill". Coach
Howard continued the tradition when locker-
rooms were finally built inside the stadium
because Clemson fans used to get so fired up
when they gathered at the top of the hill. That's
when the buses came into use to spend the trip
from the lockerroom to the other side of the sta-
dium.
Running down the Hill is one of the great-





Ladtj Tigers shoufd 6e strong in sprint areas diith returning Pill-hmericans in place.
By Brenda Rabon
The 1997-98 Clemson women's track
and field season looks to be a promising
one for the Lady Tigers. Under the
direction of head coaches Chad Bell and
David Kaiser, Clemson sets out to chal-
lenge for 1998 ACC Championship titles.
The Lady Tigers have depth on this
year's squad that Bell and Kaiser
describe as, "a quality depth" that will
allow the team to take a shot at further
their success on the national level at the
NCAA Championships.
The sprints should lead the Lady
Tigers to success this season. Sprints
and relays coach Chad Bell will look to
returning Ail-Americans Samantha Watt
and Shekera Weston to significantly
contribute in the sprints area. Last sea-
son Watt and Weston were members of
the 4x400m Ail-American relay team
that captured the ACC indoor title and
placed fourth at the NCAA Outdoor
Championships. Weston was the only
American freshman to compete in the
200m at the NCAA indoor champi-
onships last year.
In the short sprints, the Lady Tigers
return 55m Clemson record holder
Simone Tomlinson. She brings three
years of experience to the team as the
1996 ACC 55m champion and 1997
100m champion. Tomlinson also earned
AII-ACC honors in the 55m dash last
season at the ACC Championships.
Junior Nikkie Bouyer returns after a
1996-97 red-shirt season. Bell expects
her to contribute in the short sprints and
hurdles. Bouyer transferred to Clemson
for the 1995-96 campaign and set the
Clemson record in the 100m hurdles.
She also ranks third on the All-time per-
formers list in the 55m hurdles and
fourth in the 200m dash.
Newcomer Annika Kumlin will com-
pete for the Lady Tigers after training
with the Tigers last season. The native
of Finland was a member of the Finland
World Junior National team as a 400m
hurdler during her prep career.
Lashonda Cutchin joins the team as
a high school Ail-American in the 200m
event. During her senior year of high
school, Terri Robinson was ranked fifth
nationally in the long jump but is expect-
ed to contribute a great deal in the
sprints. Simone Brown joins the
Clemson program as a high school
record holder in both the 200m and
400m events.
Field events coach David Kaiser will
lead the Lady Tigers through a rebuild-
ing phase in the field events area this
season. Clemson's key losses include
four-time ACC Champion and Ail-
American Nikki Sims who was a shot put
and discus competitor. The Lady Tigers
also lost two heptathletes in ACC
Champion Annu Montell and AII-ACC
performer Aija Kortesoja. In the jumps,
Clemson must fill the void in the high
jump with the loss of AII-ACC performer
Sharia Clinkscales and top-five Clemson
history performer Trevi Frazier in the
triple jump and long jump.
One of those key freshmen competi-
tors is Jamine Moton who was the top
rated shot put and discus thrower in the
state of New Jersey. Cynthia Trzcinski
also joins the Clemson ranks with great
strength in the shot put.
Clemson record holder Julie Polovick
returns this season. Polovick set the
school record in the hammer with a
146'0" mark as a sophomore last sea-
son. The sophomore also ranks second
on Clemson's all-time performers list in
the 20 lb, weight.
Thrower Ann Marie McAuley holds
the number-two spot on the Clemson all-
time performer rankings in the hammer
throw. Jessica Hartikainen, a native of
Finland, will join the Tiger ranks to make
an impact in the triple jump and the long
jump. Terri Robinson comes to Clemson
after ranking fifth in the nation in the long
jump during her senior year of high
school. The Lady Tigers return experi-
ence in the heptathlon with the return of
junior Katja Pettinen.
Wayne Coffman is coaching the
Clemson cross country team this Fall.
He has replaced James Earle at Vickery
Hall as academic advisor career
enhancement coordinator. The growth
and development of the cross country
returnees has impressed Coffman in
early competition of the 1997 campaign.
Beth Ahem and Shannon
Schoppman return as consistent dis-
tance competitors who have significantly
improved in the off-season. "The differ-
ence between their performances of last
season and this season is like night and
day," commented Coffman.
Freshman Jennifer Meador is expect-
ed to come in and make an immediate
impact as a top seven cross country run-
ner. Meador joins the Clemson team as
a seven-event school record holder as a
prep.
"All of our cross country runners will
carry us into the track season and com-
pete in events anywhere from the 800m
to 5000m range," said Coffman. "We
really do not have a 10,000m competitor
this season. Beth Ahern would like to
move up into the 10,000m, but she has
a knee injury that has kept her from
training the miles she needs to in order
to compete in that event."
Also competing during the indoor and
outdoor seasons are juniors Julianne
Liftman and Brantley Epps. Both return
as ACC scorers in the middle distance
area. Liftman and Epps were members
of the 4x800m relay team that broke the
school record at the Penn Relays with a
time of 9:08.44.











Nickname: Cavaliers, Wahoos, 'Hoos
Stadium Name: Carl Smith Center, home of David A. Harrison
III Field at Scott Stadium
Enrollment: 18,297
Colors: Orange and Blue
1st Year of Football: 1888
Head Coach/Alma Mater: George Welsh (Navy '56)
Record at SchoolA'ears (4 yr. school only): 107-70-3 (16
Years)
Assistant Coaches (Alma Mater/Position): Rick Lantz
(Central Connecticut State/Def. Coordinator, Linebackers),
Sparky Woods (Carson Newman/Off. Coordinator,
Quarterbacks), Art Markos (Springfield College/Def. Backs), Bob
Petchel (Syracuse/Def. Ends.), Andre' Powell (Indiana/Wide
Receivers), Bob Price (California Poly Pomona/Running backs),
Paul Schudel (Miami (Ohio)/Off. Line), David Turner










WR • Germane Crowell OT • Doug Karczewski DB • Anthony Poindexter
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Maurice Anderson Aaron Brooks Casey Crawford Germane Crowell Antonio Dingle










































Front Row (L-R): Steve Sattazahn, Jason Wilson, Mario Fersner, Andy Schiff, Steven Czarsty, Eric Shell. Second Row (L-R): Robi
Eckley, Shauna Cobb, Bridget Sitterle, Damaris Rodgers, Jennifer Causey, Kindra Poole, Robbie Stewart.
First Row (L-R): Sarah Fusarelli, Leslie Clayton, Amy Southern, Mary Czmyr, Marcey Payne. Second Row (L-R): Trey Anthony, Wayne
Daniels, Steven Puckett, Josh Wise, Steven Scott, PhilTrusell, Scott DeMore.
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f)merica'& Top fund Raising Organization m
IPTAY is widely regarded nationally
as the father of Athletic Fundraising. It
all started in 1934 and from a private
meeting of a small group of Clemson
supporters has sprung an organization
that raised over $8 million last year.
The organization plays a major role in
ensuring that all 18 of the varsity sports
at Clemson are given the maximum
amount of scholarships offered by the
NCAA.
The organization also has helped fi-
nance facilities that contribute to the
well-being of student-athletes on and off
the field. Vickery Hall is a 27,000 square
foot facility that houses the tutoring and
advising programs for student-athletes.
It is a major reason Clemson student-
athletes have had their highest cumulu-
lative GPA on record for five consecutive
semesters.
While IPTAY is primarily concerned
with athletic fundraising, the mission of
Clemson University has not been over-
looked. The IPTAY Academic Scholar-
ship Endowment was created to help
meet the need for more academic schol-
arships for non-athletes who are highly
qualified academically. The IPTAY Aca-
demic Scholarship Fund is presently the
largest scholarship endowment of its
kind at Clemson, currently helping over
30 students at Clemson.
IPTAY Executive Director George
Bennett has continued to keep Clemson
among the best in the nation in terms of
fund-raising by the establishment of the
IPTAY Endowment Program. In April of
1994, he kicked off the beginning of the
endowment of positions program at the
85th birthday celebration for former
Clemson Coach Frank Howard. The en-
dowments are secure with a $100,000
donation paid over a five-year period.
"This is a chance to broaden the ho-
rizons of IPTAY," said Bennett. "It gives
an individual or a group of people an op-
portunity to endow a position that meant
something during their college playing
days, or to honor a person at a position.
The money being endowed is going to
secure our future as the interest is used
to carry on our program forever.
The first endowment was for the head
football coach position to honor the leg-
endary Frank Howard. Howard coached
football at Clemson 39 years, 30 as the
head coach. During his tenure the
Tigers won 165 games, 100 of which
were against conference foes. "Former
players and friends of Coach Howard
made donations over the cost of attend-
ing the celebration program and that
was enough for the endowment. Their
gifts were a way of permanently thank-
ing Coach Howard for all that he did for
Clemson.
"Following Coach Howard's birthday
party we began to look for an individual
to help us support and promote the pro-
gram and Bill Hudson's name came up.
He was an outstanding player at
Clemson who has been equally suc-
cessful in the business world. We went
to him and explained the program and
its goals and that we were looking for his
leadership to help get the program
going, and he accepted."
Hudson, a 1956 graduate, was a
three-year letter winner at tackle who
played professionally for the Montreal
Alouettes, the San Diego Chargers, and
the Boston Patriots. He earned Pro
Bowl honors in 1962. Mr. Hudson sees
this program growing into a large part of
Clemson's athletic funding. "When other
people see information on the endow-
ment program and learn what it is about
this program will grow. Success builds
on success. People who are looking to
honor a friend or family member now
have a great means to do that."
Besides the Hudson's family endow-
ment four other football endowments
were made and one managers position
in the first year. Now there are over 30
positions endowed. The goal of the pro-
gram is to get every position endowed.
"From the free safety to the number
three player in women's tennis, we hope
to have every position endowed," said
Bennett.
"We will likely use the Avenue of
Champions as a physical place to honor
these people further for the positions
they have endowed. That will have plen-
ty of space, so we will be working to
have as many endowments across all of
our sports.
"The personal satisfaction that they
helped Clemson University, specifically
the Athletic department, and that they
are securing its future are the main rea-
sons for becoming involved."
And with more involvement Clemson
will have a very secure future for gener-
ations to come.
Executive Secretary George Bennett has brought IPTAY to unprecedentea le^'eis thanks
to the position endowment program.
8f
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President













Eddie N, Dalton, Director
W. G. DesChamps, Jr., Director
Dr. R. C. Edwards, Sr., Director
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr., Director
Lewis F. Holmes. Jr.. Director
F E. Hughes. Director
Dr. G. J. Lawhon. Jr.. Director





Dr. J. H. Timmerman. Director
IVIarshall Walker. Director
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR—BOBBY ROBINSO.M
IPTAY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR—GEORGE GENNETT
ASSOCIATE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR—BERT HENDERSON
ASSOCIATE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR—BOB MAHONY
—denotes Representative Emeritus
+ denotes County Chairman Emeritus














D Gray Suggs (VC)








— George M. Ducworth
J. Tom Forrester
Elizabeth Garrison
Dr. James R Hentz
Robert Lee Hill
Tammy Holcombe
* John D. Hopkins. Jr.
Dr James H. Irby
Dan Jones
Dr. C. Patrick Killen













(CC) denotes County Chairperson
(RC) denotes Regional Chairperson
(VC) denotes Vice-County Chairperson
Greenwood County
* Wayne Bell (CC)
Dr F E. Abell, Jr.
Mark Abell
Nick P. Anagnost *
* Lewis Bagwell









* Melvin Pace —





Jennings G. McAbee (CC) 7"
T. C. Faulkner, Jr
Oconee County
Sammy Dickson (CC)








Dr W. Ted Nimmons
Ernest M. Riley




Jesse E. Wright, III
Pickens County
Terry L. Long (CC)





Dr Val S. Dyches
Robert E. Dye





Roddey E. Gettys. Ill











F H. Inabnit, Jr.




















Joseph J. Turner, Jr.
K. N. Vickery
Joseph A. West















— R.S. Campbell, Jr





*— James R. Sanders, Jr.
Greenville County
James E. Vissage, Jr. (CC)
Benjamin M. Evatt (VC)
Sandy Kirkus (VC)
Bill Barbary








*— Miles E. Bruce









— William Lem Dillard
Mark DuBose
Robert M. Dubose






Preston T. Garrett, Jr.
Clark Gaston, Jr
Mike Glynn





















— J. F. Palmer
— I. N. Patterson, Jr.
Jim Pillar
George M. Plyler
— C. Evans Putman
Bobby W. Ramsey
Bruce Reeves











— Joseph D. Swann












Henry V Blalock (CC)
+ J. R. Adair
Ira J. Bedenbaugh
W, Fred Chapman, Jr.
James A Coleman
Ted Davenport




+ Dr N. Carl Wessinger
Spartanburg County
Max P Gregory (CC)
Kendall K, Alley
William A Bishop II
William A Blackwood. Jr.
John L Brady Sr.
— John B Cornwell, Jr.












•— W A. Hudson
Randy Judy
— A P Kerchmar
Harry W. Kinard
Jeff Lancaster










Dr H Russell Caston, Jr. (CC)
H S. Hams, Jr.
Carl E. Carson, Jr,
William M Howell
— Thomas E Mack







3710 Landmark Dr #408
Columbia, SC 29204
Aiken County
Alan D. Gregory (CC)
*— William R. Alexander
Anderson L. Baxley
Richard L. Boyleston










* John G. Molony
Sam O'Neal
— Alan M. Tewkesbury III
Judith Warner




— E.O. Dukes, Jr.
— J. W. Gilliam, Jr.
Lewis F Holmes Jr.




• J Tom Shell (CC)












H. Ralph Corley Sr.
John L. Fulmer, Jr,
Dr B R. Grandy
Steve Harmon
Brett J Harris
James D Head III
Bob Householder, Jr.
— Warren Craig Jumper






Lee Harold Witt, Jr
Newberry County
M Larry Longshore (CC)
— T. M Abrams
W. Edgar Baker—
* Earl J Bedenbaugh











F McCord Ogburn, Jr (CC)
— Jack W Brunson
George Bullwinkel, Jr
William P Gate—
Phillip C. Chappell, Jr.
Henry Chastain
Rhonda Collins




— Lawrence M. Gressetle, Jr,







James P. McKeown III
David Mitchum
David Pressley
Crawford E. Sanders III
• L W Smith— Mrs. Davis O. Smith
Paul E. Thacker, Jr.
• Dr. John H. Timmerman
Saluda County
Hascal Goff (CC)
Bernard L Black— Alfred B. Coleman
— James A. Derrick
— Beniamin H. Herlong
James R. Herlong, Jr.
Robert Home
Bruce Rushton
— J. C. Wright
Chester County
Donald B Murray (CC)














Dr Hubert C Baker DDS (CC)
— J.W Carter
Richard Cassidy
Marion D Hawkins, Jr.
George A Hutto, Jr
Warren Jeffords
William P Kennedy
Coy "C C " Kirby—
• Dr Glenn J. Lawhon. Jr.
William B, McCown III
— Harry M McDonald





Dr Phillip C Wilkins (CC)— Louis M Boulware
— J, K. Coleman—
' Forest E. Hughes, Jr.
— Harold R. Jones
John D. Ruff
Kershaw County
Tommie W James, Jr. (CC)
Dr. Kenneth W. Carson DDS
Joseph C, Jackson
— Thomas F. McNamara. Jr.
Lawrence Mudge
George Singleton, Jr,
+ J F Watson
Lancaster County




Marion D. Lever, Jr.





Green Deschamps II (CC)— W. G. Deschamps, Jr.
Pete Player
Marlboro County
Mark S Avent (CC)
+ C E Calhoun
York




* S. L. Campbell
Jack D. Cox
Fredrick W. Faircloth III—






— James C. Rhea, Jr.
Ben R. Smith, Jr.
Craig Thomas—
• G. G.Thomas, Sr.

















Don A Nummy (CC)




Clinton C Lemon, Jr (CC)
H. M. Anderson












H Wayne Dewitt (CC)
Robert H Dangerfield, Jr.
Nolan L Pontiff, Jr.
Calhoun County




Jack T Day (CC)
Don Austell
D. L. (Woody) Aydlette

















— S, C, McMeekin, Jr.
David M. Murray, Jr.
Carl Poole
John H. Price. Jr.
— Phil Prince
— Carl S. Pulkinen
— Paul Quattlebaum, Jr
Glenn Rickborn
— A B. Schirmer, Jr.
Fred Schrimpt
— Nicholas C. Sottile
Dr. J. R. Stout





• James R White, III (CC)—
• Jack W. Carter, Sr,
Paul Pye
Dr, Sam Hazel
— B. George Price. Ill—










Dr, Jerry Frank Crews, Jr, (CC)
Harry L Foy
— David B Gohagan
Winston A. Lavirton, Jr.
— Winston A Lawton
Jasper County
Roy Pryor, Jr. (CC)
Orangeburg County
Lawrence L. Weathers (CC)
Dr Julius W Babb III
William B. Bookhart, Jr,
Larry W. Dyar
F Reeves Gressette, Jr
Billy Higginbotham




Fletcher M Riley, Jr,
Dan M Robinson, Jr,
J.M Russell, Jr.
James M Russell III
Russell S, Wolfe, II
John H, Holcombe, Jr,
Director, District VI
DISTRICT VI
John H Holcombe, Jr Director
RO. BOx 1 977
Myrtle Beach, SC 29578
Clarendon County





— Dr, Wyman L. Morns
Samuel E Plowden
H. B. Rickenbaker





— L. B. Hardaway Jr
Douglas Lynn






L Chappell Jones (CC)
Rufus M Brown
Clyde S. Bryce, Jr
Marvin Cockfield
Dr W. L. Coleman
— Frank A Douglass, Jr,
Charlie Grace IV













— Allen P Wood
— Edward L Young
Georgetown County







— Samuel M. Harper
— A H Lachiotte, Jr.
Horry County






• John H. Holcombe, Jr.
— S F Horton— Thurman McLamb
Jim Spann
Listen Wells
Robert {Bob) Wilder. ,ir
—




Troy Carroll Atkinson III




— Joseph L Powell
Sumter County
James F Kinney (CC)
Ricky Alford
Connie Bell




— W. T. Fort, Jr.
Elliott (Bill) Lynam
Williamsburg County
Samuel E. Drucker (CC)
Alan Chandler
Dr. W. C. CoHingham
Fred P. Guerry, Jr.
Michael Mahoney




DISTRICT VII - North Carolina
Don V\/hechel
5000 Piper Glenn Dr.
Charlotte, NC 28277
Region I































































DISTRICT VIII - Georgia



























































































Dr. Jack L. Green endowed the Point Guard Position on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball
Team in honor of his Mother and Father — Mr. & Mrs. Jack L. Green, Sr.
Vernon and Joan Merchant created an endowment to honor the Slab Five in memory of his
Mother and Father — Vernon and Ruth Merchant, Sr.
ADDITIONAL $1000 DONORS FROM GREENVILLE, SC






DOUGLAS F PATRICK &
ROBERT G HOPKINS













MR & MRS ROBERT J
POTERALA
JAMES T POWELL
DAVID R PRICE PHD












JOHN L SEABROOK III
MARVIN R SEABROOK
GEORGE W SHARPTON






















MR & MRS W P (PAP) TIMMER-
MAN"
DEAN D VARNER
JIM AND JACKIE VAUGHN
EARLE W SARGENT MEMORIAL;
BY CAROLINA BELTING CO





Friends and Former Players endowed the Head Football Coach position to honor Coach Frank Howard in celebration of his 851h Birthday.
The Bill Hudson Family endowed a Tackle Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team.
Mr. and Mrs. David Merritt endowed a Wide Receiver Position In Honor Of Perry Tuttle.
An anonymous donor endowed Football's Single Wing Right Guard Position to honor Dean Walter Cox.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Dalton endowed the Manager's Position for the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball Team.
David and Stanley Riggins endowed the Quarterback Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team,
An anonymous donor endowed the Placekicking Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team.
Ray Clanton endowed the Left Guard Position on Clemson's Single Wing Football Team.
Stuart McWhorter endowed the Tiger Mascot.
Leigliton Cubbage endowed a Defensive Back Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team to honor Jimmy Ness,
John T. Mundy endowed a Forward Position on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball Team.
The Mahaftey Brothers endowed the Center Position on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball Team
in honor of their Mother and Father — Howard T. and Louise Mahaftey.
Mark and Barry Avent endowed the Head Coach's position for Clemson Tigers Men's Basketbnail to honor Rick Barnes.
Sam and Kitty Pringle endowed the Tiger Cub to honor their grandchildren.
Sam and Kitty Pringle endowed the Point Guard Position on the Clemson Lady Tigers Basketball Team.
Dr. and Mrs. Bill Howiler endowed the Third Base Position on the Clemson Tigers Baseball Team.
MBNA created an endowment to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
Jerry and Frances Chapman created an endowment to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
Billy and Betty Poe endowed the Wingback Position on Clemson's Single Wing Football Team.
Bill and Bess Cecil, Sr. created the "Bess & David W. Cecil, Sr. Endowment" for
Coordinated IPTAY and Architecture Scholarships and Fellowships
An anonymous donor endowed the Power Forward Position on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball Team.
Dean and Ann Coleman endowed a Linebacker Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team.
Frank and Mary Black endowed a Tight End Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team in honor of Tommy West.
Harry and Pat Green created an endowment to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
Tom and Bernice Grimball endowed the Manager's Position for the Clemson Tigers Baseball Team.
Dr. Jack L. Green endowed the Point Guard Position on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball Team
in honor of his Mother and Father — Vernon and Ruth Merchant, Sr.
Billy and Ann Powers created an endowment to honor the Slab Five.
Jack and Jane Shaw created an endowment to honor the Slab Five.
An anonymous donor created an endowment to honor the Slab Five,
IPTAY Donors have contributed to an endowment to honor the Slab Five,
James A. Turner, Annie Alexander Turner and Megan Ashley Turner endowed a Shooting Guard Position
on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball Team in honor of Bruce Martin,
Jimmy Key and Family endowed the Head Coach's Position in Baseball to honor Bill Wilhelm,
Albert Dial McAlister endowed the Long Snapper Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team,






PALM BEACH GARDENS FL
MR & MRS STUART CLARKSONJR
DR & MRS LARRY S BOWMAN
SENECA SC









TOM & LIB LYNCH
CLEMSON SC
IN MEMORY OF JACK R MILLER











D L AYDLETTE JR
CHARLESTON SC
RICKLBEASLEY JON P GLOVER
DARLINGTON SC ANDERSON SC
BOWERS FIBERS INC JOHN & CAROL HOPKINS
CHARLOTTE NC ANDERSON SC
LARRY D BRIGHT THE KENT MANUFACTURING CO
GREER SC PICKENS SC
J WBURNEHIII ERNESTS KNIGHTON
GREENVILLE SC EDENTON NC
MICHAEL N BYRD LDDS METROMEDIA
PALM BEACH GRDNSFL CLEMSON SC
ANONYMOUS TOM & LIB LYNCH
ASHEVILLE NC CLEMSON SC
DEFENDER INDUSTRIES ED & LIB MCCAMERON
COLUMBIA SC MAULDIN SC
JOHN H DRUMMOND JACK H JR AND DEBORAH MCCAULEY
ANDERSON SC SIMPSONVILLE SC
DR & MRS JOSEPH E FEWELLJR PEELER'S DAIRY
HICKORY NC GAFFNEY SC
MR & MRS LENARD J FLYNN JIM SANDERS
ANDERSON SC GAFFNEY SC
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IN MEMORY OF JACK R MILLER BY CHRIS TOLLISON
PHILIPS CELESTE PRINCE EASLEY SC
Mfll IMT PI FAQAMTiVlUUIvl rLtMoMIMi oU
MARSHALL E WALKER
JIM SANDERS ROCK HILL SC
GAFFNEY SC
WHALEY FOODSERVICE REPAIRS INC





WGREG TERRY GREENSBORO NC
CONOVER NCI $2000 /PU
Life Donors THE HOPKINS FAMILY
MH 6 MHb WIAKK b AvbNI
BENNEHSViLLE SC
BEHY JOHN, JANE & AGNEW
SIMPSONVILLE SC
MAHVIN & BILL BAN 1 UN
DUNCAN SC
J L & M L HUCKABEE
LYMAN SC
I L BtN 1 UN a SUMS
MYRTLE BEACH SC
IN MEMORY OF JERRY C JACKSON
DAVID LR TURNER
SPARTANBURG SC




r'cnopc 1 DicunD inbbUHbb J DloHUr III
IVlYHILb BcACH bl
THOMAS F KICKLIGHTER JR
CHARLESTON SC
JAMbb b tiUbl It
btlbbh b(j
IN MEMORY OF CHARLES G LUCIUS JR
DILLON SC
IVIILHAbb & bUbAN tAWlrtSbbb
PI c^/t^fl^MC mp
LLblVIIVIUIMb NL.
MR & MRS W A LAWTON
ESTILL SC
I\/1D 9 RflDC DAV Pl'DDIAM PADTCDMn a MHb KAY U DnlAIM LiAnlbn
PU A ni M CPCHArIN bC
TIM MAHON
GRAY COURT SC
n DAV PACUU HAY bAbn




D V PUDCIT7DCDP ID
D K brlHtl l£DbHb JH
C A C 1 CPLAbbbY bb
MR & MRSFRANKJMCGEE
CLINTON SC
^/ID S ftflDC P nCAM pril Ch/IAM IDwin & MHb b UbAIM bUbblVIAIM Jn
CI i\/tnpnMwi 1 1 n cpbImrbUNVILLb bb
TOM S MILLFORD
CLEMSON SC
I\(1DC DAI DU c pnnDCDMHb HALPH b bUUrcK
LULUMdIA bO






DR& MRS CHARLES F CREWS
pnillftflDIA CPbULUMBIA bb
PICKENS DENTAL HEALTH ASSOC
DON MARLER/DAN HINTON
MR & MRS WAYNE R DAVIS PICKENS SC
C A 1 CRIl CPbALbM bb
RUBY B POOLE
JERRY EDEMPSEY MULLINS SC
ITTCDI IDPU DA
rl 1 1 bBUKbrl PA
WILBUR POWERS
OR B R EWING FLORENCE SC
AMnCDCPM CPANUbHbUM bb MRS MRS JULIAN H PRICE
BILL FOLK MEMORIAL FLORENCE SC
t iTTi CTr\M pn




MR & MRS JAMES W SAHERFIELD
TOM & JOANN GARRETT WEST UNION SC
GREENVILLE SC
RICHARD A SCHWARZ
JIMMY KGERRALO ATLANTA GA
BRENTWOOD TN
MRS LENA A SLOAN
MR & MRS E G GILSTRAP CLEMSON SC
BREVARD NC
MRS DAVIS SMITH
GRANT'S TEXTILE INC COLUMBIA SC
BY THE GRANTS
SPARTANBURG SC




CHARLES & MARTHA SPENCE
GREENVILLE SC





















MR & MRS RICHARD TTOWNSEND
LAURENS SC
JOHN A WALTER ALLEN K WOOD JR
SIMPSONVILLE SC CLEMSON SC
RAYMOND S WATERS MR & MRS CHARLES R WOOD
SPARTANBURG SC HIGHLANDS NC
H MICHAEL WEBB MD JAMES M ZACHRICH JR
ATI iMTa (ihMILAIMIA unttlMvVUUU i3lj
MR & MRS EUGENE PWILLIMON
ULblVloUlM oU
Donors DAVID BISHOP
MARION D ALDRIDGEATED GODFREY/
PAWLEYS ISLAND SC
MARTY KEARSE/COOPER THOMPSON JAY & KELLY BLACKMON
pniiiftflDiA ppbULUMBIA bb LANCASTER SC
GENA BAYNE ALLEN BLANCHARD MACHINERY CO
SIMPSONVILLE SC COLUMBIA SC
HERBERT R ALLEN MRS MRS JAMES EBOSTIC
CHARLESTON SC GREER SC
SCOTT ALLEN JOHN E BOULWARE
nXIAMXA r<A
ATLANTA GA DR WILLIAM N BOULWARE
GEORGE & NANCY ALLEY
FLORENCE SC
IRMO SC DAVID T BOWMAN
AM-CAN TRANSPORT SERVICE INC
CHARLOTTE NC
ANDERSON SC JIM BRADY
AMERICAN BLUEPRINT
EASLEY SC
COLUMBIA SC MR & MRS THOMAS C BREAZEALE
AMERICAN FEDERAL BANK FSB
KNOXVILLE TN
GREENVILLE SC SANDY & DAVID BRIDGFORTH
A DAMICK MEMORIAL
COLUMBIA SC









TC ATKINSON III & FRIEND
MARION SC
















JACK & JEAN BURCH
GREENWOOD SC












MR & MRS HARRY G BATSON
GREENVILLE SC
















ROBERT L CARLSON INC
CHARLOTTE NC


















MACON GA Jimmy Addison
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CHALMERS & LOR! ANNE CARR
RIDGE SPRING SC






















MRS J K COLEMAN
WINNSBORO SC
OR E D CONNER/W H CONNER
MACON GA





MR & MRS JOHN C COOK
CAYCE SC
ERNIE, SARA & ALISON COOPER
COLUMBIA SC
MRS RALPH E COOPER
COLUMBIA SC











JIM & CAROLYN CREEL
MYRTLE BEACH SC
DR& MRS CHARLES F CREWS
COLUMBIA SC





WILL & PAT DAVIDSON
COLUMBIA SC









































C EDWARD EVANS JR
BLUFFTON SC
DR B R EWING
ANDERSON SC
FAIRFAX DIMENSION CO INC
FAIRFAX SC



























































IN MEMORY OF FRANCOIS DAVID
GRAY BY DAVID A GRAY
LEXINGTON SC

































JAMES R HENDRICKS JR
CHARLOHE NC




LOUIS P& JULIA A HERNS
MOUNT PLEASANT SC
GEORGE, BARBARAS CATHY HILL
ANDERSON SC
HILLCREST SPORTS CLUB INC
SPARTANBURG SC














LEWIS & EVA HOLMES
EVANGELYON HOLMES RAINSFORD
TRENTON SC

















WILSON AND ANN HUNTER
GREENWOOD SC
DICK HENDLEY-IH SERVICES INC
#1
GREENVILLE SC
DICK HENDLEY-IH SERVICES INC
#2
GREENVILLE SC





















IN MEMORY OF MR & MRS RALPH
JOI\)ES/MORGAI\IJONES
GREENWOOD SC
G TRIPP JONES MD/ANNEB JONES
COLUMBIA SC
MRS WILLIAM P KAY JR
MELINDA KAY
BELTON SC












IN MEMORY OF CHARLES G LUCIUS JR
COLUMBIA SC
WES LAND JUDY KOCH
SALEM SC




LAWTON LUMBER CO., INC.
EASLEY SC






















MALPHRUS CONSTRUCTION CO INC



















MAC AND SUSAN MCDARIS
SALEM SC
MR & MRS FRANKJMCGEE
CLINTON SC















"WE WILL KEEP THE TIGER SPIRIT
ALIVE"
PROSPERITY SC
JOE & TODD MONTROSS-NAUS
ANDERSON SC













MR & MRS STEPHEN HMUDGE
MURRELLS INLET SC










ROY R & JOYCE C DATES JR
WOODRUFF SC
















E RAYMOND & BRIGHT G PARKER
C/0 GAFFNEY BROADCASTING INC
GAFFNEY SC
J B PATE JR MD
BISHOPVILLE SC






PAUL & DEBBIE PEEPLES
HILTON HEAD ISL SC
PICKENS DENTAL ASSOC PA
PICKENS SC








R B POND JR
DARLINGTON SC




DONALD & MARGARET PRATT
PENSECOLA FL
JOHN H PRICE JR
MOUNT PLEASANT SC




































ROBERT W ROBINSON JR
CLEMSON SC
DR STEVEN R ROSS
FLORENCE SC




































MRS MRS JOHN R SMITH
ANDERSON SC








MRS S V SOTTILE
MOUNT PLEASANT SC









CHARLES AND MARTHA SPENCE
GREENVILLE SC










J E STEWART BLDRS INC
AIKEN SC
DR DAVID K STOKES JR
SPARTANBURG SC













DR & MRS JOHN M THOMASON H MICHAEL WEBB MD PAULM DUNNAVANTJR JOE B MAFFETT
FLORENCE SC ATLANTA GA ORANGEBURG SC SALUDA SC
THRIFT DEVELOPMENT CORP DR JAMES DWELLS III ROBERT E DYE JOHN D MARTIN
SENECA SC MOUNT PLEASANT SC EASLEY SC NORCROSS GA
THRIFT BROS CONST CO JOEL W WELLS TONY ELZOGHBI EARLEW MAXWELL JR
SENECA SC GREENVILLE SC SIMPSONVILLE SC MARTINEZ GA
JOHN DTICE JOHN C WELLS W ARTHUR ERSKINE III JAMES TMCCABE
ROCKY FACE GA ANDERSON SC W COLUMBIA SC CLEMSON SC
DR CHARLIE WTIMMERMAN DON VWHELCHEL& EDWIN W EVANS RONALD J MC COY
AIKEN SC STANLEY RIGGINS TAYLORS SC GREENVILLE SC
IN HONOR OF MR & MRS W P (PAP) CHARLOTTE NC BENJAMIN M EVAH DEANA & JOHN MC ENTIRE
TIMMERMAN ROBERTJ WILLIAMS JR GREER SC CLEMSON SC
HARTSVILLE SC ATLANTA GA BOB AGALIANO JR THURMONWMC LAMB
TRACY E TINDAL MR & MRS EUGENE PWILLIMON SUMTER SC LIHLE RIVER SC
ROCK HILL SC CLEMSON SC GARRISON/CLARK/GARRISON SCMCMEEKIN MEMORIAL
DR R SIMS TOMPKINS C STEPHEN & KAY S WILSON CLEMSON SC CHARLESTON SC
COLUMBIA SC CHARLOTTE NC PAUL GAUGHF GENES BOB MERRin
PAT TOOLE Dl WILSON COMPANY SUMTER SC EASLEY SC
GREENVILLE SC GEORGETOWN SC ROBERT A GLENN MRS MRS J GRADY MILLER JR
THETORRINGTONCO COL & MRS JOSEPH K WILSON JR GREENVILLE SC GREENVILLE SC
CLINTON SC BELTON SC DON E GOLIGHTLY JAMES D MILLER
MR & MRS RICHARD TTOWNSEND ROBERT P WOLF DESIGN COLLABORATIVE INC FLORENCE SC
LAURENS SC BUFORD GA COLUMBIA SC TERRIS MARK MILLER
TRIKATE INC ALLEN K WOOD JR RAMONA T GRAVELY WINSTON SALEM NC
GREENVILLE SC CLEMSON SC SUNSET SC MRS SARA MADDEN MORRIS
IN MEMORY OF JERRY C JACKSON ALLEN &JOSIE WOOD SAMUEL scon GREENE GREENVILLE SC
SPARTANBURG SC FLORENCE SC GREER SC PAT S MARSHA NOBLES
TWO STATE CONSTRUCTION CO. MR & MRS CHARLES R WOOD MR & MRS G GORDON GREENWOOD H MYRTLE BEACH SC
THOMSON GA HIGHLANDS NC ASHEVILLE NC THOMAS K NORRIS
VULCAN MATERIALS INC J&MWREN MAX & RITA GREGORY TAYLORS SC
GREENVILLE SC SPARTANBURG SC INMAN SC BENSON S REN OVERTON
WALKER & WHITESIDE INC WRENN MACHINE TOOLS INC KEN & SARAH GORDON CLEMSON SC
TAYLORS SC WEST COLUMBIA SC GASTONIA NC CAROLYN S STEVE PEARCE
MRS MRS JOHN A WALTER S BRUCE & VALERIE CWUNNER LOIS R GUEST SIMPSONVILLE SC
SIMPSONVILLE SC KIT BRYAN FLORENCE SC MRS MRS HENRY H PERKINS III
DR& MRS WILLIAM R WARNER LIGHTHOUSE POINTFL LLOYD G GURLEY SIMPSONVILLE SC




FRANKLIN & JOYCE HARTSELL RUTHERFORDTON NC
GREENVILLE SC JAIVIbo IVI ZAUHHIUH Jn CLEMSON SC LLOYD W PURSER
RAYMOND S WATERS GREENWOOD SC DR EDWIN C HENTZ GREENSBORO NC
SPARTANBURG SC GORDON DZUBER CHESTER SC HOWARD N RAWL
CHARLES T & CHRISTOPHER WAHS
"^PARTAMRI IRRorMn IMIyDUnu OO JOHN H HOLCOMBE JR GILBERT SC
AIKEN SC MYRTLE BEACH SC CTS DORIS REYNOLDS
V ^/UUU ilUt MR & MRS T CARROLL HOLCOMBE LEXINGTON SCANDERSON SC
DANIEL E HUNT
IK acnolumhiij MRS MRS MARKS RICHARDSON
CHARLOHE NC
Life Donors RUTH BROADWELL
EASLEY SC WAYNE & BEHY ANN ROBERSON
GREENWOOD SC J THOMAS HUNTER JR WEAVERVILLE NC
MRSJHABRAMS
SALEM SC THOMAS M BROSNAN
MARION SC
D H ROBERTS
ASHEVILLE NC WALTER L HUNTER JR GREENWOOD SC
ANDERSON ENTERPRISES INC
GREENWOOD SC DAN E BRUCE
GREENVILLE SC
COLUMBIA SC












GREENWOOD SC CHUCK M CAPE
GREENWOOD SC
WINNSBORO SC
DR SIDNEY E KIRKLEY
GILRUSHTON
EASLEY SC





MR & MRS SANDY KIRKUS
ET (TOM) SALISBURY
SUMMERVILLE SC
MR & MRS LEWIS BAGWELL
WARE SHOALS SC MR&MRSNEBCLINEJR
GREENVILLE SC JOHN HAROLD SEASE






TAYLORS SC MRS ERNEST EUGENE LESLIE SPARTANBURG SC
WILBUR N BAUMANN III




























MRS OLIVER 1 SNAPPJR
HOUSTON TX
BOB BOND





SOUTHEASTERN ELECTRICAL DIST INC
GREENVILLE SC
MR & MRS JAMES E BOSTIC
GREER SC
MRS MRS R JACK DILL JR
GREENVILLE SC




R A BOWEN JR




LAWRENCE V STARKEY JR
ATLANTA GA
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WILLIAM B STURGIS GREENVILLE SC
DAN WARD
CHARLES R SWEARIMGEN III MARIETTA GA
LHAHLU lib Nt MR S MRS KERMIT M WATSON
J R SWETENBURG JR GREENVILLE SC
CLINTON SC MR & MRS BOB Y WEATHERS
ROBERT A TAYLOR JR GREENVILLE SC
ANDERSON SC CURTIS S LA LANE WELBORN
G G THOMAS SR EASLEY SC
G G THOMAS JR ALTON C JR S
ROCK Hll 1 SC MARY ANN WHITLEY
SAM & BRIGHAM THOMAS CLEMSON SC
KNOXVILLE TN JAMES C WILLIAMS JR
WILLIAM G THOMAS NORWAY SC
COLUMBIA SC
1 flRRV i U/ni FFLMnnI L vvULrL
HFMRY 9 TRAMMFI 1 1 ANCASTER SC
CHARLOTTE NC no CDrnnic 7iMi/
nRFRT F TRIPl FTT PIEDMONT SC
Donors WEBBS CHRISTMAS TREE FARM
ABBEVILLE SALLEY SC
MRS WM C DUPRE MRS CARROL H WARNER
ABBEVILLE SC WAGENER SC
MR & MRS JAMES B JONES JR ALLENDALE
ABBEVILLE SC FM YOUNG CO INC
MRSTCMILFORD FAIRFAX SC
ABBEVILLE SC ANDERSON
CHARLES L POWELL JERRY ALLEN
ABBEVILLE SC ANDERSON SC
HERBY ROSENBERGS FAMILY JOHN APINIS
ABBEVILLE SC ANDERSON SC
GEORGE M SPEER JR BAYCHEM
ABBEVILLE SC ANDERSON SC
MR&MRSRUFUSCSHERARD BECKMAN CONSTRUCTION
CALHOUN FALLS SC ANDERSON SC
GENE POWELL MRS MRS RONNIE L BROCK
DONALDS SC ANDERSON SC
AIKEN JAMES B S MARILYN LBROYLES
WILLIAM R ALEXANDER ANDERSON SC
AIKEN SC MARVIN BUFFINGTON& SONS
TRACY BLEDSOE ANDERSON SC
AIKEN SC RON S B J BURRISS
RICHARD L BOYLESTON ANDERSON SC
AIKEN SC F DAVID BURTON
JAN. CARL AND TRIPP BRYAN ANDERSON SC
AIKEN SC CAROLINA BEER CO INC
ELBERT HINES HAMILTON ANDERSON SC
AIKEN SC NATHAN W CHILDS
STEVEN W & CHRISTINA W HOLT ANDERSON SC
AIKEN SC R CAROL COOK
JACK D HUnO ANDERSON SC
AIKEN SC WILLIAM OCORDERJR
MR & MRS DOUG KINGSMORE ANDERSON SC
MIKE KINGSMORE R DOUG CROMER
AIKEN SC ANDERSON SC
JOHN H MCALHANEY JR (JACKIE) CROMER FOOD SERVICES INC
AIKEN SC ANDERSON SC
A H PETERS JR DEE OILS TIRE CO
AIKEN SC ANDERSON SC
MR&MRSCOTENNANTJR W FRANK ESKRIDGE
AIKEN SC ANDERSON SC
H ODELL WEEKS JR FRANK DISTRIBUTING CO
AIKEN SC ANDERSON SC
BUDDY & LINDA WHITLAW DEWEY FREEMAN
AIKEN SC ANDERSON SC
ROBERTS CINDY BUIST DR M RAY GILLESPIE
NORTH AUGUSTA SC ANDERSON SC
ANTHONYS STEPHANIE HAM- LEE AND TOM HANCOCK
MOND ANDERSON SC
NORTH AUGUSTA SC DR JAMES A HENDERSON
JOHN JESTER ANDERSON SC
NORTH AUGUSTA SC R HERBERT INC
MRS MRS MARION JONES JR ANDERSON SC
NORTH AUGUSTA SC HILLHOUSE INC
BEN G WATSON ANDERSON SC
NORTH AUGUSTA SC MR S MRS T CARROLL HOL-
DRWGAMEWELL WATSON COMBE
NORTH AUGUSTA SC ANDERSON SC
MR S MRS JOHN LEE WOOD JR JON D HOLMES
NORTH AUGUSTA SC ANDERSON SC
SHIRLEY HUITTS SONS INC
ANDERSON SC
DR CHASE P HUNTER
ANDERSON SC
MRS MRS THOMAS F JOHNSON
ANDERSON SC




DR S MRS WILLIAM R KARPIK
ANDERSON SC




MRS MRS CHARLES D LINDLEY
ANDERSON SC






















IN MEMORY OF FRAZ













DR KENNETH W SMITH
ANDERSON SC
T BARNEY SMITH AGENCY INC
ANDERSON SC
MR S MRS J DAVID STANDEFFER
ANDERSON SC
LARRY E STONE CONST CO
ANDERSON SC
J C S SHELBY STORY
ANDERSON SC









J D THRASHER INC
ANDERSON SC
MARK S AND KELLIE VAUGHAN
ANDERSON SC





























GRADY R JONES MEMORIAL
BELTON SC








































MR S MRS GEORGE E MARION
WILLIAMSTON SC
Larry Hefner
MRS MRS PHILIP E WILLIAMS
WILLIAMSTON SC
BAMBERG
HENRY F BAMBERG III
























NORMAN E S JUDY BELLO
HILTON HEAD ISL SC
ROBERT E BISHOP
HILTON HEAD ISL SC
MRS MRS HENRY I JUDY JR
HILTON HEAD ISL SC
BERKLEY
JIMS JEN WILLIAMSONS FAMILY
GOOSE CREEK SC







IN MEMORY OF "STUMP" BLACK
S









DR CALVERT C ALPERT
CHARLESTON SC













































EDWARD A ROSE III
ISLE OF PALMS SC
FRANKLIN R WELCH MEMORIAL
ISLE OF PALMS SC
PHIL & MARY BRADLEY
JOHNS ISLAND SC
FOR KYLE M HICKMAN BY DAVID,
LAUREN, CHARLIE AND DEE
ANNE
JOHNS ISLAND SC
REAR ADMIRAL JOSEPH B MCDE-
vin
JOHNS ISLAND SC



























































DR EDWIN C HENTZ
CHESTER SC
WILLIAM P (DUB) JOHNSON
JOHNSON-LAURA MAE INC
CHESTER SC
















MS LORINELINOER, JIMMY LIN-
DER & DAVID LINDER
FORT LAWN SC










G H FURSE JR
MANNING SC
COLLETON
MRS MRS TOMMY HYDRICK
RUFFIN SC




IN MEMORY OF JIMMY MITCHELL






HUBERT C BAKER DDS
DARLINGTON SC







DAN ASKINS CO INC
HARTSVILLE SC



























G JAMES WILDS III
HARTSVILLE SC
MR & MRS RICHARD LBAIRD
SOCIETY HILL SC
DILLON
CAROLE AND JAY ARNEHE
DILLON SC


















MR & MRS JOEY NWESTBURY
SAINT GEORGE SC
MR & MRS DAVID COLEMAN
SUMMERVILLE SC














MRS MRS LEWIS F HOLMES III
JOHNSTON SC























LANE CRAVEN & MALCOLM H
CRAVEN
FLORENCE SC


















































































MR & MRSWJ ABLES
GREENVILLE SC
MR & MRS WM BARRY AGNEW
GREENVILLE SC
MR & MRS COLONEL H ALBERT-
SON
GREENVILLE SC




ASHWORTH CARD CLOTHING INC
GREENVILLE SC
MRS MRS JACK L ATKINSON
GREENVILLE SC
MR & MRS JAMES H BARNES JR
GREENVILLE SC
MR & MRS LEWIE L BATES JR
GREENVILLE SC
JOHN P BATSON JR
GREENVILLE SC






















BONITZ CONTRACTING CO INC
GREENVILLE SC




C H BRANYON PIPE COMPANY
GREENVILLE SC









CHARLES A BRYAN JR
GREENVILLE SC

























































EDWARD F DURHAM JR
GREENVILLE SC




































































CHARLES E & GAYLE M KEY-
GREENVILLE SC
MR & MRS SANDY KIRKUS
GREENVILLE SC
B B KNIGHT JR
GREENVILLE SC








MR & MRS LG LEWIS JR
GREENVILLE SC













































MR & MRS KERMITM WATSON
JOE B MAFFETT
GREENVILLE SC









MR & MRS CHARLES P
WILLIMON
GREENVILLE SC






































BILL AND SUZANNE MISIAVEG
GREER SC
RON & JOANN NEWTON
GREER SC




ROBERT E SMITH JR
GREER SC






ALLEN & LUCY WALCHER
GREER SC






MS E J BLACKWELL
MAULDIN SC
CAROLINA SPRINKLER CO INC #2
MAULDIN SC











MR & MRS RICHARD L WATSON
ASHLEY
MAULDIN SC
R B WHORTON IV/A B CROSS/
T N LAWSON/J L WALKER
MAULDIN SC
LARRY & RONNIE AYERS
PIEDMONT SC






T D & MARY DORSEY
PIEDMONT SC
MR & MRS LLOYD MEARGLE
PIEDMONT SC
JULIAN M LANGSTON JR
PIEDMONT SC












WILLIAM R ALEXANDER JR
SIMPSONVILLE SC







































CAROLYN & STEVE PEARCE
SIMPSONVILLE SC
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MR & MRS DOUG KINGSMORE
MIKE KINGSMORE
TAYLORS SC






MRS WILLIAM J NEELYJR
TAYLORS SC

























C/0 T&S BRASS & BRONZE
WORKS
TRAVELERS REST SC
R BRUCE WHITE/JOSEPH E
HARPER
TRAVELERS REST SC















MR AND MRS DANNY
BROTHERS
GREENWOOD SC




















JAMES A & LINDA JOSEPH
GREENWOOD SC
DR H B KINARD III
GREENWOOD SC
JOHN LUMLEY/B M KECK
GREENWOOD SC
MR & MRS BILL MADDEN




N AMERICAN CARBIDE OF SC INC
GREENWOOD SC
CARL & PEGGY PATTERSON
GREENWOOD SC
FELIX & SALLIE PEEBLES
GREENWOOD SC










MRS HARRY A TURNER
GREENWOOD SC
VINCE & NANCY YOCKEL &
CHRIS
GREENWOOD SC
DENNY & CAROLE COLE JR
HODGES SC














WINSTON A LAWTON JR
ESTILL SC










































PETER BAND CAROL TBARR
N MYRTLE BEACH SC
SPANN S MANOS
N MYRTLE BEACH SC
MR & MRS DAVID NOBLES
JANICE PRITCHARD
N MYRTLE BEACH SC
PAT & MARSHA NOBLES









MR & MRS STEVE T
MCLAUGHLIN
CAMDEN SC


































MR AND MRS DAVID RAMAGE
CLINTON SC
MRS CLARENCE WSENN & DICK
M VAUGHAN JR
CLINTON SC



























CHEVIS AND DARLENE HARTLEY
BATESBURG SC
MR H L ALLEN JR
CAYCE SC




W L MONTS JR
CAYCE SC










MR & MRS WILLIAM M HAMIL-
TON
CHAPIN SC
MR & MRS HARRY J JOHNSON
SR
CHAPIN SC












RHONDA AND JOEL COLLINS
COLUMBIA SC


































C J CARTER/TE GARRISON III/
E E RHODEN/LS TOMPKINS
LEXINGTON SC














THOMAS C GUESS JR
LEXINGTON SC





FRANK & MAXINE MOORE
LEXINGTON SC


























W ARTHUR ERSKINE III
WEST COLUMBIA SC





ROBERT AMELIA & WALLY PRICE
WEST COLUMBIA SC





J THOMAS HUNTER JR
MARION SC
J T HUNTER III
MARION SC
MR & MRS JOSEPH L POWELL
MARION SC











WILLIAM BLAND EDWARDS DMD
NEWBERRY SC
F AND S LAWN CARE INC
NEWBERRY SC

















MR & MRS JAMES A BLACK
SALEM SC
MR & MRS DAN PCAGLE
SALEM SC
FOSTER & NANCY CATHCART
SALEM SC















W A GAINES JR
SENECA SC












MR & MRS J GLENN MCCANTS
JR
SENECA SC
SK ROGERS DMD PA
SENECA SC

















OCONEE MACHINE & TOOL CO
INC
WESTMINSTER SC
THRIFT BROTHERS LUMBER CO
WESTMINSTER SC
ORANGEBURG
MARION J SMITH JR
CORDOVA SC
MR & MRS H D FOLK
HOLLY HILL SC
JAMES C WILLIAMS JR
NORWAY SC







































PAUL & BETTY DAVIS
CENTRAL SC
DEAN & BILLY FINLEY
CENTRAL SC
PUTT & ALMEDA JACKS
CENTRAL SC




DR B J SKELTON
CENTRAL SC
JAMES TEAL SR & JAMES TEAL
JR
CENTRAL SC
JOHN Q ADAMS JR&








GEORGE & NANCY BENNETT
CLEMSON SC





MR & MRS DOYLE C BURTON
CLEMSON SC
J C & NANCY COOK
CLEMSON SC
























EDWARD J & ANN A HARRIS
CLEMSON SC


















MRS ERNEST EUGENE LESLIE
GEORGE & ANNA LESLIE
CLEMSON SC















MIKE AND ANGELA NEWTON
CLEMSON SC






H H PERKINS JR/H H PERKINS III
CLEMSON SC






WALTER S & ESTHER S RIEKER
CLEMSON SC
GEORGE & MARGARET RODGERS
CLEMSON SC





MR & MRS TONY R STAPLETON
CLEMSON SC
COL & MRS E N TYNDALL
CLEMSON SC
DR& MRS HENRY EVOGEL
CLEMSON SC
LES & KAREN WALDEN
CLEMSON SC



















































DOUG AND LINDA MADDOX
EASLEY SC















EASLEY OB-GYN ASSOCIATES PA
EASLEY SC










MR & MRS CHARLES SKELTON
EASLEY SC
JAMES E SNIPES JR
EASLEY SC




CURTIS & LALANE WELBORN
EASLEY SC






















ED AND BECKY PARRIS
PICKENS SC





































RAYMOND E COBB JR
COLUMBIA SC

















WALTER L HUNTER JR
COLUMBIA SC




A FRANK LEVER III
COLUMBIA SC








MR & MRS BILL MILLER
COLUMBIA SC
J WILLIAM (BILL) MYERS JR
COLUMBIA SC
MR & MRS BLAKE NEAL
COLUMBIA SC
WALTER M PATRICK JR
COLUMBIA SC
H L "SKEET" PEAKE
COLUMBIA SC
BUDWEISER OF ANDERSON SC
COLUMBIA SC
PULMONARY ASSOCS OF CAR-
OLINA
COLUMBIA SC




ESTATE OF BOB ROBINSON
COLUMBIA SC
ROBERT R RUSSELL JR
COLUMBIA SC











DR HOWARD EUGENE SMITH
COLUMBIA SC




























MRS FRANCES L CHAPPELL
HOPKINS SC







SAMUEL AND STEVEN CHAPMAN
SALUDA SC








MR & MRS GARY JOHNSON
MR & MRS JIMMY JOHNSON
DUNCAN SC

















R EVERETTE & ELAINE MCABEE
SC





DART & KAREN COLLINS
JUSTIN & JENNIFER SALLEY
LYMAN SC




JOHN T DUNCAN SR










MR & MRS DAVID G DENNIS
PAULINE SC
MR & MRS STEVE EARLE
PAULINE SC

























MR & MRS LOUIE WBLANTON
SPARTANBURG SC










































CHARLES F GRANT JR
SPARTANBURG SC









MR & MRS LACHLAN L HYATT
SPARTANBURG SC








MR & MRS ALLEN LUNDY
SPARTANBURG SC
E LEWIS MILLER SR
SPARTANBURG SC
MR & MRS TIM MILLER
SPARTANBURG SC




























































DR MICHAEL K DRAKEFORD
SUMTER SC














MRS OLIVE G MCLEOD
SUMTER SC















































JAMES F COX JR
ROCK HILL SC
DR & MRS CHARLES H CRAW-
FORD JR
ROCK HILL SC
























































MR & MRS G GORDON GREEN-
WOOD
ASHEVILLE NC
MR & MRS ROBERT MLINDSEY
ASHEVILLE NC
MARK A YARBOROUGH MD
ASHEVILLE NC































W S GORDON JR
CHARLOHE NC



















































DR FRED G SHEALY JR
FLAT ROCK NC





























































































CURTIS & LOUISE KIMBRELLJR
WAYNESVILLE NC




BRUCE A & ELAINE BPULLEN
WILMINGTON NC
WILLIAM A MCDANIEL III
WINSTON SALEM NC







CHRISTINA D & MICHAEL N PAGE
ALPHARETTA GA






















LAWRENCE V STARKEY JR
ATLANTA GA






















WILLIAM F EVANS JR
COLUMBUS GA
MR & MRS JONATHAN LHEMMINGS
COLUMBUS GA




























JIM & BEHY BASINGER
LAVONIA GA








BEN AND LYN RISHER
LAWRENCEVILLE GA



























































WILLIAM C EFIRD JR
SAVANNAH GA



















THE UNKNOWN TIGER TIFTONGA
TIFTON GA















S M SAULS/FRANK LOWE
BIRMINGHAM AL
TERRY M AND SUSI EASLER
BNGRCO DWN N IRELAND BT19-2PB
MR & MRS R DALE SWING JR
BRENTWOOD TN
KATHERINE A KUGLER

















































MR & MRS WILLIAM L BROOME
JACKSONVILLE FL
MR & MRS H E MCCONNELLJR
KINGSTON TN
SAM & BRIGHAM THOMAS
KNOXVILLE TN
THE DAVE HALL/TILMAN MILLER/
DAVID ANDERSON FAMILIES
LEXINGTON KY











CHARLES L SULLIVAN JR
MINNEAPOLIS MN





















































WILBUR N BAUMANN III
TRACYS LANDING MD
MR & MRS EDWARD J FOSTER
TUPPER LAKE NY
THOMAS "SARGE"& JANE BURTON
VERO BEACH FL





MRS HORACE S BERRY
MRS FRANCES G BOATWRIGHT
MEMORIAL
MR & MRS TED W CRAIG
MR & MRS CLIFF ELLIS
JAMES H GULLY






MR & MRS WAYNE MITCHELL








DAVID AYERS& BOB SHIRLEY
WILLIAM M & DORIS BLAKELY
R A CRAWFORD JR
DR&MRS JOHN L GUY
JOHN L HILL IV
HILLHAVEN FARMS




MRS JOHN A PRINCE
MRS PHILIP H ROSENBERG
MR AND MRS LLOYD E SAMMONS
MR AMD MRS EDDIE WSEIGLER III
MRS MRS WILLIAM PSEIGLER
MIKE WARD
MEARLE WILLIAMSON








JOHN R& NANCY T BROOKS
BRUCE & SUE BROWN
GERALD & MARY BROWN















EDWARD & DOROTHY COURSEY
H C COWARD & SON







DANNY & JAN EPTING
A G & G G EVANS
DONALD L & PAUL FULMER
GEORGE FUNERAL HOME INC
DEANNA GOODLOVE
ROBERT G GRAY




MR & MRS WILLIAM A HALLMAN
D RUSSELL HARRIS
JAMES L & SUSAN D HENDRIX
MRS H EARLE HOLLEY JR
RANDALL P JENKINS
DAVID L& ALICE WJHANT
ANDREW JOHNSON













SAMUEL & SARANNE ONEAL
H GLENN PARKER
ROBERT M PATE SR
TIMOTHY EARL PATE




MR & MRS J RAY SAVERANCE
ROBBIE AND LEIA SCOn




WILLIE AND CINDY SIZEMORE
MR & MRS ALAN M TEWKESBURY
HARRY YVILLEPIGUE
RABUN STEVEN VIRGO





SAM M RICE III
MITCHELLS scon
ANDERSON
T N & SARAH ALEXANDER
ALLIED SIGNAL LAMINATE SYS-
TEMS
MR & MRS BAYLIS ANDERSON
ANDERSON PEDIATRIC GROUP
R H ANDERSON
ROY AND SUSIE ANDERSON
WALTER G AZELKAS
DR E E BAILLIE




TERRY & JOANNE BRADY
MRS JOHN W TURNERS JOHNNIE
AARON TBRIGMAN
JAMES M BROADWELL
BILLY & PATRICIA BROWN
BONNER & JOSEPHINE BROWN JR
GENT & NANCY BROWN
JAMES D BROWN
MR & MRS HERSHELH BUCHANAN
JESSIE E BUCHANAN
DONALD L BUNTON










CAROLINA BURGLAR & FIRE
ALARM
JAMES H CARSON JR
J F CAUSEY






MR & MRS JAMES CCONNELL












DR LEONARD W DOUGLAS
ROLAND & NANCY DRAKE
TOM W DUNAWAY JR
TOM W DUNAWAY IV
GEORGE H DURHAM JR
JOHN & JANE DYER
ELECTRIC MOTORS & DRIVES INC





JOHN R& JOY EFINLEY III
RJOHN R FINLEY III
MARIA CFLORES
MR & MRS DAVID FORD




MRS WALTER L GAILLARD
AARON, ROBBIE, MIKE, & REENE
GAMBRELL
ROBERT H GARRISON SR
GEORGES DRIVE INN
MICHAEL B & SARA ANN GILLIS
JOSEPH B GLENN








MRS JULIAN L HARBIN
J WHARE JR
HARLEY-DAVIDSON OF ANDERSON
MR & MRS WM F HARNESBERGER
MICHAEL & ANDREA
MR & MRS ROBERT VHARRELL
RUDY HAWKINS/JAMES ANDERSON
CLIFF TANKERSLEY
MALCOLM & SHIRLEY HAYNIE













DR DAVID KELLEY PA
WAYNE T KENNEDY
DR WILLIAM E KENNEDY
GARYCKIDD
DAVID & PENNY KING
ROBERTS KING JR
OLIN S & BEnY KIRKPATRICK
ARTHUR M KLUGH III
GEORGE J KNIGHT
STEVEN M KRAUSE/JODY M YOUNG
RICHARD LANGFORD
LAZER CONSTRUCTION CO INC

















JOHN D MEDLOCK JR
WILLIAM BMENEES
CHESLEY AND LEE MILAM
MR & MRS L PAUL MILLER
MARK JACKSON MIZZELL
HBRUD AND JOANNE K MOORE
DR P S MOWLAJKO
JERRY PMURDOCK






JOHN H OWENS JR/MARION
BROOKS
TIM OWENS
MRS J W PARKER
RAY E & FLOYD PATRICK









BILLY L RAGSDALE SR
MRSARRAMSEUR
RAMSEUROILCOINC
JAMES E REEVES JR
RANDY AND ANGELA REEVES
MATHIAS B RICHARDSON
M J RICHBOURG







JAMES & DORIS ROGERS
MR & MRS STEFFEN H ROGERS













MR & MRS PHILSUDDETH
FOREST D SUGGS JR
DR EDGAR TALBERT
JAMES ALVIN TATE
MR & MRS GEORGE H TAYLOR




TRI COUNTY BAHERY SALES
DR A J TURNER
Tommy Sease
MR S MRS JAMES T TURNER
CALVIN R WATERS
BRUCE WAn
WELLS ALUMINUM CORP BELTON
DIV
CHARLES L & ELAINE WEST
MIKE & MARIAN WEST
HUMPHREY WWHELCHEL
WILLIAM B WHITE
TONY NANCY ALLISON, TONYA
AND ERICA WHITMAN
















CLEM & BRANNON COLLINS
MR & MRS TED W CRAIG
CLINTON CALHOUN LEMON JR"A
FRIEND FROM WILLISTON"
FREDERICK D MIXON







CHARLES AND VIRGINIA DEAN
GENE DELOACH
CARLVDIETZJR
MRS JANET B ELLIS
STEPHEN RAY FULLER
CHARLES M GRAINGER JR
BEHY HAIGH
WILLIAM C HALL SR
J HOMER JONES
BILLY & LORRAINE LARISEY














GOOSE CREEK VETER CLINIC
JOSHUA BHEARNE
DR RHETTB MYERS
NOLAN & GERRY PONTIFF










S H HOUCK & SON
JAMES M MOSS III & SON
ARNOLD J NEnLESJR
MR & MRS H E PAULLING
DAVID K RICKENBAKER




ASHLEY RIVER ANIMAL HOSPITAL






WALTER T COX III
ROBERT C CRENSHAW
KEVIN DAUGHTERY
CHRISTINE A & JAMES S DAVIDSON
HAL DAVIS
JOHNDDOSCHERJR
H L DUKES JR
J CLINTON DUNN
LAWRENCE E EVANS II
ROBERT D FAIREY









ANDREWS & CHERYL GROVES
MR&MRSJOHNRGRUBBSJR
FITZL HARDIN JR




W HOWARD HOLL III
















DAVID M MURRAY JR
JOHN MYERS
THOMAS & DEBORAH NELSON
AARON ANEHLESJR
MARK NOLTE






BILLY AND JUNE REYNOLDS
MR & MRS JOSEPH RIOTER
ROGERS «. BROWN CUSTOM BRO-
KERS INC
TRUMAN DAVID ROPER JR





RAY V SEGARS JR
T L SHEALY JR
MR & MRS STEVEN C SHOOK









JOSEPH D THOMPSON JRMD











DEWEY B WELCH JR
MR JAMES L WHEELER
RICHARD E WHEELER
W ROBERT WISE III
CHEROKEE
RICHARD & KATIE BAINES
BROWN PACKING CO INC
LARRY L CAMPBELL
MR/MRS WILLIAM E CAMPBELL JR
DR J M CARROLL
JOHNOCHILDERSJR
BEN M CLARY





MR AND MRS WH GREENE
HARRIS BROTHERS
ROBERT W LE MASTER
HARRY D MARTIN





JAMES & ANITA NESS
DAVID A PARKER
BARRY S PATTERSON





MR & MRS SAM L TAYLOR
CHESTER
J H ANDERSON
















G PATRICK WHITESIDES III
CHESTERFIELD
CHRISTOPHER ARD
JAMES CJR&W KIRK CRAWFORD
H MALLOY EVANS JR
DANNY CHOLLEY
STEPHEN RAY JACKSON
STEPHEN WILEY LOVE JR
WILLIAM D MATTHEWS JR
JOANS EDWIN MILLER JR
MR & MRS MACKLYN R SELLERS
THOMAS H TEAL
MRS JOHN R THOMAS




DR& MRS CLARENCE ECOKERJR
JOSEPH WCOKER
HUGH L& MARY DUBOSE
MARION E DUBOSE IV
JULIUS R EADON III
ROBERT B FLEMING JR
THEODORE B GARDNER












FRANK E BALDWIN JR
LARRY BERRY/DR SAM HAZEL
DANIEL GRAHAM BUCKNER
MR & MRS JACK W CARTER SR
DANIEL & LYNAH M CROSBY
WILLIAM C HAMILTON




LESTER P JORDAN III














A FAMILY OF TIGERS SUPPORTERS
JAMES W GRIGGS JR
HENRY DGUNTER
JAMES M HINSON





GARNER & MICHELLE JONES
DR WM P KENNEDY
















MRS MRS SAM WELSH JR
WEST OIL COMPANY












DON & JOYCE AUSTELL
BAILEY & ASSOCIATES
GERALD E BROCKENFELT
H DOWNS BYRD JR




DR EDWIN L FREEMAN














DR DONNIE GAMBLE/DR ZACK
MILLS
DR & MRS H CLYDE ODOM










MRS JOE F ANDERSON SR





DR J S GARRISON
MR & MRS J W GILLIAM JR
TIMOTHY L GLOVER
HERLONG PONT-CHEV-BUICK INC
MR & MRS JAMES C HOLMES
M E (BETSY) HOLMES
MR & MRS THOMAS HOLMES
LILLIAN H HUGHES
MR & MRS J WILLIAM JAY
MR & MRS KENNETH L KALTZ
SHARON WKEESLEY
LON JAY ENTERPRISES INC
ATTN LON COURTNEY JR
JIMMY &MARY ELIZABETH OUZTS




FRANCIS M WISE SR






LT COL RALPH W BOYS
GERALD M CHAPMAN
WILLIAM B HENDRIX
WARREN R HERNDON SR
JOHN J HOOD JR
JOE & MARTHA JOLLY
LT COL CARROLL LLIGON
USAF-RETIRED
PIGEON GRANITE CO -J P BROOKS,







MILTON H ANDERSON JR
MR&MRSJOHNEBLANKENSHIP
JR
LESTER P BRANHAM SR
BMBRODIE
G WILSON BRYCEMEMORIAL-
BRYCE MECHANICAL CONTR INC
IVAN M COLEMAN JR





FRANK A DOUGLASS JR CO
DR GEORGE ECONOMY
MR AND MRS SC EDWARDS III
"CLYDE S BRYCE JR. PE-
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS"
TOMMY M FOLK III
TOMMY M FOLK JR
MUNFORDG FULLER
G G FARMS INC.
GODWIN POULTRY FARM
TOM GRESSEHE PEST CONTROL-
TOM P GRESSETTE
MICHAEL H & LYNN C HANNA













DR & MRS M GILLIAM SKINNER




MRS JOHN E TAYLOR JR
EDWARD D TINSLEY III
DENNIS SIMMONS WARD













PHIL L HUFF JR
AL HUTCHINSON
RITA HUTCHINSON
AUBREY E JUDY JR#1
THOMAS E LYTLE
JAMES K MCCONNELL






MR & MRS JOE YOUNG
GREENVILLE













J E AUSTIN JR
RICK & TERESA BAGWELL
DAVE & HELEN CHAPMAN
EDWARD L BAILEY JR
BAILEY HEATING & CONTROLS INC
TODD D BAILLIE





MR & MRS WILLIAM J BARNETT
GEORGE M BARREn
DR GEORGE DBATCHELDOR
MR & MRS THOMAS W BATSON
ALBELL
HAROLD BELL
MR & MRS RANDALL BELL
MR & MRS GREGORYS BELOW
TROYEBENNEnSR
MR S MRS JOHN C BERESH &
CINDY
MRS TOM C BERRY
CAMERON & MARTHA BLACK









RED & JANIE BRIGMAN
BRIAN & KIMBERLY BROOKS
MR & MRS DON BROOKSHIRE
WILLIAM R BROTHERS
CRAIG AND CORY BROWN
J LEIGHTON BROWN













































MICHAEL & KATHLEEN COX
J HUGH CRAWLEY




STEPHEN D& KEVIN W CROCKER
GENE CROOK
CUSTOM ELECTRIC CO
BILL & SHEILA DAVIDSON




DR&MRS PERRY B DELOACH
WILLIAM TDERIEUX
DR JAMES WDICKERT
CAROL H & RICHARD M DOBBINS
MR & MRS DAVID K DOMNITZ
MRSILDONKLEJR
ROY F DOOLEY
MR & MRS ERNEST DRIGGERS
CHARLES B DUNCAN JR
MELTON L DUNCAN
WILLIAM E DUNN JR
MR & MRS CHARLES F DURHAM JR



















MR & MRS JAMES D FISHER
CHRISTOPHER M FORE
NED D FREEMAN
JIM S JEAN FRENCH
JAMES & SHERYLFULMER
ROBERT GAGE
JIM C GALLOWAY JR
DONALD A GARDNER
DON A GARNER
MR & MRS WILLIAM R MARLING










MR AND MRS ROBERT LGEnYS
RAINEY/BRinON
GIBBES/CLARKSON PA
WARREN & DORIS GIBSON
GARY L GILLIAM
FREDERICK GILMER III




WADE H GODFREY JR







JENNINGS L/JENNINGS L JR/JOHN/
JAMES GRAVES
JOSEPH S GRAVES
MR & MRS JACK E GRAY
MR & MRS STEVE B GRAY
MR & MRS ROBERT C COATES
DR&MRS DAVID GREENE






MRS MRS W A (NIG) GRIFFITH




DR J FLOYD HALL
ROBERT C HAMILTON
MR & MRSWM AHAMLEnjR
MR & MRS DENNIS HAMM
H N HAMMOND
HANDLE MART FOOD STORES INC



































STAN & JANE HUNNICUn
RANDALL J HUNT
REVONME C HUNT







WILLIAM S IVESTER SR
IZUMI INTERNATIONAL INC #1








MRS DOROTHY B JONES
MARK W JONES













PAMELA W& CLARK P KING
ANDERSON MILLS KINGHORN JR
FEKIRKLEYJR
WILLIAM KNAPP
DR ROLAND M KNIGHT
CLARENCE & MARILYN KOERBER












MR & MRS JOSEPH H LEVY
WILLIAM H LINN JR







CHARLES S MAJOR III
MR & MRS J H MALONE
E D MANEY
DR THOMAS C MANN
WM MANNING JR




JERRY N MARSH BUILDERS INC
MARSH/BELL CONTRUCTION CO
INC
MARSHALL & WILLIAMS CO
ARBOR ENGINEERING INC












CHARLES E MCDONALD JR
MR & MRS W PERRY MCKAIN J





MRS ERNEST W MERCK










MR & MRS MARTY L MOORE
THOMAS C& SHIRLEY S MOORE
WM WINFIELD MOORE
RICHARD M MOOSE
JAMES R MORROW SR
MRS MRS WF MORROW




MR & MRS MILES H NASON
THE NATIONAL BANK OF SC





MR & MRS STEVEN H OWINGS
ARNOLD & GWEN PACE
RUSSELL HUNTER PARK
ANDY PARNELL
JAMES H PARSONS III
MIKE & TRACY PARSONS






RICK & BETH PHILLIPS
SB PHILLIPS SR
MR & MRS LARRY PHILPOn
JIM PINNER




MR & MRS A L POWELL JR
M LEE & KELLY C POWELL
KELLEY & DIANE PRESSLEY
DR&MRS MARK PRINCELL
H H PROVENCE JR
RAYMOND E PUTMAN
WILLIAM M PUTNAM JR
RICHARD WRABURN
MR & MRS L M RAGSDALE
JOSEPH M RAMIREZ
WAYNE & DEBORAH REAMES
HUNT & CATHY REDFERN
DON REED & ASSOCIATES
TIMOTHY JACKSON REED





EUGENE B RISHEL III
DAVID B ROBBINS
JAMES ROCHESTER CO INC—
JAMES ROCHESTER
DAVID C ROGERS
ROGERS & BROWN CUSTOM BKRS
#2
RUSSELL A ROMAN
LTC (RET) & MRS H PERRY
ROSAMO NO
SAM J GRAIN & COMPANY







OnO H & JOANNE B SCHUMACHER
JOHN & BUNNY B scon
TODD SCRUGGS
ROY A SEAVER
ROY A SEAVER JR
KENNETH AND CATHERINE SEPKO
LISA W SHELTON
IN MEMORY OF GORDON SHERARD





MRS ALLAN P SLOAN
RICHARD C SMART
HWSMITHJR&HWSMITH SR
MR & MRS KENNETH L SMITH
RALPH L SMITH




DUANE & MARGARET SPRADLIN
JOSEPH G SPROn
NEWTON STALL JR
ROGER & CHER STAMEY
TERRY & SARAH STEELE
TIMOTHY D & RENA P STEELE
JOHN STEPHENS
MR & MRS RF STEPHENSON JR
BENJAMIN TSTEPP
THOMAS B & JANE B STODDARD
WILLIAM R STODDARD JRMD
RICHARD H STOFAN
G MARKSTOFEGA JR
DAVID K STOKES III
MR & MRS MARK S STOKES
WILLIAM W STOVER JR
DR EDWIN L STROUD
MR & MRS MICHAEL STROUD




MR & MRS HOYT C TANKERSLEY
E RICHARD TAYLOR JR
ROBERT L TAYLOR
TERRY & JEAN-MARIE TAYLOR
NEWELL D CRAWFORD JR
TEACHEY MECHANICAL INC
JOHN RUSSELL TERRY JR
CALVIN SUMMEY
TH' LUMBER YARD INC
FRANK P THOMAS JR
GRAYSON & LAURIE THOMAS
HARRY M THOMPSON
J E THOMPSON





MR & MRS THOMAS MTOBIN
GERALDS TOMPKINS JR
TOWNES ASSOCIATES LTD







THOMAS H & HELEN H VAUGHAN
MIKE WADE
DONALD C WALKER
RAY WALKER TRUCKING CO INC
MR & MRS WILLIAM L WALLACE
JOHNNIE J WALTERS
JODY C WARREN
MR & MRS DAVID E WATSON &
RUSH
HUNTER WATSON




LEA AND ERWIN WATSON
MR & MRS R L WATSON & ASHLEY
RONALD R WATSON





JEFFREY AS BARBARA W WEST
CLAUDE G WHALEY
MAX WHATLEY
MR & MRS LARRY WHITE
SAM B WHITE
HBWHITMIRE
M E WIGGERS DVM
MRS D D WILLIAMS JR
DAN H WILLIAMS
DONALD WILLIAMS
MR & MRS EDWARD R WILLIAMS
GEORGE E WILLIAMS
J V WILLIAMS




SYDNEY & ELAINE WILSON
FRANK W WINGATE
MR & MRS BILL WINGO III
CHARLES CWITHINGTONJR














DR STEVE M ACKERMAN
NICK PANAGNOST






MR & MRS RONNIE H BARNES &
MISS JULIA GREGORY
EVEREn E & JOYCE P BEDEN-
BAUGH







MR & MRS Pins CAMAKJR
MARION CARNELL
EDWARD C CARSON IV
DARRYL AND SARAH CLEVELAND
WILLIAM D COLEMAN
JAMES ALEXANDER COOPER




MR AND MRS JAMES L DANIEL JR
CHARLES M DAVIS
MR & MRS JOHN R DAVIS
& ROBBIE
TRAVIS STANLEY DAWKINS
DICKERTS MOVING & STORAGE
G DORROH & G M NEEL
RTDUNLAPJR
JAMES S DURHAM




MR & MRS JOHN G HAMMOND
RICK AND CAROL HARTER
GRAHAM HAWKINS JR














GEORGE & DEAN MARIANOS










CECIL Y& JERRY A NUNAMAKER
GERRI PARTRIDGE
DR S D PENDERGRASS III
MR & MRS KENNETH W POSTON
RAYMOND F PRINCE
EUGENE WALLACE ROBERTS JR
R S RODDEY
DON H & GAIL R ROWELL
IN MEMORY OF ROBERT H RYKARD
BY MRS ROBERT RYKARD
WILLIAM C (BILLY) SHERR
SKILLS RESOURCE
BEN & TRACIE SMITH









AM TUCK INC #1
W VIRGIL WALL JR
WARNER WATER WORKS/
ERWIN & GAIL WARNER
F M WERTS





MR & MRS SF CREWS JR







MRS MRS J VERNON ATKINSON













DR GEORGE T FABIAN






MR & MRS HARVEY GRAHAM JR
GREENE AND SONS HTG/COOLING
J ROGER HAMMOND
J ROGER HAMMOND JR




DR WM S HOLLIDAY
MR AND MRS ROBERT HOWELL
JOHN L HUMPHRIES
INLET NURSERY & GARDEN CENTER
GEORGE H JENKINS JR
MRS C L LANGSTON
MR AND MRS LAMAR LEWIS
DAVIS ALORICKJR
GARDEN CITY BEACH PAVILION
EO'NEIL MCCOY JR
MITCH MERRin
E M PENDLETON JR. CADILLAC CT







RONNIE & SUSAN NEHLES
NIMMER TURF & TREE
KERSHAW
JANE H& MARK PBARNHILL
MR & MRS ANTHONY E BARWICK
KENNETH W CARSON DDS
MR & MRS BLEASE CRANFORD
MRS EVELYN GODWIN
MRS MRS A J HAWKINS
















MR AND MRS FLOYD CAUTHEN
MR & MRS JEFF CHILDERS
W P CLYBURN
R H COLLINS
MIKE & LYNN CRENSHAW
LEONARDS VICKY DIXON
JONATHAN W DUKE





DR AND MRS JOHN R HOWELL JR
DENNIS KIRK/JERRY HAMMOND
LANCASTER COUNTY CLEMSON CLUB
D KIRK & SUSAN LANE
MARION D LEVER JR
JOE H LYNN
RICHARD W MOORE

















WAYNE & OMERA BAGWELL
BILL BAILEY






MR & MRS R LCASON
W FRED CHAPMAN JR
A COURTNEY COBB
AJ & NONA COLEMAN
MRS T HEATH COPELAND
JACK AND BOBBIE EARLE
DORIS AND LARRY GAR
MCARTHUR A GEORGE
JAMES W GOODMAN
MRS MRS FRANKLIN E HARMON III
DONALD BRUCE HOCKER
MR AND MRS WILLIAM N JONES








C PARKER & JIM DERRICK MOORE
JOE B NELSON
STEVEN W OLIVER
TERRY & DEBORAH POWELL
SAM C POWER
WILLIAM H & LORAC STROUD
BILL & MANDYTUMBLIN
NICK & JOAN ULMER
JAMES P WILDER
LEE
MRS H DALY ALEXANDER











TOMMY & ANN AMICK
SARAH H& JIMMY LASBILL








MR & MRS FU BLACK
RONALD W BLACK
CARL W& REBECCA H BRADHAM
DR AND MRS ROBERT W BRANCH
BRANCH BANK & TRUST
LAW OFFICE OF GWBRANSTITER
GEORGE WBRANSTITER
HAROLD & DORIS BREWER
MR & MRS GEORGE BROTHERS
JOHN W BROWN MD
WILLIAM H BROWN
MR & MRS WILLIAM J BUCHANAN JR
R H BUCKNELL JR







MRS LAURA D CASTLES
GEORGE WCAUGHMANJR
ROSCOESCAUGHMAN
MR & MRS WILLIAM M CAUGHMAN







ROBERT M COPLEY III
BRIAN K COWSERT
MR&MRSRWCOWSERTJR
MR & MRS ME FLETCHER
DONALD & AMY CRAPS
BLAND M DERRICK
DAN DERRICK





JAMES M EDWARDS III




RICKY & DONICE FRICK
JOHN L FULMER JR
G & P TRUCKING CO INC
lot
SAMUEL B GEORGE II
MIKE B GLEATON
DAVID L GLENN SR
DAVID B GODFREY
JOHNSGRAMLING
DR B R GRANDY
JOHN C HARDEN III
ARCHIE L HARMAN II
DR RUDOLPH C HARRINGTON JR
JERRY HATFIELD
E HAVIRD/G HALL
RICHARD & KAREN HAYNES
MR AND MRS MICHAEL E HERN-
DON




MRS MRS CURTIS LHOBBSJR
ROBERT D HOLLAND
WINSTON D HOLLIDAY
HAROLD AND LAURA HOOPER
HARRY C HOPKINS
MRS MRS RS HOUSEHOLDER JR
PAULA B HOWELL
WGREY HUMPHREY JR








MR & MRS EVEREnE KNEECE
ALBERT R KOON








MR & MRS JAMES M LOWMAN
SARA E & JAN M LOWMAN
DALLAS & MERLE MANIS
MICKEY & DEBBIE MANIS




MR & MRS COURTNEY M MCINNIS
GORDON K MCLEOD JR





DR LARRY H NELSON
ALFRED C NIX
MR & MRS JESSE E GATES JR




MR & MRS DAVID KIM PROCTOR
MR&MRSEKRABBIII
WAYNE P RAWL








MR & MRS FRANKLIN D ROGERS
ROUNTREE AND ASSOCIATESJNC.
REBECCA A & MIKE ROWELL
JAMES C RUSH
WILLIAM F RUTHERFORD JR




SHARON & ALBERT SHEALY




MRS MRS JOHN E SHEALY
LOIS T SHEALY
DWIGHT AND MANDY SMITH
GERALD H SMITH
P LAMAR & ELIZABETH E SMITH
JAMES A SONS














TERRY L & ALLISON SWYGERT
DR WM CARVER TALBERTJR
JULIAN D TAYLOR
WACHOVIA BANK OF SC
ROSSO WEED
TOM WELSH & PEGGY HORTON
MR & MRS ANDREW D WHITE





MR & MRSJT WINGARD
RONALD A WINGARD
ALLEN C WISE














MR & MRS ROBERT A scon
JAMES M SMITH
MARLBORO
GREG & LYNN HATCHER
JIMMY L& NICK TMCCOLL
DANIELS RLMCNIEL
LYMAN BRUCE PUEHE JR







ROBERT E& MARGARET ARIAIL







MR & MRS DEAN A COWARD










WILLIAM FRANKLIN III, CPA
J RHETTFRAZIER JR
BILLY R GIBSON
MRS MRS JOSEPH HERNDON






DR C B LOVViv'AN
J
CARL L MASON
FRANK E MCLEOD SR










CLARENCE A SHEALY III
DANIEL D & KAY H SHEALY
HEYWARD D SHEALY




THOMAS W SOBER JR
FERO J SUMMER
TONY TURNER
DAVID C WALDROP SR
POWELL E & DOROTHY N WAY JR
GILBERT E& KAY K WEBBER
OR JAMES R WILLIAMS






DON & RENEE BENNET
MR & MRS STEVE D BLACK
DUDLEY W BLAIR
MR AND MRS DAVID K BOGGS
EDWARD & SUSAN BOOKER
BOUNTYLAND QUICK STOP
HAROLD & MARGARET BROCK
MR & MRS DAVID B BOLLARD
JERRIE BUnS
DON P & MARJORIE CAMPBELL
JOSEPH R CATHCART
WILLIAM H CHILDRESS JR
HUGH, DIANE & LEE CLARK




DAN W DALE SR
DAVIS BROS LUMBER CO
MR & MRS BRUCE M DIXON
MR & MRS ROBERT L DOBSON





HUGH T GARNER JR
JOSEPH M GARRAIN
DAN AND LEANNE GREENE
CHRIS & VICKY GUENTHNER
CLINTON E HAMLIN
MELVIN AND OPAL SHIPPS
LOUIS CHOLLEMAN
DRFRANKAHOSHALLJR
ROBERT C HUBBARD III













TERRY AND CYNDY MCCRACKEN
MRS J WHIT MILLER
JAMES C MILLER JR
SARA & EDO MIZE
LEWIS MAXWELL MONROE
MITCH & LISA MOORE
WILLIAM T MORGAN


















J S WHITESIDE & CO INC
JAMES L WHITLAW
JILL AND DENNIS WILKS
KIRBYC WINSTEAD SR
JOHN & HAZEL WISE
MR & MRS E P WRIGHT





MR & MRS H CIREMBAAMICK





WM B BOOKHARTJR & SONS
KENNETH & KAREN BUCK
CARRIAGE HILL FARM






FORT SUMTER PETROLEUM CO
INC-
LELAND M BRADSHAW
MRS, MRS G MARTIN GILCHRIST
CATHERINE W GODFREY
C B GOODMAN GLASS CO




MRS MRS THOMAS B JACKSON JR
JAMESON FARMS INC




ATTN JAMES B SMOAK
LIGHTING CREATIONS INC IN
MEMORY OF AL M HUGHES
WILLIAM H LIVINGSTON JR
MR & MRS CONRAD A MARTIN
MCLEAN PROPERTIES INC





R L CULLER REFRIGERATION INC
T BRANT REEVES JR
DR J WRHENEYJR
THOMAS N RHOAD LIST BAMBERG
CO
AARON & BETTY RUDD
J M RUSSELL JR











JIM WOLFE AND MIKE WOLFE
PICKENS








HAL & ANITA BLACKWELL
DR & MRS LLOYD H BLANTON
C S BOLAND DOS
JAMMY H BOLDING
JERRY BOLDING








GARY E CAMPBELL JR
E JOE CAMPBELL
JERRY AND JEAN CANADY
MR & MRS RICKY E CAPPS
MR & MRS MARVIN CARMICHAEL
MRS JUNE L CARROLL
CENTRAL CONCRETE & PLASTER
INC
MR & MRS JAMES H CHAMBERS






MRS, MRS GREGORY KCLODFEL-
TER
LT COL GEORGE COAKLEY
C/0 RICHARD CAMPBELL
WILLIAM WCOOGLERJR
MRS MRS WALTERS COOK
MICKEY & JUDY CORBEH






WADE T CROWE III
GERALD PCULCLASURE
MRS ROY S DALTON
JIM & BOBBIE DAVIS
MARION & SANDRA DAVIS
MR & MRS ROY M DILL
DUCKEn FUNERAL HOME
WILLIAM & JOANNE DUKES JR
BARRY S DURHAM
MR & MRS BILL G DURHAM




MR & MRS WILLIAM HELAM
MR & MRS GARY ELLENBURG
NORMAN D& JACQUELINE P ELLIS
CHRYSTELLE A ENSLEY REALTOR
DR WILLIAM MEPPS
DEAN & JO FEASTER











BRADLEY W& LISA CGANn
JOHN GARRISON
JOHNFGELDARD
TOM AND PENNY GOEBEL
DR WMJGOUDELOCK




DORSEYE& VIRGINIA B GREER
GEORGE GRIFFIN




MR & MRS BRUCE C HANSEL
BYRON & MICKEY HARDER
BOB & PAT HARMON
MRS, MRS CHRIS HEMMINGS
ELBERT L HENDERSON











MRS, MRS KENNETH RAY HULL
CHARLES B HUNTER
WILLIAM T HURST
DR S, MRS J H JAMESON
OLIN JOHNSON
PERRY & JEAN JOHNSON
JAMES H JONES JR





MRS, MRS EDWIN LKILBYJR
JAMES R KING JR
W HARRY KING
MRS RALPH KIRK
R FRANK KOLB II
JOE AND GRACE LANHAM
JOEL D LEDBETTER
HOWARD EJR 8, HELEN C LEE
STEVE S, CONNIE LESLIE
DOUGLAS E LIMBAUGH
JAMES B LINDSAY




COL EDWARD R MADDOX
WILLIAM H MADDOX
STEVE S, RUSS MADRAY
MURPHY MAHAFFEYJR
MR S, MRS ANTHONY MANN,




MRS, MRS JAMES EMAnHEWS
MRANDMRSDLMAULDIN
WILLIAM F MAYS FACHE
JEFFERYT MCALISTER








J H MILLS AUTO SUPPLY
ALLAN MINOVITZ
MR S, MRS WAYNE MITCHELL
BOB 8, LOU MIXON
MONTY'S OF GREENVILLE INC
LH MOORE
MURPH & FRAN MOSELEY
MOUNTAIN TEXAS PROPERTIES




MR & MRS GEORGE B NUTT #2
SN OLIVER JR
MRS MRS H LAMAR OWENS JR
GREGORY A PADGETT








PHIL E S, LAURA P REEVES
TOMMY L REID FAMILY
WESLEY L REPOKIS







MRS, MRS DONALD LSIKES
DR B R SKELTON
JOY S SMITH
WILLIAM H SMITH





E R STEWART '
WF STRAUSS JR
FRANKIE/MARION/LINDE SUMMEY
MR S, MRS BEN E TAYLOR
MR 8, MRS MAX THOMAS
RONNIE AND SYLVIA M THOMAS
JERRY E TRAPNELL
MRS, MRS GERALDS TRIPP
JOSEPH J TURNER JR
KNVICKERY
ALLEN WALLACE JR
JOHN N JR S, J NORMAN WARREN
CARL E WATKINS INSURANCE
GREG WATSON
BYRON K WEBB



















B P BARBER S, ASSOCIATES INC
WILLIAM A BARRETT
ED BEAMAN






DR JONES W BRYAN




WILLIAM M BUTLER MD
DANIEL SCAMP
ROBERT E CANNON JR
JAN H CARLL





MR ASHLEY C CONE
CHARLES W COOPER
BILLY E CRUMPTON
MR 8, MRS FRED E CULVERN JR
MRS RALPH B CURETON JR
JUDGE MICHAEL R DAVIS



























GUY B LOUTHIAN JR
JAMES EMALLIOS SR
HAYDEN W WEATHERSBEE
GEORGE G MATTHEWS SR
GEORGE GMAnHEWSJR
DR ROBERT J MCCARDLE
WTMCDANIEL III









JAMES C OWENS JR
MR AND MRS JAMES l\l PEARMAN JR
CHURCH C POWERS
GT POWERS JR
JIM & JULIA PRATER
DAVID & MARCIA PRESSLEY



















MRS MRS CHARLIE E TILL
MR & MRS WALTER A TUTEN JR
FRANK B WAnS
P L WEBB

































MRS TR ADAMS JR
WILLIAM A ALEXANDER
KENDALL K ALLEY





BELUE TRUCKING CO INC
MRS HORACE S BERRY
J J BLAKE
SUE W BOONE
MR & MRS HG BROCK
JAY BROCK
VERNON L BROWN JR
ANITA BUTLER
CALLAWAY CHEMICAL CO
JOHN R& JERRY F CARLISLE
RAY AND TERESA CARUSO
KATHERINE PCASTON
DR & MRS ROBERT J CASWELL




MR & MRS DONALD R CROWDER




DOUGLAS PEST CONTROL INC
TIMOTHY M DRAKE
TOMMY C DYKES/PAUL BLECKLEY
ROBERT EDENS
GLORIAS JOHN EMORY











LARRY & VICKIE GILLILAND
JAMES ROBERT GLENN
EDWARD & SUSAN GRASSO
CHAS EMMETT HALLIDAY
NED & DORIS HAMMEH
MR & MRS WILBUR K HAMMEH
G R HARLEY
JOE A HARRIS INC




ROBERT L HOLMES III
C RICHARD HOPE




DR DAVID R IVEY
DR JAMES JOHNSON
TODD & DEBRA KELLER
BOB & DARRELL KIMBRELL
HARRY WKINARD
MR & MRS J R KING
JOHN L KING JR
R STANLEY KINGSMORE
KEN LANCASTER









MR & MRS M C MCGARITY JR
MICHAEL & VICKIE MENARD
RICK MILLER
SCOTT K MITCHELL
HERBERT B MOORE JR
PHILIP C MORROW










PAUL EDWARD PARRIS II
RICHARD H PENNELLJR
RICHARD H PENNELL
MRS ANDREW (JACK) PEHY
'TIGER FRIEND"
THOMAS M POAG




MR & MRS JOHN A RHODES
RAY, JAN, AMY ROBERTS
DELPHINEQUEREUX
OPEN J ROBINETTE JR
JOHN H ROBUCK
J/B/G ROSENLUND/M OZBURN











TERRY & FREDA SPIVEY
STEPHEN E STAMM
FRANCIS ESTISSER
MOORE STODDARD STODDARD &
WOOD






MR & MRS JERRY E TAYLOR
MR & MRS JIMMY TAYLOR






LARRY C & scon L WARD
DON WATSON







VAHL & BEHY WILSON
SUMTER




DR JOHN J BRITTON JR
BILL CARTER JR





DR PHILIP R FIDLER









E H LYNAM CONSTRUCTION INC





DR JOHN W SHAW
D LESLIE TINDAL
TRIPLE C FARMS
EUGENE K WESTON JR
DR CHARLES H WHITE
B STEVENS ZEIGLER
UNION
MR AND MRS FLOYD W ALLEN
Chuck Rose
BUTCH GREENE
MR AND MRS ARTHUR L GREGORY
H S HARRIS JR
WILLIAM T HOWELL SR











MR & MRS CHARLES BMCALISTER
VONNIE P SMITH
ERIC K WILSON SR
YORK
W L ABERNATHY JR
JOE AADKINS
WILLIAM RADKINS
MR & MRS RONALD L ALEXANDER
MR & MRS PAUL ALLRED






ARNOLD L BATCHELOR JR DMD
RICK BISHOP
JAMES W BLACK
LTG PAUL E BLACKWELL
THURMOND C BONNER
SAM RAMSEY CAIN III
ROBERT E CARTER JR
CATAWBA ANIMAL CLINIC PA















MR & MRS MALCOLM FAULKEN-
BERRY
SAMUEL TRACY FERGUSON JR
STEPHEN FERGUSON








TOM & SHIRLEY HAMRICK
EDWARD H HARVEY
HASELDEN & OWEN
MICHELLE AND JOE HATCHETT
WILLIAM K HAWFIELD
LEWIS W HICKS
ARTHUR MELL DOOLinLE MEMOR-
IAL
NEELY MCFADDEN HOLLISJR
DR DAVID HOLMAN JR
JAMES T JACKSON





LEE, JULIA. JULEE& CODY
LEOPARD
DAVID C LESLIE JR
JOHN A & CAROLYN B LESSLIE





ROBERT F MCELVEEN JR
MR & MRS D GREGORY MCGINNIS
MR & MRS C E "TED" MELTON
MR & MRS RANDALL D MERRELL
GERALD T MODE
ROGER & JOYCE NEELANDS
MRS ROBERT E NORRIS
Arlington Nunn







HORACE T RABON SR
HULIC B RAHERREE
JAMES C RHEA JR
ROCK HILL SURGICAL ASSOCIATES
DR JERRY J SAMPLE
DAVID C SAPP
DERRILL E SCHUMPERT JR
SCREEN PRINTS INC
ROBBY & MARY BETH SHEALY
SHERER DENTAL LABORATORY INC
MR & MRS CRAIG LSHIPMAN
FRANCIS & BARBARA SIMPSON
ROBERT T& JOY HSIMRIL
BEN R SMITH JR
JAMES W SMITH












MR AND MRS JAMES HWELDON
DAVID P WHITE III
ED AND JANE WHITE
JEANIE&TIMWHinEN
ROBERTO WILLIAMS




















RONALD K & STEVEN W BOYD
CARL B BRABHAM
JACK A BRADFORD
DENNIS L BRADLEY JR
JIM BRANCH
EBROADUSBRANNONJR
THOMAS M BRinAIN JR
WILLIAM C BROOME
JAMES W BROWN & MICHAEL A
VAUGHAN
KENNETH W BROWN
TOM & DELSEY BROWN
STEVE AND PATTY BRUCE
DR AND MRS F S BRYANT
DAHAL BUMGARDNER
RICHARD E BURDEHE










MR & MRS WILLIAM E CHILDRESS
JOYCE & BRIAN E CLARK


















CARROL & PAT EPTING
CHARLES BARRY EVERIDGE
GARYLFESMIRE
ROBERT L& KENNETH R FLINT
ANDREW J HELMS
JOSEPH D FRANKS III
CHARLES WGALLMAN SR
l\l E GARVIN





DR JOE B GODFREY
MR & MRS RALPH W GRANT &
MR & MRS RONALD W GRANT
STEVE C GRIFFITH JR
NORMAN GUTHRIE JR
LUCIUS MILLARD HAIR JR
ROBERT G HAMMOND
GEORGE W& SUSAN EHANCE
DON R HARDIE
MR&MRSJJHARKEY
CHARLES R HARPER JR
H WALTER HARVEY III
CLIFF HAHAWAY




MR & MRS DON K HILL
HARRY L HILL




MR & MRS PATRICK H HOPKINS
KENNETH WHOWILER









MRS FRED A JOHNSON
IN MEMORY OF FRED A JOHNSON














FRANCIS A LAWTON III
HOWARD E LEE III


















JAMES H MCMILLAN MD
MILES AMCMURRY
MRS MRS PHILIP KMCNAIR IV






TOM R MORRIS JR
GLENN A NASWORTHY
MARVIN TO'DONNELL
MR & MRS WILLIAM HOtAIN
MRS MRS AARON D OWENS
GEORGE T PALMER
MARTY PATTERSON









CHARLES AND LYNN PRICE
JOHN M PRICE JR
PIERSON AND MITCHELL PRICE
MR & MRS PHILLIPS PRINCE
JACKIE S PUTNAM
JAMES R PUTNAM JR
BURRIS E RAMEY
BARNWELL S RAMSEY




MRS MRS CECIL ROBINSON
JEFFREY B & AMY D ROBSON
RICHARD & TOMMY ROCHE
FLOYD & SUSAN ROGERS
JACK H ROGERS JR







MR & MRS MICHAEL CSIEBERT













MR & MRS H T THOMPSON III
DAN RAYTIMMERMAN
ALAN W & CHRISTINA E TODD
WILLIAM A TODD













GARLAND L & BARBARA WHITLOCK
GREGORY STEVEN WHITT
JIM & BETSY WILLIAMS
MRS DAVID K WILLIS










JOHN & JANE AMES
DOROTHY W ANDERSON
JOHN K ANDERSON
JOHN W& ANNE L ARMSTRONG
JEFFERY R BANISH
CHRISTOPHER A BARBIERI
THOMAS OSBORN BARNWELL JR
SAM J BATSON
MR & MRS JOHNPBEASON
JOHNTBENNEn
PAUL & BARBARA BOWEN
J C (DOC) BRADHAM
ROBERT A CALHOUN JR
CLIFFORD D CANNON JR
WC CHILDERS MEMORIAL
















DR& MRS JOHN FELLENBERG
DONALD N EVANS JR







DONALD G GALLUP MD
DAVID W GARRISON
EDWARD J GEDDINGS
FRANCIS & BEVERLY GEORGE
JOHN T GIBBS JR
GARNEnjGIESLERJR MD
MR & MRS RICK GLOVER
DOUG & RHONDA GRAY
JACK GRAY
EARLE& CAMELLIA GREENE
MR & MRS THOMAS TGRIGGJR
STEVE C GRUMMAN
WILLIAM J GYSIN




































BRIAN J & DIANA LUNSFORD
C W MAFFETT JR
GREGORY D MARTIN MD
MR & MRS ROBBYD MARTIN
GERALD R MASSEY III








MR & MRS GARYMORELLI
































JAMES E SYKES JR





ORON & RUTH ELLEN TROTTER
ROBERT FUNSER
ROBERT DOUGLAS VAN WINGERDEN






LARRY E & JUDY H YONCE













BOB & NANCY BROWN
JOHN D BUCKLEY
HENRY N CALHOUN






MR & MRS T DAVID CHURCH, JR
SAM COHN
ROBERTO COMBS






HERMAN L DIXON JR
MR & MRS R L DOANE
JOHN D DUNAVANT
MR & MRS CLIFF ELLIS
ROBERT WFULMER
WILLIAM R GEE




JOHN L GUY JR






KYLE & ERIN HOLMQUIST
CHARLES E HUGHES JR
MR AND MRS TERRY A HUNT
HAMP & PEGGY HUNTER
GREGORY CJAYNES
DR EDWIN LEE JONES III
DONNA M JONES
ROBERT B KIRKPATRICK
MR & MRS ROBERT P KLEPPER
DAVID M KOENINGER
KEN LAIRD
JOHN J LAROCHE III
BEN AND JAN LAWRIMORE
JEREMY MLEHMANN
HARRY E LINDLER











R D & DUNNEAH OGLETREE














HELENS BEN K SHARP
MRS JOHN C SHARPE
GEORGE TSIDRONY
GLENN C SMITH




JAMES E TALIAFERRO II
JIM & RIXINE TALIAFERRO
LARRY R TANT/MARTIN R TANT
FRANK MTERLIZZI
WAYNE GLENN
ROBERT J THOMPSON III
MACKEY TOOLE
MR AND MRS GEORGE TRASK
WILLIAM N TURNER
STUART E VANMETER




























At The Corner Of
Hwy 14 & 417
BEREA/FURMAN
GREENVILLE
1932 Cedar Ln, Rd.
Behind Blockbuster at
Hunt's Bridge at Cedar Ln.
SPARTANBURG
Essex Square






3795 E. North St.
Patchvrork P\aia
277-9898 963-7272 246-8686 244-4200
RCC football Fact&
/emson oias one ofthree teams nationaffij to haoe all of its games tefeuised in f996.
*The ACC is one of only two confer-
ences to capture three or more national
football titles since 1980. Clemson laid
claim to the league's second title in
1 981 , Georgia Tech followed suit in 1 990
while Florida State pocketed national
title number four in 1993.
*The nine schools that take to the
field this fall under the ACC banner have
produced 322 first or second team grid-
iron Ail-Americans and 49 first-team ac-
ademic Ail-Americans. ACC teams have
had 1 ,358 players selected in the annu-
al professional football draft, including
90 first-round draft selections.
*lf success is best measured in
terms of wins and losses, the ACC over
the years has proved itself to be among
the elite in Division l-A football. The
ACC remains the nation's winningest
bowl conference as the nine current
league teams are a combined 76-66-5 in
postseason play, including 22-16-1 since
1987.
*Three ACC teams, Clemson, Flori-
da State and Georgia Tech, are among
the nation's top 10 winningest bowl
teams. Georgia Tech has the highest
winning percentage in bowl play with a
17-8 record (.680), while
Florida State is now fifth
with a 15-8-2 mark
(.640). Clemson is 10th
with a 12-9 record
(.571).
*Five of the ACC's
nine teams were ranked
at least two weeks in the
AP poll in 1996.
*The 1996 season
marked the eighth con-
secutive year the ACC
had at least four teams
participating in bowl games.
*The ACC is the only conference in
the nation to have each of its schools
play in a bowl game in the decade of the
1990s.
*ACC Football has drawn at least 2.2
million fans for six straight years. ACC
teams played to 85.3 percent of their
stadium capacity in 1996.
*ACC teams made an all-time high
56 appearances on national television in
1996. League teams made 28 appear-
ances on ABC, 19 on ESPN and
ESPN2, three on CBS and one each on
NBC, TBS, Fox and Prime. Clemson
BOWL RECORD BY CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE APP RECORD PCT
ACC 147 76-66-5 .534
Pac-10 160 82-72-6 .531
SEC 278 135-130-13 .509
Big 10 160 79-78-3 .503
Big East 96 46-51-1 .484
Big 12 233 110-119-4 .481
Conference USA 36 16-18-2 .472
Mid-American 28 13-15-0 .464
WAC 135 58-72-5 .448




Clemson is one of three ACC schools to win the National Championship
since 1980. Above, Dan Benish (71) and William Devane (94) celebrate a
fumble recovery in the victory over Nebraska.
was one of just three schools nationally
(BYU and Boston College were the oth-
ers) to have all of their games on nation-
al or regional live television in 1996.
*54 of the 72 conference games in
1996 were shown on live television.
*Only the Pac-10 with 13 players,
had more former players take part in the
NFL Pro Bowl at the conclusion of the
1996 season. The ACC had 11 with
Clemson leading the nation with five.
*Eleven times over the past 17
years, an ACC member school has
claimed the CPA Academic Achieve-
ment Award, which is awarded to a CPA
member institution with the highest grad-
uation rate among members of its foot-
ball team. In 1996-97, the ACC Aca-
demic Honor Roll record was broken for
the 11th straight year as 1410 student-
athletes were recognized for their work
in the classroom.
*The 1996-97 academic year con-
cluded with the league pocketing three
more national team titles and four indi-
vidual NCAA crowns. Among the indi-
vidual winners was Clemson golfer
Charles Warren, who won the NCAA
Championship at Conway Farms in Chi-
cago in a playoff.
*The ACC placed at least one team
in the top 1 in 1 6 of the 24 sports spon-
sored by the league. The league had 33
top 10 finishes overall and 84 teams
competed at the NCAA championships
of their respective sports.
*Since the league's inception in
1953, ACC schools have captured 59
NCAA and AIAW championships, includ-
ing 27 in men's competition and 32 in
women's. In addition, 100 men and 24





"Let's See, Should I Go Fishing Today,
Once you decide to make a home at Lakeside
at Russell, the rest is easy. Our single family homes,
vacation cottages, patio homes and timeshare units
on Richard B. Russell Lake offer a way of life anyone
would envy. Fishing on one of the most naturally
beautiful lakes in the Carolinas, and golf on a 18-hole
championship course by Tom Jackson.
Here is your retreat. Where the heavens shower
you with stars at night, and only the desire to get
on the lake or the course wakes you in the morning.
And a drive to nearby historic Abbeville is a
pleasant diversion.
Choose your home or homesite among beautiful
settings veiled in hardwoods and pines. And enjoy
day after day of recreational pleasures on the lake,
the course, or at nearby Calhoun Falls State Park.
Lakeside at Russell is here within your reach. An
easy choice for your pleasure today, and a practical
investment for your future. A decision you can live
with beautifully.
For a personal tour of homes and homesites
at Lakeside at Russell, call (800) 994-7771 or
(864) 447-0070.
Obtain the property report required by Federai law and read il before signing anyitiing. No





P.O. Box 455 Calhoun Falls, St.; 29628








it in a vise.
Even though Dakota has
the longest wheelhase in
its class, its turning
circle is up to 5-'/: feet
smaller than before.
Rear-wheel anti-lock brakes are
.standard on Dakota. Andfor
extra control when braking








In its veryfirst year,
our redesigned Dodge
Dakota won Strategic Vision 's
1997 Total Quality Award'" for
Ownership Experience" in
Compact Pickups: Nice surprise.
t Strategic Vision 's 1997 Vehicle Experienc
Stitdy^^ surveyed 31,521 Oct.-Nov. new
vehicle buyers of200+ models after the
first 90 days ofownership.
Handles pylons
as^wellas pile-ons
There are up to five cupholders








come to expectfrom a truck that
wears the name Dodge. Its mcLximum
available towing and payload capacities
for example, are best-in-class.
'Always use seat belts. Remember a backseat is
the safest place for children. Rearward-facing ch
seats cannot be used in standard cab model
We call it cargo. You call it stuff. Whatever you
call it, there's more room for it in Dodge Dakota
than in any other truck in its class.
Standard dual airbags* and high-
strength steel door beams give you
a reed secure feeling.
For more surprisingfacts, call









• Philosophy and Religion
• Speech and Communication Studies








At the very heart of a
university lies the study of
the humanities— the core




for living and working in the
next century.
Please join in the support of
these programs by making a
gift to the Clemson Fund
and earmarking it for the
School of Humanities.





nNo matter where you find yourself in
South Carolina you'll find growing
businesses. And behind thosetlfeinesses
you'll find hard working people p
their hearts into building things
doing things smarter and making
.^ipeople happier.
Carolina First salutes and supports the
e^^^jxneurial spirit of South Carolina.
We take great pride in helping her
businesses prosper by offering unique
products, exclusive service and a level of
commitment that you'll only get from the
bank that calls South Carolina home.
So, no matter where you find yourself in
South Carohna, you'll find people making
their dreams come true and you'll hnd
Carolina First. The one bank dedicated to
putting South Carolina First.
CAROLINA FIRST
The bank tliat puts South Carolimfirst
Be a part of Clemson Football.
It's a feeling you'll always remember.
For the office nearest you, call 1-800-476-6400. ©199/ Carolina First Member FDIC. i=t Fqual Housing Lendei
Her molliler warnIs ker lo ao log TO v^iemson ana piag
Slie wants to play foottalL
LOUl JMSt want lier to qetg irliere.
HELPINGYOU is wto TO dote.
insmrance.uellner it s protecling ijour family lIiroiicjL Lome, aulo or life nsii
we ve got llie coverage you need io plan for llie future,




SOUTH CAROLINA FARM BUREAU MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
SOUTHERN FARM BUREAU CASUALTY INSURANCE CO.
SOUTHERN FARM BUREAU LIFE INSURANCE CO.
LEADING THE WORLD.
Amoco Fabrics and Fibers Company, the world's leading manufacturer of carpet
backing, is also the leader in polyolefin fiber production. We proudly manufacture









Upholstery • Contract • Casual Furniture
INDUSTRIAL
PCC Stress Crack Prevention Fiber
Webbing • Filtration • Weather Pile
Our commitment to Quality and
Service only grows stronger.
AMANA HIGH EFFICIENCY HEAT PUMPS
Savings where you least
expect them.
< eNDeA Surprise! Who would have thought that
a new high-efficiency Amana TempAssure™
Heat Pump could make such a difference
^'4
" in energy expense. Actually, this dependable
unit provides exceptional year 'round home comfort, while
saving you hundreds of dollars on your utility bill. Operate the
TempAssure heat pump for only a fraction of the cost of your
old, less efficient heat pump.
Money-saving efficiency
Quiet, dependable operation
Lifetime of trouble-free performance warranty
Call today to find out how you can start saving with a high-
efficiency TempAssure Heat Pump from Amana.
See the Yellow Pages for the Authorized Amana Heating
& Air Conditioning Dealer nearest you.
TODAY'S ELECTRIC HEAT PUMPS
ARE HOTTER THAN EVER.
Heating Air Conditioning
A hitler standard cf anfort.
CONSIDER AMANA ASURE™ PROTECTION





At Clemson, the very mention of the
word "Homecoming" fills the minds of
alumni and undergrads alike with the
thoughts of colorful floats, changing
leaves, and Tiger football. It is a cele-
bration of a University and a football tradi-
tion and the two have gone hand and
hand at Clemson since 1922 when the
tradition was established under then
Clemson coach E.J, Stewart.
Today is also a special day for many
Clemson students as they are reunited
with their parents for a brief weekend visit.
For some students, it has been a while
since they have seen their parents, and
Parents' Day is an opportunity for them to
share in one of the most thrilling football
weekends of the season. This is the first
time Parents' Day and Homecoming have
been celebrated on the same weekend.
On Friday night, the "world's largest
pep rally," Tigerama, was performed on
Frank Howard field. Over 30,000 fans
were scheduled to attend the event, which
featured the theme "The Magical World of
Clemson." Various organizations per-
formed skits related to the theme and the
evening concluded with a breathtaking
fireworks display.
As with every home football game,
"The Band that Shakes the Southland" will
kick off pregame with the ever memorable
Orange Bowl March. Following the march
will be the glorious sounds of one of John
Phillip Sousa's most renowned marches,
"The Washington Post." The Clemson
University Pershing Rifles Company C4
presents the colors on the field. Everyone
then stands and joins Tiger Band to honor
America in singing, "God Bless America."
After the invocation, the crowd
remains standing for the Pledge of
Allegiance and the singing of the National
Anthem conducted by Clemson University
Director of Bands, Dr. Richard Goodstein.
Tiger Band then invites all to sing the
Clemson University Alma Mater.
In keeping with tradition, Tiger Band
will march to spell out "Tigers" in its tradi-
tional script form. Today, as a part of
Parents' Day, the Tiger Brotherhood
Mother-of -the-Year, Mrs. Carolyn O.
Hendrix will have the honor of dotting the
"i".
Mrs. Hendrix is the proud mother of
two children, both of whom are graduates
of Clemson University Bill Hendrix, a
1963 graduate, and Guy Hendrix, a 1977
graduate, are her proud children on this
day
At this point in the pregame celebra-
tion, Tiger Band strikes up the Orange
Bowl March while forming a tunnel on
both sides of the hill. The excitement is
almost ready to explode as the 80,000
Tiger fans anticipate the upcoming "most
exciting 25 seconds in college football".
In the final moments before kickoff.
Tiger Band will once again fill the air with
the familar sounds of Tiger Rag. As the
cannons fire and the Tigers rush down the
hill into Death Valley there is no question
Clemson University Alma Mater:
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its
greatness
Where the Tigers play
Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Reign supreme alway.
Chorus
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tigers roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
Clemson Drum Majors for 1997: Landon Hammett, Susan Lark and Allison Smith.
why so many individuals consider
Clemson's pregame to be one of the most
exciting in college football.
For this year's Homecoming and
Parent's Day halftime. Tiger Band will fill
Death Valley with sounds from a show
entitled "Star Wars". Featured hits
include, "20th Century Fanfare" by Alfred
Newman, as well as John Williams' "Star
Wars - Main Title" and "The Imperal
March".
During this afternoon's game. Tiger
Band would like to honor the 1997 Drum
Majors Landon Hammett, Susan Lark,
and Allison Smith.
Hammett is in his second year as
Drum Major, and his fourth year as a band
member. He is a native of Boiling
Springs, SC and is majoring in Civil
Engineering.
Lark is in her third year as a Drum
Major, and fourth as a Tiger Band mem-
ber. She graduated from nearby
Pendleton High School, and is currently a
senior majoring in nursing.
This is Smith's first year as Drum
Major, but her third in Tiger Band. She
hails from Bamberg, SC and is a junior
majoring in biological Sciences.
At the conclusion of the halftime show.
Tiger Band will be joined on the field by
over 1 50 former members from across the
country who have returned to Death
Valley to perform in the Alumni Band and
play "Tiger Rag" one more time. It is a
recent tradition that makes it a special day
for former band members who tote their
instruments back to Clemson to rekindle
memories of their college days.
Both Homecoming and Parents
Weekend unite special friends and family
from everywhere. For all in attendance,
today is a time for excitement that is
unique to all members of the Clemson
family.
Tiger m.Oi.S.
Promoting athletics mth students.
Jill Wilks
Director
Jessica Alston Kimberly Black Lindsay Buckner
Lateefah Cannon Ebony Chatmon Stephanie Ellison Marisha Elmore Jenna Evans
Constance Goodwine LaToya Greene Kyra Hamilton Kelly Hemingway Dionne Huggins
Jenny Hutto Matrissa Irby Yvonne Irby Caroline Johnson Shannon Kavannaugh
lib
Rebekah Kizis Azure Latimer Amy Lindsay Candace Mack Felica IVIerryman
Sarah Moll Rhonda Murray Laquetta Pearson Shannon Ryan Erin Sine
Lakeiya Stephens Wendy Stertz Jamie Tallant Tara Walters Melissa Watson
Erin Webb Megan Webb Nakkita White Kim Zim- e
in
Pass it on...
WHAT TEAM PROVIDES global telecommunication SERVICES,
saves YOU money
AND donates A PORTION OF YOUR BILL
TO THE Clemson University
Alumni Association and IPTAY?
CLEMSON ^ coBfi SM
UNIVERSITY
Team-up with WorldCom and start enjoying the benefits today!
Residential Service 1 800-243-0535 Commercial Service 1 800-539-2000
0tm
1^0 Stats, Stats, Stats
CLEMSON (3-2, 1-2)
Team Data CU OPP
Total Offense 1989 1536
Total Plays 376 306
Yards/Play 5.3 5.0
Yards/Game 397.8 307.2
Rusfi Yds./Game 155.6 77.8
Pass Yds/Game 242.2 229.4
Pass. Efficiency 140.0 115.3
Punting Average 38.8 41.4
Turnovers 8 8
Penalities 27-198 33-249
Total First Downs 110 77
Sacks by defense 7-52 1 6-82
Interceptions by Def. 4 4
3rd Down Conv. 30-64 22-74
Time of Poss/Gm. 34:42 25:18
Total Points 129 94
Toucfidowns 16 10
Field Goals 7-12 8-9
Punt Returns 16-165 16-306
KIckoff Returns 14-362 19-403
Rushing Att Yds Avg TD
Priester 117 485 4.1 3
Greene 45 138 3.1
Witherspoon 24 89 3.7 2
Austin 18 44 2.4
Zanders 12 26 2.2
Clemson 220 778 3.5 6
Opponents 145 389 2.7 2
Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD
Home 39 504 12.9 5
Lawyer 18 260 14.4 2
Wofford 14 185 13.2 2
Watts 5 71 14.2
Priester 7 59 8.4
Clemson 95 1211 12.7 9
Opponents 81 1147 14.2 5
Pass Cm Att Yds ID 1 Pet
Greene 89 144 1139 9 3 .618
Streeter 6 12 72 1 .500
Clemson 95 156 1211 9 4 .609














Sept. 6 Appalachian State
Sept. 13 at N.C. State
Sept. 20 Florida State
Sept. 27 at Georgia Tech
Oct. 4 UTEP
Oct. 11 Virginia, 6:00 PM
Oct. 25 at Maryland
Nov. 1 at Wake Forest
Nov. 8 Duke
Nov. 15 North Carolina

































Florida State at Duke
NC State at Georgia Tech
West Virginia at Maryland














2 Penn State 2
3 Nebraska 3
4 Florida State 4
5 North Carolina 5
6 Michigan 6




11 Michigan State 11
12 Washington State 12
13 Georgia 15
14 LSU 14




19 Air Force 18
20 Oklahoma State 20(T)
21 BYU 22
22 Kansas State 23
23 Virginia Tech 20(T)
24 Colorado 25
25 Georgia Tech 28












36th, Punt Returns (10.3)
6th, Receptions/Game (7.8)
16th, Recept. Yds./Gm. (100.8)
4th, Kickoff Return (29.63)
9th, All Purpose Yds. (181.2)
23rd, Passing Eff. (144.7)
20th, Total Offense (244.4)
28th, Rushing (97.0)
Matt Padgett 19th, Field Goals (1.40)
CU TEAM RANKINGS UVA
48th (155.6) Rushing Offense 64th (135.5)
37th (242.2) Passing Offense 85th (161.0)
38th (397.8) Total Offense 95th (296.50)
40th (10.3) Punt Returns 9th (15.*)
10th (25.9) Kickoff Returns 54th (20.8)
54th (25.8) Scoring Offense 74th (21.0)
9th (77.8) Rushing Defense 13th (84.5)
44th (115.4) Pass Eff. Defense 68th (131.7)
28th (307.2) Total Defense 24th (303.5)
32nd (18.8) Scoring Defense 63rd (24.0)
57th (0.0) Turnover Margin 46th (-1-0.25)
VIRGINIA (2-2, 1-1)
Team Data UVA OPP
Total Offense 1 186 1214
Total Plays 244 249
Yards/Play 4.86 4.88
Yards/Game 296.5 303.5
Rush Yds./Game 135.5 84.5
Pass Yds/Game 161.0 219.0
Pass. Efficiency 120.2 131.9
Punting Average 38.9 38.0
Turnovers 8 9
Penalities 30-252 32-256
Total First Downs 62 57
Sacks by defense 18-72 6
Intercept, by Def. 5 2
3rd Down Conv. 12-48 22-58
Time of Poss/Gm. 29:20 30:40
Total Points O A 96
1 UULF lUUWI lb po 10
Field Goals 4-4 4-5
Punt Returns 6-95 8-45
Kipknff RptiirnQ 1 7-354 17-284
nUolllliy Mil VHc Avg TD
JUlltJb 4.2 1
VvUIIIdCK oO 5.7
Rrnnk'5 3? 38 1.2 3
Southern 10 26 2.6
Kirby 4 11 2.8
UVA 145 645 3.7 4
W^jJUl 1 CI 1 lo 1 liO 414 2.6 4
Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD
Wilkins 17 181 10.6 1
Crowell 14 211 15.1 2
Crawford 10 110 11.0
T. Jones 5 7 1.4
Owen 4 59 14.8
u VM oy P.A A 10.9 3
Opponents 76 876 11.5 6
Passing Cm Att Yds TD 1 Pet
Brooks 59 98 644 3 2 60.2
Rivers 1 0.0
UVA 59 99 644 3 2 59.6
Opponents 76 121 876 6 5 62.8
Tackles Tac TFL-Yds
Wall Rainer, LB 50 5-28
Byron Thweatt, LB 36 0-0
Anthony Poindexter, DB 34 0-0
Joe Williams, DB 23 0-0
Wale Elegbe, LB 19 0-0
Dwayne Stukes, DB 19 0-0
Tony Dingle, DT 17 6-19
Donny Green, LB 16 0-0
Travis Griffith, DE 16 3-25





































Almost any football coach on any level
will expound that a running game has to be
established first in order to have a suc-
cessful passing attack.
There's no doubt in people's minds that
Clemson, almost since football started
here 101 years ago, is one of the premier
teams nationally to follow this theory. And,
to a certain degree, that has been the case
in early games this season, with Raymond
Priester leading the Atlantic Coast
Conference in rushing with just under 100
yards per game.
Clemson itself ranks third in the confer-
ence in its ground game, and fourth in
passing.
But that aerial game has taken on a
new look this season. Averaging around
250 yards passing a game wouldn't be any
big deal for a team like Brigham Young. In
fact. Cougar head coach Lavell Edwards
would probably be looking for a new quar-
terback coach if the average was that low
in Prove.
However, for the Tigers that is a new
experience to have a passing average like
that. And with a whole and well quarter-
back in the third and fourth games, things
could have been better than they are.
Nealon Greene is averaging in the neigh-
borhood of 225 yards passing per game,
and that is over 70 yards more than
the highest signal caller Clemson
ever had (149.1 by Jimmy Addison in
1966).
And speaking of Addison and
1966, that's worth bringing up again.
Thirty-one years ago, plus 17
days, the greatest passing show in
Memorial Stadium history took place
between Addison and Bob Davis of
Virginia. Most people remember that
game because the Tigers were trail-
ing 18 points with 17 minutes to play.
They remember that Addison passed
to Jacky Jackson 75 yards for the win-
ning score with 3:49 left in the game
and Clemson finally went ahead for
good.
But the next two minutes were
anything but a cake walk for the
Tigers. Davis brought the Cavaliers
back downfield and had a first down
on the Clemson 14 when James
Tompkins tipped a Davis pass that
Phil Morton intercepted with 1:49
showing, allowing Clemson to run out
the clock.
Coach Frank Howard saw his
troops come from behind twice that after-
noon to win, but that game also started a
tradition that is still quite evident today.
This was the opening game of the season,
and it also marked the unveiling of
Howard's Rock. Team members were told
by Howard that if they were going to give
him 110 percent that they could rub his
rock as they started down the hill.
"Otherwise, keep your filthy hands off my
rock," he said.
In a game like that, some of the players
had to give more than 110 percent
because up to that time, no Clemson team
had ever come from that far down and won
the game. And they wouldn't do it again
until 1992, this time in Charlottesville.
Ole Death Valley hadn't seen before, or
since for that matter, the passing display
put on that afternoon. The closest game
for combined passing yards in the 56-year
history of Death Valley took place a few
weeks back when Clemson and Florida
State combined for 617 passing yards.
The passing yardage owned by
Clemson and Virginia in 1966 was about
as close as the game itself. Clemson
claimed 315 yards, and was all by Addison,
except for a 32-yard completion by
Jackson. And, Davis was only three yards
behind the Clemson total with 312.
The Cavaliers averaged 12 yards a
catch on 26 completions, but the Tigers
Jimmy Addison threw for 283 yards in a 40-35 win
over Virginia in 1966.
were better than twice of that average with
24.2 on half the number of receptions (13).
Davis's completions (26) and attempts (48)
were both ACC records at the time, and he
was only 1 1 yards shy of the conference
yardage record of that era, a record set the
year before by Clemson's Thomas Ray
who had 323 yards at North Carolina in
1965.
For their efforts, both Addison and
Davis were recognized nationally, as
Addison was named Associated Press
National Back of the Week, while Davis
received the same accolade from Sports
Illustrated. Quite possibly, this is the only
time in college football history where two
opposing players in the same game
received top national honors by two differ-
ent services.
Amazingly, that game also produced a
100-yard rusher (Clemson's Buddy Gore,
117) and a 100-yard receiver (Clemson's
Wayne Bell with 120 yards on six catches).
Virginia did not have a player rush for 100
yards, but had a pair of 100-yard receivers.
Ed Carrington had 10 catches for 113
yards and running back Frank Quayle had
7-103 and two touchdowns.
Quayle, one of the top all-purpose play-
ers of the era, had just 1 1 yards rushing,
but had a punt return for nine yards and
five kickoff returns for 95, giving him 218
all-purpose yards.
Clemson was its own worst enemy on
this day, losing five of six fumbles, four
of them in its own territory at the 46, 37,
38 and 24-yard lines.
Ray's performance in 1965 and
Addison's in 1996 against Virginia still
stand one and two in the Clemson
record books for passing yardage.
Don't sell Nealon Greene short today.
He is already in second place on
Clemson's career passing yardage list
and should become the all-time record
holder today. He already has the com-
pletion record and may end his career
with 100 more than anyone else.
Based on the laws of probability,
Greene and Virginia quarterback Aaron
Brooks probably won't produce the
stats Davis and Addison had 31 years
ago, but it could be close. Brooks had
a 305-yard passing game against
Auburn, and Greene has had back-to-
back 250-yard performances this year.
In recent years this game has fea-
tured outstanding ground attacks, but
today the air may be filled with foot-
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